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–Summary in Dutch–
Trillingsmetingen zijn van groot belang in diverse industrie¨le toepassingen en on-
derzoeksgebieden, zoals akoestiek, automobieltechniek, lucht- en ruimtevaart en
medische biologie. Conventioneel wordt veelal gebruik gemaakt van accelerome-
ters voor deze metingen. Toch heeft deze oplossing zijn beperkingen in een aantal
situaties. Als belangrijkste probleem kan vermeld worden dat de accelerometers
aangebracht worden op het oppervlak van het trillende doelobject, waardoor de
trilling zelf kan verstoord worden. Voor trillingen die gevoelig zijn voor een be-
lasting door extra massa, bijvoorbeeld bij de trilling van de trommelvliezen, is
het dan ook geen optie om een accelerometer te gebruiken. Verder hebben ver-
snellingsmeters ook beperkingen bij trillingen met zeer lage frequentie. In vergeli-
jking met accelerometers heeft de laser-dopplervibrometer (LDV) het voordeel
contactloos te zijn en daardoor de trillingen niet te benvloeden. Tegenwoordig
wordt de LDV-techniek dan ook veelvuldig gebruikt in tal van toepassingen en
wordt hij algemeen aanvaard als een standaard meettechniek. In sommige moeili-
jke meetsituaties, zoals bijvoorbeeld trillingsmetingen in het oor, worden moelijke
eisen gesteld aan een LDV-apparaat. In het bijzonder dringt zich steeds vaker de
eis op om een LDV-toestel te miniaturiseren. Op dit vlak is al enig onderzoek
verricht, bijvoorbeeld met behulp van glasvezels of van de zelfmengingtechniek.
Maar verregaande miniaturisatie en hoge prestaties werden nooit tegelijk verkre-
gen met deze technieken.
In dit proefschrift stellen we voor de LDV-miniaturisatie te realiseren met be-
hulp van fotonische gentegreerde schakelingen (PICs) op een siliciumsubstraat,
daarbij voortbouwend op de snelle vooruitgang in het domein van siliciumfoton-
ica (“silicon photonics”) in het laatste decennium. In dit domein wordt gebruik
gemaakt van CMOS-technologie om optische chips te fabriceren. Het doel van
het voorliggende onderzoek is dan ook om een compact LDV-circuit met goede
prestaties te realiseren op basis van siliciumfotonica. Dit opent het perspectief
voor compacte en performante LDV-systemen met lage kostprijs.
De LDV-techniek is een coherente detectietechniek op basis van optische inter-
ferometrie. Er bestaan twee varianten, met name homodyne en heterodyne detec-
tie. Het grote verschil tussen beide bestaat erin dat er voor de heterodyne techniek
een optische frequentieverschuiving (OFS) nodig is in n arm van de interferometer.
Hiermee kan men de invloed van ruis bij lage frequenties (1/f-ruis) veroorzaakt
door elektronische componenten omzeilen. Bij de homodyne techniek gebruikt
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men geen frequentieverschuiving maar wordt een zogenaamde 90-graden optis-
che hybride ingezet om de demodulatiekwaliteit te verbeteren. In dit proefschrift
worden beide technieken uitgelegd en toegepast, inclusief de bijhorende demodu-
latiemethodes.
Bij de implementatie van on-chip LDV wordt men geconfronteerd met een aan-
tal uitdagingen die het specifieke gevolg zijn van de op gentegreerde golfgeleiders
gebaseerde aanpak. Volgens onze analyse kunnen deze uitdagingen in een drietal
factoren onderverdeeld worden, met name de onbedoelde optische reflecties op
de chip, de onvolmaaktheden van de optische hybride (voor homodyne) en deze
van de optische frequentieverschuiving (voor heterodyne). Al deze effecten zorgen
voor vervormingen op het meetsignaal. In sommige gevallen kan de vervorming
te niet gedaan worden door middel van compensatie-algoritmes op basis van digi-
tale signaalverwerking (DSP). Dit is volgens onze analyse vooral het geval als het
ruisniveau laag is. Verder benodigen deze algoritmes lange rekentijden, waardoor
ze moeilijk toepasbaar zijn voor trillingen met hoge frequenties. Om deze redenen
is het belangrijk om de afwijkingen te verbeteren bij de bron. In dit proefschrift
besteden we dan ook veel aandacht aan het verminderen van onbedoelde reflecties
en het optimaliseren van de optische frequentieverschuiving.
De reflecties van roosterkoppelaars en van 1-naar-2 multimode-interferentie-
koppelaars (MMI) vormen de belangrijkste bron van onbedoelde reflectie in een
LDV-interferometer en ze worden vooral veroorzaakt door abrupte interfaces. Voor
een roosterkoppelaar is dat vooral de overgang tussen het gebied met resp. zon-
der het rooster. Bij de MMI-koppelaar is het vooral de interface met diep gee¨tste
gebieden die de boosdoener zijn. In het verleden werd meestal weinig aandacht
besteed aan de optimalisatie van deze componenten op gebied van reflecties. Dat
hebben we in dit werk wel gedaan. De strategie hierbij is niet zodanig om de re-
flecties uit te schakelen dan wel om het gereflecteerde licht weg te buigen van het
inkomende golfgeleiderkanaal zodat het geen kwaad kan doen. Uit onze meetre-
sultaten blijkt dat ons verbeterd roosterkoppelaarontwerp een reflectie van slechts
-40 dB vertoont terwijl dat bij de verbeterde MMI-koppelaar -35 dB is.
De prestatie van een optische frequentieverschuiver wordt bepaald door de on-
derdrukkingsverhouding van ongewenste harmonischen. In de praktijk moeten
enkel de -1ste orde en de 0de orde harmonischen beschouwd worden, gezien de
andere harmonischen onderdrukt kunnen worden door middel van filters in de de-
modulator. In dit proefschrift bestuderen we twee types van on-chip OFS-circuits,
namelijk de serrodyne techniek en de vier-armige interferometer. In de serrodyne
techniek wordt de faze van het optische signaal gemoduleerd met een zaagtand-
funtie met een piek-tot-piek waarde van 2pi. Om harmonischen te vermijden
vereist de serrodyne techniek een zuivere fazemodulator met een perfecte zaag-
tandfunctie met de juiste amplitude. We hebben de invloed van allerlei fouten
hierop geanalyseerd. Er blijkt bijvoorbeeld dat de bandbreedte van de fazemodu-
lator ten minste 35 keer groter moet zijn dan de gewenste frequentieverschuiving.
Verder moet de onbedoelde amplitudemodulatie kleiner zijn dan 4 dB. Een faze-
modulator gebaseerd op de modulatie van ladingsdragers in een p-n junctie heeft
een voldoende bandbreedte, maar vertoont altijd een te hoge amplitudemodulatie.
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Bovendien is deze component vrij groot. De thermo-optische (TO) fazemodula-
tor daarentegen heeft een perfect zuivere fazemodulatie maar heeft een erg lage
bandbreedte (<10 kHz). Gelukkig kan een vier-armige interferometer toegepast
worden waarbij in elk van de armen een fazemodulator gebaseerd op ladings-
dragermodulatie ingezet wordt en elk hiervan sinusoidaal aangestuurd wordt met
een geoptimaliseerde amplitude en faze. Met deze methode kunnen ongewenste
harmonischen goed onderdrukt worden, zelfs in de aanwezigheid van een relatief
sterke amplitudemodulatie. Bovendien is deze component compacter dan de ser-
rodyne modulator. De prestatie van de vier-armige interferometer hangt wel af van
afwijkingen in de fazemodulatie en onbalansen tussen de vier optische signalen.
Deze afwijkingen kunnen door middel van extra faze- en amplitude modulatoren
gecompenseerd worden.
Experimenteel hebben we een thermo-optische serrodyne OFS met een ver-
schuiving van 2 kHz gerealiseerd. Hiermee hebben we een geminiaturiseerd LDV
op silicium aangetoond. De TO-modulator bestaat uit een silicium optische golf-
geleider bedekt met een Titanium metaalstrip voor de Joule-verwarming. Een
BCB-polymeerlaag (Benzocyclobuteen) scheidt de golfgeleider van de metaal-
strip teneinde optische verliezen te vermijden. We hebben dit LDV-circuit getest
door licht vanuit de chip te richten op een trillende spiegel bevestigd mechanisch
aangestuurd door een piezoelektrisch blok en het gereflecteerde licht terug in te
koppelen in de chip. We hebben aangetoond trillingen met een amplitude van
slechts 1 nm te kunnen detecteren. Een goede overeenkomst werd bekomen met
metingen uitgevoerd met een state-of-the-art commercieel toestel van Polytec.
Daarnaast hebben we een on-chip homodyne LDV gerealiseerd, gebaseerd op
een 90-graden optische hybride. Deze laatste werd gerealiseerd met een com-
pacte 2-naar-4 MMI-koppelaar. De fazerelatie tussen de vier uitgangen van dit cir-
cuit laat een in-faze en kwadratuur (IQ) demodulatie toe van het optische signaal.
Alhoewel de hybride niet perfect was ten gevolge van onnauwkeurigheden in de
fabricage, konden de fouten toch met digitale signaalverwerking gecompenseerd
worden. We hebben een minimaal meetbare verplaatsing van 6 nm kunnen aanto-
nen.
Bij ons experimenteel werk hebben we nog geen lichtbronnen en detectoren
gentegreerd op de LDV-chip, aangezien we vooral de focus wilden leggen op de
invloed van onbedoelde imperfecties en ook om de complexiteit en de kostprijs van
het onderzoek te beperken. We hebben dan ook externe DFB-lasers en detectoren
gebruikt, die we met de chip gekoppeld hebben via glasvezel-arrays.
Als toepassingsgerichte demonstrator hebben we een dubbel homodyne LDV-
circuit op een chip gerealiseerd voor het meten van de arterie¨le bloedpulssnel-
heid (PWV) in de halsslagader. Deze bloedpulssnelheid is een belangrijke marker
voor cardiovasculaire risicos. Vanuit deze chip werden twee lichtsignalen respec-
tievelijk uit elk van beide LDV-circuits via een lenssysteem afgebeeld op twee
plaatsen van de halsslagader. De huidbeweging ten gevolge van de onderliggende
bloedpuls werd aldus op twee plaatsen gemeten. Uit de kruiscorreltatie van beide
signalen kon de tijdsvertraging bepaald worden en dus de PWV. We hebben een
tijdsnauwkeurigheid van 0.1 ms aangetoond. Aangezien de afstand tussen de twee
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gemeten posities op de slagader ongeveer 1.5 cm was in de praktijk, betekent het
dat de maximale meetbare snelheid van onze opstelling ongeveer 150 m/s is. Dit
is voldoende voor praktische PWV-metingen.
Als conclusie kan gesteld worden dat LDV-systemen gebaseerd op silicium
optische chips beloftevol zijn. Deze chips zijn compact, hun performantie kan
hoog zijn en bovendien is hun kostprijs zeer laag indien gefabriceerd in volume.
De integratietechniek is vooral heel waardevol wanneer meerdere potentieel zeer
veel LDV-circuits gecombineerd worden op n chip voor toepassingen waar veel
LDV-metingen in parallel dienen te gebeuren.
English summary
Vibration measurements are required in various industrial applications and re-
search fields, e.g. acoustics, automotive, aerospace, and biomedicine. Conven-
tionally, accelerometers are usually used for this type of measurement. How-
ever, some weaknesses of accelerometers keep them away from many applica-
tions. The largest problem with accelerometers is the disturbance of the target
vibration caused by attaching the accelerometers on the vibrating target. For vi-
brations that are sensitive to mass loading, e.g. vibration of eardrums, the use of
accelerometers for measurement is ruled out. Besides, accelerometers also suf-
fer from their low measuring range of frequency. Compared to accelerometers,
the laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) technique has a very weak disturbance effect
to the target vibration, due to its non-contact nature. Nowadays, the LDV tech-
nique is used in numerous applications and is widely accepted as a standard tool
for vibration measurements. However, some difficult measurement situations, e.g.
vibration measurement in the ear, impose more stringent requirements on the LDV
devices. To meet these requirements, a device miniaturization is needed. A lot of
research has been done to realize this miniaturization, for example, with the help
of fiber-optics or the self-mixing technique. However, high compactness and high
performance have never been obtained at the same time with these techniques. In
this thesis, we propose to realize the LDV miniaturization using photonic inte-
grated circuits (PICs) on the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate. Based on com-
plementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatible technologies, a high
performance, low-cost miniaturization technology in LDV can be realized on this
platform.
The LDV technique is a coherent detection technique based on optical inter-
ferometry, and it exists in two basic detection schemes, namely homodyne and
heterodyne. The major difference between these two schemes is whether an opti-
cal frequency shifter (OFS) is used in the reference arm of the interferometer. In
heterodyne, an OFS is used to circumvent the influence of low frequency noise
in electronics, while in homodyne such an OFS is not required. To improve the
demodulation quality in homodyne, a 90◦ optical hybrid is usually used. In this
thesis, the working principles of these two schemes and their corresponding de-
modulation methods are explained.
In on-chip devices, there also exist some deviation factors that can strongly
influence the LDV outputs. According to analysis, three crucial influential factors
exist in on-chip LDV. They are the unwanted optical reflections in on-chip de-
vices, imperfect 90◦ optical hybrid designs (for homodyne), and imperfect optical
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frequency shifts (for heterodyne). If any of these deviations cannot be neglected,
the LDV outputs can be deformed. Therefore, to ensure a negligible phase de-
formation, the on-chip spurious reflections should be strongly suppressed. For
the case of heterodyne, it is also important to suppress the -1 order and 0th order
harmonics of the frequency shifted signal. Useful information may be recovered
from the corrupted LDV outputs with the help of some compensation algorithms
based on digital signal processing (DSP). According analysis, this recovery can be
very accurate if noise is weak, but this situation is not always fulfilled. Besides,
these algorithms take a long calculation time, which makes it difficult to use these
algorithms for the compensation of high frequency vibrations. Therefore, it is im-
portant to improve the on-chip device designs regarding these deviations. In this
thesis, we focus our efforts on the realization of spurious-reflection suppression
and of a high quality optical frequency shift.
The reflections of grating couplers and 2×1 multi-mode interference (MMI)
couplers are the major spurious reflection sources in an on-chip LDV interferome-
ter, and they are mainly caused by the existence of mode-mismatching boundaries
in these designs. For a grating coupler, the reflection boundary is the one be-
tween the input waveguide and grating region. For the MMI, reflections mainly
come from the boundaries of the deeply etched trenches, which are used to form
an optical waveguide. In many previously proposed on-chip optical devices, these
boundaries are not carefully designed and can thus introduce considerable reflec-
tions. To solve this problem, we have made several new designs in which the
reflection boundaries are deliberately tilted so that the reflections can be sent to
somewhere else rather than the input waveguide. The back-reflection back to the
input waveguide is strongly reduced with this method. From measurement results,
it turns out that the reflection of an improved grating coupler design is reduced to -
40 dB compared to the power of the input light. For improved 2×1 MMI couplers,
the spurious reflection is believed to be about 35 dB lower than the input optical
power according to simulations.
The performance of an OFS is characterized by the suppression ratios of high-
order harmonics to the fundamental harmonic. In practice, only the suppression
ratios for -1 st order and 0th order harmonics need to be considered, since the
other sidebands can be removed by filtering in a demodulation stage. To realize
and improve the performance of an on-chip OFS, two different techniques for gen-
erating the frequency shift, namely the serrodyne technique and the four-branch
interferometry technique, are analyzed in this thesis. In the serrodyne technique,
the phase of the optical signal is modulated to a sawtooth profile with a peak-to-
peak phase variation of 2pi, so as to create a desired frequency shift. In order to
strongly suppress sidebands, the serrodyne modulation requires a pure phase mod-
ulator. The influences of the accuracy in phase modulation depth, of the modulator
bandwidth, of the phase linearity, and of spurious amplitude modulations are an-
alyzed with spectrum analysis. It turns out that the modulator bandwidth should
be at least 35 times larger than the actual desired frequency shift and the spuri-
ous amplitude modulation should be smaller than 4 dB. The carrier-depletion type
modulator has a sufficient bandwidth but suffers from its long length and intrin-
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sic spurious amplitude modulation, while the thermo-optic (TO) phase modulator
has very weak spurious amplitude modulation but is also low in speed (<10 kHz).
Luckily, a four-branch interferometry frequency shift technique can be used to
avoid the problems occuring in carrier-depletion type modulators. In this four-
branch interferometry technique, light signals in the four arms are modulated with
four different sinusoidal signals. With carefully controlled phase delays, sidebands
in the combined signal are strongly suppressed. Several simulations are made with
respect to this design. According to the simulation results, the undesired sidebands
can still be strongly suppressed even with a relatively strong spurious amplitude
modulation. Another benefit with this method is a reduction in the total modulator
length compared to serrodyne technique, since its peak-to-peak phase change does
not need to be as large as 2pi. The required bandwidth for the signal driver is also
significantly smaller than serrodyne since the high-bandwidth sawtooth driving
signal is not needed anymore. The performance of this four-branch interferome-
try is sensitive to the deviation of the phase shift in each optical signal and to the
power imbalance among the four optical signals. However, these phase deviations
and imbalances can be corrected with extra phase and amplitude modulators.
For demonstration, we have realized a TO modulator-based serrodyne OFS
at a frequency of 2 kHz. With this TO OFS, a miniaturized LDV on SOI has
been demonstrated. The TO modulator consists of a silicon optical waveguide, a
titanium heater and an intermediate Benzocyclobutene-based polymer layer. The
characterization of this device is realized by measuring a voltage-driven piezo-
stack. Results show that a vibration with the amplitude as small as 1 nm can be
detectable using this heterodyne LDV. These results are also compared with those
obtained with a vibrometer from Polytec, and a good agreement is seen.
We have also reported an on-chip homodyne LDV, based on a 90◦ optical
hybrid. The 90◦ optical hybrid is realized with a compact 2×4 MMI coupler.
The special phase relation among the four outputs of the optical hybrid allows
an in-phase & quadrature (IQ) demodulation to these signals. Though the hybrid
may not work perfectly due to fabrication inaccuracies, the demodulation outputs
can still be correctly recovered with certain compensation methods based on DSP.
Measurement results show that the minimal measurable displacement of this on-
chip homodyne device is around 6 nm. Note that in both of our heterodyne and
homodyne designs, laser sources and photo-detectors are not integrated on the
chip, to avoid the influence on on-chip interferometers and to reduce fabrication
complexity. External distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers and photo-detectors, con-
nected with the chip via a fiber-array, are used instead.
To show the advantage of the miniaturization, we have also demonstrated an
on-chip double-LDV device with homodyne technology for measuring the arterial
pulse wave velocity (PWV), an important marker for cardiovascular risks. In this
device two stand-alone homodyne LDVs are fabricated on the same SOI chip. Two
light beams from these two LDVs are sent to a common-carotid artery (CCA) with
the help of an imaging system. Each LDV is responsible for recording the time
when a pulse wave is moved to the measured position on the CCA. By calculating
the transit time of a pulse between the two measurement positions with a cross-
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correlation method, the PWV can be estimated. The time accuracy of this device
is estimated by measuring two pulses with a controlled relative time shift. The
time accuracy turned out to be around 0.1 ms. Since the distance between the
two measured positions on the CCA is around 1.5 cm in practice, it indicates that
the maximal measurable velocity of this device is around 150 m/s. This range
is large enough to cover all possible values of the PWV. In conclusion, the SOI-
based LDV system is a very promising technique. The size of this device can be
very compact thanks to the small geometric dimension of SOI-based PIC designs.
Since CMOS-compatible technologies are used for this platform, the production
cost can be extremely reduced in case of high volume production. This platform is
especially powerful for integrating multiple LDVs on the same chip, which can be
used in many applications such as PWV measurements.
1
Laser Doppler vibrometer(LDV) and
LDV-on-SOI
The Doppler effect of light was first introduced by the Austrian physicist Chris-
tian Doppler in 1842 in a paper explaining the observed periodic color changes of
binary stars (a star system consisting of two stars orbiting around their common
center of mass) [1]. In this hypothesis, the observed light from the star increases in
frequency (blueshift) as the star is moving towards the earth and decreases in fre-
quency (redshift) as the star is moving away from the earth. Therefore, the periodic
frequency shift in the light emitted from a binary star is caused by periodic move-
ment of a binary star. The value of the frequency shift fD can be approximately
calculated according to
fD =
v
λ0
, (1.1)
where λ0 is the light wavelength in a vacuum, and v is the relative velocity of the
source towards the observer. This hypothesis was later confirmed by Ballot [2]
with sound waves.
The Doppler shift can also be observed in a light wave that is reflected by a
moving object. The corresponding frequency shift fD(t) is also linearly related to
the instantaneous velocity v(t) of the moving object relative to the observer, being
described as
fD(t) = 2
v(t)
λ0
. (1.2)
This mechanism has been utilized in Doppler radar (RAdio Detection And Rang-
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ing) systems to estimate the speed of aircraft or missiles, in which radio waves are
used as the detection signal. The wavelength of the detection signal determines
the minimum size of a detectable object. Therefore, radar cannot be used to detect
an object with a very small geometric dimension, which limits the potential appli-
cations of Doppler radars. In order to acquire the movement information of tiny
objects, such as particles in a fluid, a short wavelength is required. But this was
not feasible until the invention of laser [3].
The first laser Doppler velocimeter in the optical range was proposed by Yeh
et al. [4]. In their setup, coherent light at a wavelength λ0 = 632.8 nm was used
for detection, and this small wavelength allows the detection of monodispersed
polystyrene spheres of diameter 0.556 µm. A fluid flow can thus be estimated
from the velocities of the spheres inside the fluid. This LDV employed a typical
heterodyne-type optical coherent detection technique with the help of an optical
interferometer. This heterodyne detection method is still widely used these days.
Since this first demonstration, the LDV technique has drawn much attention and
has been implemented with different optical arrangements: vom Stein et al. in-
troduced a dual-beam mode LDV in 1969 [5]; Penny demonstrated a dual-scatter
beam configuration [6]; the first fiber-based LDV was patented by Crosswy et al.; a
self-mixing LDV was proposed by Rudd in 1968 [7]. These techniques are capable
of measuring tiny vibrations or movements with particularly high spatial resolu-
tion, and thus have brought much attention in multiple industrial applications and
research fields [8–14].
There are also many alternative techniques that can be used for vibration mea-
surements, e.g. accelerometers. In an accelerometer, the acceleration is measured
by converting the physical force f(t) = ma(t) exerted on the sensing material
to an electrical signal with the help of piezoelectricity, piezoresistivity or capaci-
tive sensing, where m is the mass of the sensing material and a(t) is its instanta-
neous acceleration [15]. However, these accelerometers have multiple drawbacks,
including mass-loading effect [16] and narrow frequency range [15]. These prob-
lems have been successfully avoided by using the LDV technology thanks to its
non-contact feature and flat frequency response. Nowadays, the calibration of ac-
celerometers is based on the LDV technology [17].
1.1 Different arrangements of LDVs
Optical arrangements for LDVs are closely related to applications. For instance,
single-point LDVs and scanning LDVs are usually used for surface-vibration mea-
surement while dual-beam LDV configurations are commonly used for character-
izing of fluid flow [18]. Therefore, we usually differentiate LDV technologies by
using different names: “laser Doppler vibrometry” is used for surface-vibration
measurement, while “laser Doppler velocimetry” and “laser Doppler anemome-
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Figure 1.1: The schematic of a typical single-beam heterodyne-detection LDV. f0 is the
original frequency of the laser light, fD(t) is the instantaneous Doppler shift of the
reflected light due to the target movement, and fofs is the frequency shift of the reference
signal introduced by the optical frequency shifter (OFS).
try” are used for measurements of fluid flows. Most part of this thesis is devoted to
the measurement of surface vibrations, which lies in the category of “vibrometry”.
However, it is essential to realize the existence of different LDV arrangements.
Therefore, a brief introduction to some popular optical arrangements for LDVs,
e.g. single-beam and dual-beam LDVs, is given in this section.
1.1.1 Single-beam LDVs
A single-beam LDV realizes the velocity measurement with only one light beam.
It is usually implemented in such a way that the light transmitting antenna (TA)
and the light receiving antenna (RA) are integrated in one block, so as to keep the
size of the optical head small. This optical arrangement is usually used to measure
the out-of-plane velocity of a vibration. The interferometer of a single-beam LDV
can be arranged to realize two typical detection schemes, namely heterodyne or
homodyne, which are differentiated by whether an optical frequency shifter (OFS)
is used in the interferometer.
Being used in the first demonstrated LDV system, the single-beam heterodyne-
detection technique is still widely used nowadays. A typical single-beam heterodyne-
detection LDV is schematically shown in figure 1.1. The signal is processed as fol-
lows. Light is first sent to the interferometer, where it is split into two arms, called
the measurement arm (upper arm in figure 1.1) and reference arm (lower arm in
figure 1.1), respectively. Light in the measurement arm is sent to a vibrating sur-
face with the help of a TA in the optical head and an off-chip optical system (not
depicted in figure 1.1). A portion of the light signal is reflected by the moving tar-
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Figure 1.2: The schematic of a typical single-beam homodyne-detection LDV. f0 is the
original frequency of the laser light, and fD(t) is the instantaneous Doppler shift of the
reflected light due to the target movement. A 90◦ optical hybrid with four photo-detectors
are used in this system.
get and sent back to the optical head. According to the Doppler effect, this signal
carries the information of the target’s vibration in its modulated optical frequency.
The reflected light is picked up by the RA in the optical head and coupled to the
device again. Meanwhile, light in the reference arm undergoes a frequency shift of
fofs with the help of the OFS. The recaptured reflection signal and the frequency
shifted reference signal are combined in an optical combiner before being sent to a
photo-detector. In the photo-detector, the optical signal is converted to an electrical
signal, which is used for recovering the Doppler shift and hence the instantaneous
out-of plane velocity of the vibration. The demodulation can be done directly with
an FM demodulation or an in-phase & quadrature (IQ) demodulation based on a
digital signal processing (DSP) approach.
In this configuration, the OFS in the reference arm is used to ensure that the
carrier frequency of the photo-current signal does not lie in the low frequency re-
gion, where noise (e.g, 1/f noise) is significantly strong. This frequency shift is
also helpful for the direction discrimination of the target’s movement. The most
usually used OFS is a Bragg cell, which creates the desired optical frequency shift
using an acousto-optic effect [19, 20]. However, to realize an acousto-optical mod-
ulation may be difficult in some material systems. Hence other pseudo-heterodyne
techniques have been proposed, either by using a ramp phase modulation (serro-
dyne) [21, 22], or with synthetic heterodyne techniques [23–25].
In a single-beam homodyne-detection LDV, the use of OFS is not required,
which means that a homodyne LDV may be strongly influenced by low frequency
noise. Hence, its measurement sensitivity may be lower than that of heterodyne.
However, homodyne LDVs still have several strengths, including easy implemen-
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Figure 1.3: The schematic of a typical single-point heterodyne laser Doppler velocimeter
used for measure fluid flow. f0 is the original frequency of the laser light, and fD(t) is the
instantaneous Doppler shift of the reflected light due to the target movement.
tation, low fabrication cost, and large measuring range of velocity. In addition,
by implementing some special designs in the interferometer, e.g. a 90◦ optical
hybrid [26], the homodyne demodulation quality can be improved. A typical ar-
rangement of the single-beam homodyne-detection LDV is shown in figure 1.2. In
this arrangement, the 90◦ optical hybrid is used to assist the demodulation.
A lot of applications are associated with single-beam LDVs, ranging from me-
chanics to biomedical researches. The applications include the evaluation of inter-
nal dynamic stress in a solid vibrating body [12], vibration of a burner [10], ground
vibration [14], respiration vibration and cardiac period [27], tactile stiffness esti-
mation [28], stapes velocity in live human ears [29] et al.
A single-beam LDV can also be implemented with separated TA and RA. This
arrangement is desired when the velocity of a fluid is measured. Since the main ap-
plication is not the vibration measurement, we’d rather call this a single-beam laser
Doppler velocimeter. A schematic of such an LDV system based on heterodyne
detection is shown in figure 1.3. An example is the reference beam LDV proposed
by Yeh et al. [30]. This arrangement can also be implemented in homodyne.
There are several companies providing commercialized single-point LDV sys-
tems. The sensor head OFV-534 from Polytec R© is a typical commercialized single-
beam heterodyne-detection sensor head, while the RLE system from RENISHAW R©
is based on the homodyne detection.
1.1.2 Dual-beam LDVs
Another important LDV is the dual-beam arrangement, which is also named as the
Doppler difference technique [18]. In this arrangement, both the reference and the
measurement signals are sent to the moving target during the operation. A typ-
ical Doppler difference arrangement is shown in figure 1.4. In this figure, three
possible positions of RAs are illustrated: Detector 2 and Detector 3 stand for the
detectors set in the propagation directions of the reference and measurement sig-
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Figure 1.4: The schematic of a typical dual-beam LDV used for measuring fluid flow. f0 is
the original frequency of the laser light, and fD(t) is the instantaneous Doppler shift of
the reflected light due to the target movement.
nals, respectively, while Detector 1 is for detectors at any other locations. One can
choose any of these three positions to receive scattered signal, but the demodula-
tion techniques may be different from each other. An OFS can also be placed in
one arm of the interferometer, so as to realize the optical heterodyne detection.
These dual-beam LDVs can be used to measure a fluid flow [31] or a surface
vibration [5, 6]. They are more flexible in the optical arrangement, but the flexi-
bility also makes this LDV bulky and difficult to build.
1.1.3 Self-mixing LDVs
A self-mixing LDV is a highly compact LDV system since it uses the laser cavity
itself as the optical mixer. A typical self-mixing LDV arrangement is shown in fig-
ure 1.5(a). During the operation, light from a laser cavity is reflected by the moving
target and coupled back to the laser cavity. It is found that the optical power in the
laser cavity varies at a frequency equal to the Doppler frequency shift due to the
vibration. By acquiring this optical power variation with a closely placed photo-
detector, one can recover the Doppler shift of the back-reflected signal. However,
the shapes of these signals are complex and may vary strongly depending on the re-
flection power. A series of self-mixing photocurrent signals for different reflection
power levels (represented by the factor C) is shown in figure 1.5(b), which is re-
produced from [32]. According to the theory based on a three-mirror Fabry-Perot
cavity [33, 34], the reflection power factor C can be calculated as [35]
C =
κs
√
1 + α2
Llasnlas
, (1.3)
κ =
(1−R2)√
AR2
(1.4)
where s is the average distance of the target, α is the laser diode linewidth en-
hancement factor, Llas and nlas are the length and refractive index of the laser
cavity, respectively,  is a mismatch factor between the reflection and the lasing
modes, A is the power loss in the external cavity, and R2 is the reflectivity of
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Figure 1.5: (a) The schematic of a typical self mixing LDV. (b) The output signals of a
self-mixing LDV with different C parameter, reprinted from [32].
the laser output facet. It can be found from figure 1.5(b) that the influence of the
C factor is significant, which may lead to complex demodulation algorithms. A
simple fringe-counting method is the commonly used demodulation algorithm of
self-mixing LDVs, but it has a bad displacement resolution of λ0/2.
In spite of these modulation difficulties, self-mixing LDVs have been reported
in a lot of publications thanks to their compact size and easy configurations. This
technique can be used in liquid flow measurements [36], cardiovascular diagnos-
tics [37], cantilever sensing [38] et al. However, it has not led to a well-sold
product with a competitive price [39].
1.1.4 LDVs for multi-point measurements
In some applications, e.g. fluid turbulence measurement [40, 41], the velocity
information of multiple positions is needed. For applications like the vibration
measurement of a spinning blade (blade tip timing), the capability of changing the
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measurement location is necessary [42, 43]. To fulfill these requirements, scan-
ning LDV (SLDV) techniques have been introduced. With the help of a beam
scanning system, SLDV can automatically relocate the position of the measure-
ment light during the measurement. These scanning arrangements can be different
for different applications [44, 45].
Multi-point vibration measurement may also be realized with a multi-beam
measurement setup that can simultaneously retrieve the vibrations of multiple po-
sitions. Combining several stand-alone LDV devices may be the simplest method
for realizing such a multi-beam LDV. A clever design has been reported by taking
advantage of the multiple diffracted beams in an acousto-optic modulator [46, 47].
In this design, the multiple diffracted light beams (with different frequency shift)
created in an acousto-optic (AO) modulator are focused to different positions on
the target surface. Thanks to the frequency differences among these beams, the op-
tical modulations of these beams are uncorrelated to each other since they belong
to different carriers in the frequency domain. Therefore, these reflected signals can
be combined into one signals and detected with only one photo-detector.
1.2 Key parameters of an LDV
Several important parameters of LDV are discussed in this section, including light
wavelength, displacement resolution, maximum velocity, device size, detection
distance, power consumption, output accuracy, and production cost. These param-
eters are important for judging the performance of a specific LDV system, and thus
they will be often mentioned in the following parts of the thesis. Note that not all
LDV parameters are discussed here.
Wavelength (λ0): the wavelength of light. This value is determined by the
optical property of the actually used material system. Conventionally used light
wavelength is 632.8 nm (red light). However, Polytec R© has found that increasing
the light wavelength helps to reduce the influence of noise [48]. In their new
product RSV-150, light at a wavelength of 1.55 µm is used.
Displacement resolution (dr) and velocity resolution (vr): the displacemen-
t/velocity resolution of an LDV indicates the minimal measurable displacemen-
t/velocity. This displacement resolution is usually limited by noise. Thanks to
the use of an OFS, a heterodyne LDV normally has a better resolution than a
homodyne LDV. The best displacement resolution of the OFV-5000 vibrometer
controller from Polytec R© is below 0.1 pm [49], while the RPI20 parallel interface
from RENISHAW R© has a dr = 28.6 pm. Both dr and vr are frequency dependent,
and they are correlated according to the following relation vr(f) = 2pifdr(f).
Maximum velocity (vm): due to system limitations, there is a maximum mea-
surable velocity in the LDV outputs. The maximum velocity for a heterodyne
system is determined by fofs, while for homodyne it is only limited by the sam-
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pling frequency of demodulation. For Polytec R© OFV-5000 with fofs = 40 MHz,
the maximal velocity vm = 10 m/s. For homodyne LDV, the maximal velocity
is limited by the sampling frequency and electronic bandwidth. For the RPI20
parallel interface from RENISHAW R©, vm ≈ 2 m/s. Note that this value for the
homodyne case can be greatly enhanced with improved electronic designs.
Frequency range: The frequency range of an LDV indicates the minimal and
the maximal frequency of a measurable mechanical vibration.
Device size: The size here especially means the size of the optical head, which
is critical for applications with limited space used for measurement. For example,
a very compact size is required when one wants to place the LDV in the ear to
measure the vibration of the ear drum. When multiple LDVs are used to measure
the vibration distribution of a surface with small size, the size of each LDV should
also be very small.
Detection distance (LD): The detection distance LD indicates the maximal
distance between the LDV and the target that still supports a high quality vibration
detection, and it is determined by the numerous factors, including the power of
the input laser light, the reflectivity of the target surface (or scattering particles),
and the coherence length of the optical signal. With a carefully designed optical
system, the detection distance can be very large. For instance, the RSV-150 from
Polytec R© has a detection distance of 300 m.
Power consumption (Pldv): The power consumption is essential for portable
LDVs. The power can be consumed by different components of the LDV, includ-
ing the laser source, photo-detectors, demodulation electronics, temperature con-
troller, and other auxiliary components. For a heterodyne LDV, the OFS is also an
important power consuming component. The conventionally used acousto-optical
modulator (AOM) may consume a great amount of power (up to several watt).
Thus replacing the AOM with a low-power component may greatly reduce the
power consumption compared to conventional LDV devices.
Output accuracy (δldv): The output accuracy of the LDV is an important pa-
rameter for characterizing the loyalty of the LDV output to the real signal. We
usually use the root-mean-square deviation of the displacement output as the out-
put accuracy.
Production cost: Unlike those previously mentioned parameters, production
cost is a commercial concern of an LDV system. Customers require a high-
performance device as well as a low price of the product. The cost issue is the
initial impetus of this thesis work. In this thesis, we try to reduce the production
cost of LDV systems by integrating them on chips.
Some important parameters of several LDV manufacturers are listed in Ta-
ble 1.1.
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Company
Heterodyne
Homodyne vm
frequency
range λ0
Polytec [50]
Heterodyne
@40 MHz 10 m/s Up to 24 MHz
632.8 nm
& 1550 nm
RENISHAW [51] Homodyne <2 m/s not for vibration 632.8 nm
Metrolaser [52]
Heterodyne
@10.7 MHz 800 mm/s 0-40 kHz
780 nm
& 650 nm
Sintec
Optronics [53] - 3 m/s 1-100 kHz 632.8 nm
Ono Sokki [54] Heterodyne 20 m/s 0.3 Hz-3 MHz 632.8 nm
Bru¨el & Kjær [55] Homodyne 425 mm/s 0.1 Hz 25 kHz 632.8 nm
Table 1.1: Summary of different commercial LDVs.
1.3 Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform
We propose to integrate an LDV on the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate, a
promising platform for highly-miniaturized and low-cost photonic integrated cir-
cuits (PICs). The footprint of the PIC is determined by the size and bend radius
of optical waveguides, which is the most basic optical component in PICs. A
most commonly used single-mode rib waveguide has a cross section with a width
of 450 nm and a height of 220 nm. Because of the high index-contrast between
the core and cladding materials (ncore = 3.478, ncladding = 1.45), the waveguide
bend can be reduced to 2 µm with a negligible optical loss [56], and this ensures a
compact circuit footprint by introducing more flexible waveguide links and bends.
This waveguide structure can be fabricated using the 193 nm DUV lithography
technology [57]. The SEM image of a fabricated waveguide bend is illustrated in
figure 1.6. Based on the waveguide technology, multiple basic integrated optical
components with small foot-print have been realized and demonstrated, such as
Y-junction splitters/combiners, directional couplers, multi-mode interference cou-
plers [58], micro-ring resonators, arrayed-waveguide gratings, optical reflectors,
grating couplers [59–62], carrier-depletion based phase modulators [63], Ge-based
photo-detectors [64], integrated optical isolators [65], adhesive bonded distributed-
feedback (DFB) lasers [66]. It includes almost everything required in an LDV
system. As a result, the miniaturization LDV is possible on this platform.
A conception design of a fully integrated heterodyne LDV (optical part) based
on the SOI-platform is schematically shown in figure 1.7. The laser source, photo-
detectors, and optical frequency shifters are integrated in on-chip Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, and form the key part of a single-beam heterodyne-detection LDV.
The measurement light beam is sent out of the chip via a grating coupler. Outside
of the chip, an imaging optical system is used to focus the out-coupled measuring
light beam to the vibrating target. Reflected light is coupled back to the same
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Figure 1.6: The SEM image of a waveguide bend on the silicon-on-insulator platform.
Adapted from [67].
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Figure 1.7: The 3d schematic of a heterodyne LDV integrated on SOI.
grating coupler. The reflected signal is mixed with the frequency shifted reference
signal in an optical combiner on the chip, then the combined signal is received
by on-chip photo-detectors. The demodulator can be an electric circuit integrated
next to the PIC. Based on this basic structure, we can also realize other types of
LDVs on SOI, i.e. homodyne LDV and multi-point LDV.
Sometimes the laser source can be implemented externally, if a fully integrated
version is not required. In this case, a fiber or fiber array can be used to connect
the laser and the optical chip. This semi-integrated LDV is usually a reasonable
solution when the integration technique of the laser is difficult and expensive. Al-
though this method may increase the packaging cost, it provides a benefit that the
heat generated from the laser does not influence the performance of the interfer-
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ometer. In this thesis, we will focus on this semi-integrated LDV.
1.4 Contents and outline
In this thesis, the focus is on realizing proof-of-concept designs of miniaturized
LDVs based on SOI technology. Because of the complicated processing steps of
an integrated laser and photo-detectors, we decide to test only the on-chip inter-
ferometers for the first step. In this thesis, we will analytically check the working
principles of different on-chip LDVs, and try to pinpoint the existing influential
factors.
The major problems with the on-chip LDV system are the spurious reflec-
tion at the interfaces where large mode-mismatch occurs and an imperfect optical
frequency shift for the heterodyne technique. The LDV circuit is also sensitive
to temperature variations. However, the influence of the temperature variation is
problematic only when a strong spurious reflection exists in the interferometer. To
deal with these problems, on one hand we will demonstrate reflectionless designs
for some important on-chip optical components, on the other hand two different
methods to realize an OFS with highly suppressed sidebands are analyzed. With
these devices, two typical single-beam LDV configurations, heterodyne and ho-
modyne, are realized and reported. A dual-LDV PIC design used for the arterial
pulse wave velocity (PWV) measurement is also demonstrated.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we mainly focus on the the-
oretical analysis of an on-chip LDV. The basic blocks of an on-chip LDV, two
typical LDV detection schemes (homodyne and heterodyne), demodulation algo-
rithms, and the influence of different deviation sources are discussed and analyzed
in this chapter. Chapter 3 focuses on reflectionless optical component designs, in-
cluding reflectionless grating couplers and reflectionless multi-mode interference
couplers. In Chapter 4, methods of integrating optical frequency shifters on SOI
are discussed. Designs and experimental results for several fabricated on-chip ho-
modyne and heterodyne LDVs are demonstrated and analyzed in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6, the arterial PWV measurement measured with an on-chip dual homo-
dyne LDV is reported. Finally, we conclude the thesis.
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2
Working principle of on-chip LDVs
As is mentioned above, a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) is an optical coherent
detection system consisting of different electrical and optical components, e.g.
laser sources and photo-detectors. The performance of an LDV is strongly related
to the properties of these basic components. However, the influence of a certain
component on the whole system may vary for different system configurations. For
instance, the low frequency noise in a photodetector causes a critical deviation in
the output signals of a homodyne LDV, while it may not be a major concern in
heterodyne LDV since low frequency noise is filtered out. So it is important to
understand the influence of each component on each specific LDV system. In this
chapter, we will focus on two different detection schemes, namely homodyne and
heterodyne, and theoretically analyze their performance degradations when non-
ideal components are used. The main system concern in this chapter is the output
accuracy and displacement resolution, while other system parameters, e.g. power
consumption and device size, will be mentioned afterwards in this thesis. The
discussions in this chapter are mainly focused on the problems of on-chip LDVs,
but it can also be extended to a general LDV system.
This chapter is organized as follows. The descriptions of all building blocks in
an LDV system are firstly described. Then, the demodulation methods correspond-
ing to the homodyne and heterodyne detection schemes are separately introduced
and analyzed. With a digital signal processing (DSP) based approach, we will
show several demodulation algorithms. Meanwhile, some efficient compensation
methods for those deviation problems with integrated LDVs, e.g. on-chip spurious
reflections, are also demonstrated.
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Figure 2.1: The schematic of a typical heterodyne on-chip LDV, in which PD stands for
photodetector, OFS for optical frequency shifter, gc for grating coupler.
2.1 Basic building blocks
The schematic of a typical on-chip LDV is in figure 2.1, which is divided into two
parts: the photonic part (in the red box) and the electronic part. The photonic part
usually consists of a laser source, a photo-detector (PD), an interferometer, and an
imaging system. In a heterodyne system, an optical frequency shifter (OFS) is also
included. The electronic part basically consists of a demodulator and the driving
circuits for the laser, the PD, and the OFS. Descriptions of these components will
be given in this section. Note that there will be no dedicated sections for the drivers
in this thesis.
The signal process of the LDV is briefly described as follows. During opera-
tion, coherent light is generated from the laser source and sent to the interferome-
ter, where it is split by an optical splitter into two parts: the measurement and the
reference signals. The measurement signal is sent to the vibrating target with the
help of an imaging system. After being reflected by the target, the measurement
signal is recaptured and sent back to the measurement arm again. Meanwhile, the
reference signal either undergoes a frequency shift (heterodyne) or remains intact
(homodyne). The reference and measurement signals are recombined in an opti-
cal combiner and sent to a PD, where the information of the Doppler shift in the
measurement signal is converted into an intensity variation in the photocurrent. A
demodulator is then used to recover the measured Doppler shift, and hence the
instantaneous velocity (or displacement) of the target is obtained. In the following
part, each component will be discussed separately.
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2.1.1 Laser source
The coherent light signal generated from the laser source is denoted as
E0(t) = A exp(i2pif0t), (2.1)
where A is the amplitude of the electric field, f0 = c/λ0 is the frequency of light,
c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and λ0 is the light wavelength in vacuum.
For SOI-based on-chip LDVs, the signal used for detection is infrared light
(λ0 = 1.55 µm) rather than the conventionally used red light (λ0 = 632.8 nm), for
example, in OFV-534 in Polytec R© [1]. This wavelength lies in the C-band (1530-
1565 nm), where many low-cost optical components can be found. Most integrated
optical components on SOI are also dedicated to this band [2]. Besides, the low
photon energy of infrared light at 1550 nm substantially increases the carrier-to-
noise-ratio (CNR) compared to the red light [3]. This wavelength is also basically
safe for the retina. That’s because light with this wavelength is strongly absorbed
in the water in the eye. Therefore, it has less chance to damage the retina. For
λ0 =1.55 µm, the minimal optical power allowed as the eye safe laser class 1 by
the DIN/IEC 60825 laser safety norm is 10 mW, which is 10 times as much as that
for λ0 = 632.8 nm [3].
As is already mentioned in Chapter 1, the light signal used for the vibration
measurement should have a good temporal coherence, so that the coherence length
of the light Lc is much longer than the optical path difference between the mea-
surement and the reference arm in the LDV interferometry. The coherence length
Lc is determined by the phase noise of the laser, being described by the linewidth
of the laser ∆λ:
Lc = K
λ20
∆λ
, (2.2)
whereK is a constant defined by the lineshape of the laser spectrum, e.g. K = 0.32
for a Lorentzian lineshape [4]. A distributed feedback (DFB) laser is normally used
as the laser source because it usually has a narrow linewidth. Since the reference
arm of the interferometer is implemented on chip and is very short, the optical
path difference of these two signals is determined by the detection distance LD.
To ensure the coherence, the relation LD ≤ Lc/2 should be fulfilled. A typical
DFB laser with a linewidth of 2 MHz has a coherence length of around 50 m,
which indicates that LD ≤ 25 m.
The indirect bandgap of silicon makes it incapable of generating stimulated
emissions. However, it is still desired to integrate the laser sources with the other
components on the same SOI chip in many applications. Therefore, a lot of efforts
have been made to realize such an integration on SOI [5, 6]. In this thesis, how-
ever, we try to avoid this integration and use external laser sources instead. That’s
because external lasers can be easily characterized and have no thermal influence
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on the interferometer’s performance. Coherent light can be sent to the chip via a
fiber from the external laser source.
2.1.2 Interferometer
The light signal is directly sent to the on-chip interferometer from the laser source.
The major function of the interferometer is to create a combined light signal, of
which the beat frequency is linearly related to the instantaneous velocity of the
vibrating target. In our proposed design, the interferometer is realized with on-
chip optical waveguides, optical splitters/combiners and grating couplers.
The rib waveguides used in the system is a single-mode waveguide (220 nm
thick and 450 nm wide) for 1550 nm coherent light with a propagation loss of
around 2.7 dB/cm [7]. Thanks to the high index contrast between the waveguide
core (n=3.47) and the cladding (n=1), the waveguide bend radius can be reduced
to 2 µm with no apparent loss (0.028 dB/90◦ [7]). This small waveguide bend
ensures a largely reduced PIC footprint and leads to a lower production cost.
The optical splitters/combiners can also be realized using the waveguide tech-
nology on SOI. Typically used optical splitter/combiners are Y-junctions, direc-
tional couplers, 1×2 multimode interference (MMI) couplers, and 2×2 MMI cou-
plers [8]. Sometimes we also use 2×4 MMI couplers, which will be discussed
later as a 90◦ optical hybrid [9]. The working mechanism of the 2×2 MMI is de-
scribed as follows. After light is launched from the two input ports of an MMI into
the multimode section, different modes will be excited and propagate to the output
side with different phase velocities. According to the self-imaging theory [10],
the excited modes will form replicas of the input field at a certain distance, where
two output waveguides can be presented. If only one input port is excited, this
optical power can be equally distributed to the two outputs. Since MMI struc-
tures have a better balance in power splitting ratio than the other components, they
are used in most on-chip LDV systems reported in this thesis. However, reflec-
tions and cross talks in an MMI coupler are usually very strong, hence they may
introduce large deviations in the LDV outputs. To solve this problem, several im-
provements have been designed to reduce these reflections and cross talks, which
will be discussed in Chapter 3. Another solution is to replace the MMI couplers
with directional couplers which have relatively small reflections and cross-talks,
though their splitting ratios strongly depend on fabrication processes and hence
cannot be well controlled. In addition, an unbalanced splitting ratio is sometimes
required to obtain a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the output signals. For
this purpose, directional couplers have to be used.
A light transmitting antenna (TA) and a light receiving antenna (RA) are needed
in the measurement arm of the interferometer. The TA is the optical component
used for sending light signals to the vibrating target, while the RA is a compo-
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nent for collecting back-reflection from the target. In this system, both the TA and
RA are realized with on-chip grating coupler (GC) structures, which have been
thoroughly studied on the SOI platform [11–15]. Depending on different inter-
ferometer configurations, a TA and an RA can be the same GC or two adjacent
GCs.
The mathematical description of the interferometer is given as follows. Dur-
ing the operation, the light signal is split by the optical splitter into two parts: the
measurement signal (denoted with a subscript m) and the reference signal (de-
noted with a subscript r), with their amplitudes denoted as κmE0(t) and κrE0(t),
respectively, where κm and κr are the optical splitting efficiencies into the mea-
surement and reference arms, respectively. For an ideal optical splitter without
power loss, |κm|2 + |κr|2 = 1 is fulfilled. The measurement signal will be sent
out of the chip via the TA, and a portion of light is collected back into the mea-
surement arm again by the RA. The recollected measurement signal carries the
information of the Doppler shift, but also undergoes a strong power loss. Consider
the process of the measurement signal as a black box. The effect of this black
box to the measurement light can be considered as the combination of a power at-
tenuation (remaining power = αm) and a frequency modulation fD(t) (or a phase
modulation θD(t) = 2pi
∫ t
0
fD(t)dt).
There may be a loss in the reference arm as well, but the corresponding re-
maining power αr is usually much larger than αm. Before recombination, the
electric fields of the measurement and reference signals of a homodyne LDV can
be expressed as
Em(t) = αmκme
iθD(t)E0(t) (2.3)
Er(t) = αrκrE0(t). (2.4)
These two signals will be recombined in the optical combiner
Eo(t) =
1√
2
[Em(t) + Er(t)]. (2.5)
In this case we assume that the optical combiner is an ideal 3 dB coupler. Due to
the Doppler shift in the measurement signal, the intensity of this mixture signal
is oscillating. This oscillation will be used for the Doppler shift recovery in later
stages. For a heterodyne LDV, the reference signal has to be written as
Er(t) = αrκre
i2pifofstE0(t). (2.6)
2.1.3 Imaging optical system
The black box in the measurement arm mentioned above includes three parts: an
on-chip optical coupler including the TA and/or RA, a free-space imaging system,
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Figure 2.2: Three important parts of the imaging optical system: 1. on-chip optical
coupler, 2. free-space imaging system, 3. a vibrating surface.
and a vibrating target. A simplified imaging system is shown in figure 2.2, where
only one lens is used.
In order to avoid a strong attenuation in the measurement signal, a proper imag-
ing system is required. The numerical aperture (NA) on the chip side is determined
by the on-chip TA and/or RA. Here we assume that the TA and RA are realized
with grating couplers (GCs). Therefore, the chip-side NA is determined by the
effective size of the GC (sgc), i.e. the size of the out-coupled optical mode from
the GC. Assuming that sgc = 10×10 µm2 and λ0 = 1.55 µm, the NA will be
around 0.1 and the divergence angle θo = 11.3 ◦.
When the lens diameter Dl > 2lo tan(θo/2), the NA in the image side is
determined by the magnification of the system M = li/lo, where lo and li are the
object and image distances respectively (see figure 2.2). Though the light coupled
back to the grating coupler seems to have a larger divergence angle, the portion
that lies outside of the NA of the grating coupler will be filtered out by the GC and
hence can not be coupled into the chip.
If the vibrating surface is a Lambertian reflector and the system magnification
is much larger than 1, the power of the back-coupled light is inversely proportional
to l2i . Therefore if the image distance li is increased by 10 times, the power of the
back-reflected light will be reduced to 1% of the original power.
To enhance the backreflection, a retroreflective tape is sometimes attached to
the target to increase the optical power reflected to the LDV. The most commonly
used retroreflective tapes consist of numerous glass microspheres glued on top of
a reflective metal sheet.
2.1.4 Photo-detectors
For a homodyne LDV, the recombined signal will be sent to the photo-detectors
and transformed into a time dependent photocurrent signals (i(t)), which can be
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written as [3]
i(t) =
η
2
|Em(t) + Er(t)|2
=
ηA2
2
{α2mκ2m + α2rκ2r + 2αmαrκmκr cos[θD(t)]}, (2.7)
where η is the detection efficiency of the PD. The photocurrent signal is usually
separated into two parts, a dc term and an ac term.
i(t) = idc(t) + iac(t)
idc(t) =
ηA2
2
(α2mκ
2
m + α
2
rκ
2
r)
iac(t) = ρ cos[θD(t)], (2.8)
where ρ = ηA2αmαrκmκr is the amplitude of the vector.
In the heterodyne case, the ac term would become
iac(t) = ρ cos[2pifofst− θD(t)], (2.9)
where fofs is the optical frequency shift of the reference signal.
2.1.5 90◦ optical hybrid
A 90◦ optical hybrid is a special optical combiner with two optical inputs and
four outputs. Assuming that the transfer function of an ideal 90◦ optical hybrid is
denoted as Th, the four outputs of the hybrid should be written as
E1(t)
E2(t)
E3(t)
E4(t)
 = Th( Er(t)Em(t)
)
, (2.10)
where
Th =
1
2

1 1
1 −1
1 i
1 −i
 (2.11)
The phase differences among these outputs are ignored in the transfer function,
since they have no impact on the photocurrent signals.
The 90◦ optical hybrid has been realized on an SOI chip using MMI struc-
tures [9, 16], which is based on a 2×4 MMI design. Due to fabrication errors,
however, on-chip 90◦ optical hybrids are usually not ideal. A general transfer
function of the 90◦ optical hybrid is written as
Th =

κ1,1 κ1,2e
iφ1,2
κ2,1 κ2,2e
iφ2,2
κ3,1 κ3,2e
iφ3,2
κ4,1 κ4,2e
iφ4,2
 . (2.12)
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The impact of wavelength and temperature variations on this 90◦ optical hybrid
have been assessed by simulation with the commercial FimmWave mode solver.
From the simulation result, it can be found that the κj,k and φj,2 of the 90◦ opti-
cal hybrid change slowly with wavelength. When the wavelength increases from
1545 nm to 1555 nm, the maximal changes of κj,k and φj,2 are small values of
4% and 4◦, respectively. The influence of the temperature is also very weak. For
a temperature change of 20◦C in simulation, the maximal change of κj,k is 0.3%,
and the maximal phase deviation φj,2 is 0.3◦. These results indicate that the hybrid
itself is insensitive to wavelength and temperature variations.
2.1.6 Optical frequency shifter
As is already mentioned, an optical frequency shifter (OFS) works as a local os-
cillator (LO) in the heterodyne LDV to solve noise problems. Acousto-optic mod-
ulators are conventionally used as the OFSs in LDVs. However, the difficulty in
generating an acoustic wave in silicon (due to the lack of piezoelectricity) hinders
the integration of an acousto-optic modulator on the SOI chip. In order to generate
acoustic waves, one may need to attach another material with strong piezo-electric
effect, i.e. ZnO, to the silicon substrate. Although this integration has been demon-
strated on a blank SOI substrate, the efficiency in the acoustic-wave generation is
still very weak. Besides, it is still difficult to fabricate a high quality piezo-electric
material layer on a patterned SOI substrate.
There are also other alternatives that can be used to realize an OFS on the
SOI substrate, including the serrodyne frequency shift technique which will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Most of these approaches may introduce several
high-order harmonics in the reference signal, and hence bring some extra problems
to the LDV outputs. Considering an imperfect OFS, the frequency shifted signal
can be described as
Eofs(t) = Er(t)
∑
k
µke
i2pikfofst, (2.13)
where k is the order of the harmonic. Under an ideal situation, the OFS should
have only the harmonic order with k = 1 (fundamental harmonic), and the rest
should be strongly suppressed.
2.1.7 Demodulators
With the help of a photo-detector (PD), the beat in the light intensity can be con-
verted to an electrical signal used for recovering the Doppler frequency shift. How-
ever, the frequency change of the photocurrent can not be directly read out from
the photocurrent oscillations, and thus a demodulator is needed.
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On one hand, the demodulation can be done with various electric circuits, e.g.
FM demodulator based on phase-locked loop (PLL). On the other hand, the de-
modulation can also be realized numerically once the photocurrent signals are dig-
itized and sent to a computer. For the sake of convenience, the numerical demod-
ulation method is used.
Within this work, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is used to transform the
photocurrent signal to a digitized form. According to the Nyquist-Shannon sam-
pling theorem, the sampling frequency fs of the ADC should be at least two times
as large as the maximum useful frequency in the photocurrent. For homodyne
LDV, the relation between the sampling rate fs should follow Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem,
fs > 2(fv +
2vm
λ0
), (2.14)
where fv and vm are the frequency and the maximal velocity of the measured
mechanical vibration, respectively. This means that the sampling frequency should
be larger than 2.58 MHz when vm = 1 m/s (not considering fv). For heterodyne
LDV, the relation fs > 2fofs should be realized.
The demodulation methods for homodyne and heterodyne LDVs are quite dif-
ferent from each other. To conquer some difficulties related with imperfect designs
and noise, some special tricks have been designed and used in the demodulation.
These methods will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
2.2 Demodulation method for typical homodyne LDVs
Since no frequency shift is needed in the reference signal of a homodyne detection,
the corresponding demodulation method will also be different from the one for
heterodyne. The actual differences between these two demodulation methods are
significant. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss them separately.
In this section, we focus the discussion on DSP-based demodulation algorithms
for on-chip homodyne LDVs. Moreover, the LDV outputs (demodulated signals)
can be deformed when some deviation sources exist. This deformation will also
be theoretically analyzed in this section
2.2.1 Different demodulation methods for homodyne LDVs
There are several demodulation algorithms for homodyne LDV. A short discussion
about these methods is as follows.
To retrieve the Doppler phase shift for a weak vibration, one can directly use
the photocurrent of the combined signal. Considering that the phase in the refer-
ence arm can be tuned with a phase modulator, the photocurrent is
i(t) = idc + ρ cos[θD(t)− θref ], (2.15)
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where θref is an extra phase shift applied to the reference signal. Assuming that
θref is kept at 90◦ (in quadrature) and θD(t)  pi, the photocurrent i(t) can be
simplified to
i(t) = idc + ρθD(t). (2.16)
Therefore the measured photocurrent and θD(t) can be a simple linear relation.
However, this method needs a well-controlled phase in the reference arm. If the
environmentally-induced phase deviations in the reference arm are significant, a
feedback system is needed to keep the interferometer working in quadrature (θref
= 90◦). Its measuring range of displacement is also very small. The required
maximum measurable displacement of our device is much larger than the light
wavelength, so this method is not suitable for us.
Another method is called the J1 ... J4 method [17, 18]. It has a large mea-
surable displacement range and require no feedback phase bias in the reference
signal. In this method, the amplitude of a sinusoidal vibration can be calculated
by analyzing the power distributions of several harmonic orders in the frequency
spectra. However, this method works only for sinusoidal mechanical vibrations.
A fringe counting method is also usually used. In this method, the phase (or
frequency) variation of the measurement signal is estimated by counting number of
fringes in the photocurrent signal as a function of time. However, this method has
a low distance resolution (< λ0/2), and can thus only be used for large vibration
measurement.
In order to have a broad measurable displacement range, an in-phase & quadra-
ture (IQ) demodulation method is used. As is mentioned above, this method usu-
ally requires a 90◦ optical hybrid and two pairs of photo-detectors. Compared to
the aforementioned methods, the IQ demodulation method is more powerful since
it has a larger measuring range. A sub-nanometer displacement resolution has been
reported with this method as well [19].
2.2.2 IQ demodulation for ideal optical components
According to previous discussions, the four photocurrent of signals ij(t) from an
ideal 90◦ optical hybrid are expressed as
i1(t) = idc +
ρ
2
cos[θD(t)] (2.17)
i2(t) = idc − ρ
2
cos[θD(t)] (2.18)
i3(t) = idc +
ρ
2
sin[θD(t)] (2.19)
i4(t) = idc − ρ
2
sin[θD(t)], (2.20)
(2.21)
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Figure 2.3: A typical IQ Lissajous curve for the homodyne outputs.
where idc = ηA2(α2mκ
2
m + α
2
rκ
2
r)/4 and ρ = ηA
2αmαrκmκr. The two required
signal I(t) and Q(t) can be derived from the differential signals between i1(t) and
i2(t), and between i3(t) and i4(t), i.e.
I(t) ≡ i1(t)− i2(t) = ρ cos[θD(t)]
Q(t) ≡ i3(t)− i4(t) = ρ sin[θD(t)].
The Doppler phase shift θD(t) can thus be obtained using a so-called “arc-tangent”
method,
θD(t) = arctan
[
Q(t)
I(t)
]
. (2.22)
It can be found that the variations in idc and ρ can be canceled out after imple-
menting this method.
The Lissajous curve formed by I(t) andQ(t) is found to be a circle in this ideal
situation, and the circle center is at the origin of the coordinate system. Therefore,
the Doppler phase shift θD(t) equals the angle of the corresponding point in the
Lissajous curve.
2.2.3 IQ demodulation for real devices
In practice, however, the photocurrent signals are not as expected, and the corre-
sponding IQ Lissajous curves are usually changed to ellipses with the center also
shifted away from the origin (see figure 2.3).
As is mentioned in a previous section, the transfer matrix of the 90◦ hybrid
can be changed due to device deviations that occurred in fabrication. Thus it is
normally expressed in the general form of Eq. 2.12. Apart from the fabrication
errors in the hybrid, several other problems may also contribute to changes in the
photocurrent:
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• Due to misalignment, the detection efficiencies ηj may be different from one
another.
• Some significant on-chip spurious reflections can be mixed with the useful
signal and therefore change the corresponding photocurrents. These spuri-
ous reflections may be introduced both in the reference and the measurement
arms.
• As the target surface is vibrating, the focus point of the reflected measure-
ment light can also change, which leads to an amplitude variation αm(t)
in the measurement light due to the changing coupling efficiency. The am-
plitude change is sometimes significant when the surface vibration is not
parallel to the light direction.
Considering these deviations, the LDV photocurrents can be divided into three
parts
ij(t) = Cj(t) + Sj(t) +Rj(t), (2.23)
where Cj(t) is the total power of the reference and measurement signals, Sj(t) is
an amplitude modulation induced by the phase variation of the measurement light,
and Rj(t) is the amplitude modulations caused by the spurious reflections.
Assume that the reference and the measurement signals have the same ampli-
tude before the optical hybrid, i.e.
B(t) = κmE0(t) = κrE0(t). (2.24)
Considering Eq. 2.12, the first two terms in Eq. 2.23 can be expressed as
Cj(t) = ζj(t)[κ
2
j,1α
2
r + κ
2
j,2α
2
m(t)]
Sj(t) = 2ζj(t)κj,1κj,2αm(t)αr cos[φj,2 + θD(t)], (2.25)
where ζj(t) = ηjB2(t). It can be seen that the amplitudes of both Cj(t) and Sj(t)
may be different among the four outputs and vary with time due to the power
variation in the laser source and in the back-coupled measurement signal, which
leads to an elliptical IQ Lissajous curve.
The third term in Eq. 2.23 is caused by spurious reflections. Since the optical
path lengths of the spurious reflections are different from those of the reference
and measurement signals, a temperature change of the chip will introduce differ-
ent phase shifts among these signals, which may cause strong amplitude and phase
modulations in the interferometer outputs. The impact of these spurious reflections
can be estimated as follows. For simplicity, we only consider two spurious reflec-
tions: one is introduced in the reference arm and the other is from the measurement
arm. These two spurious reflections can be denoted as
Es,r(t) = srB(t) exp (iβr) (2.26)
Es,m(t) = smB(t) exp (iβm), (2.27)
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where βr = 2pineffLs,r/λ0 and βm = 2pineffLm,r/λ0 are the extra phase
changes of the reference and measurement signals due to spurious reflections, re-
spectively, Ls,r and Ls,m are the corresponding increases in the optical path for
the two spurious reflections, and neff is the effective index of the guided optical
mode in the waveguide.
Considering these two spurious reflections,Rj(t) can be divided into four parts
Rj(t) = Cj,m(t) + Sj,m(t)
+Cj,r(t) + Sj,r(t), (2.28)
where
Cj,m(t) = 2ζj(t)κj,1κj,2αrsm cos(φj,2 + βm)
Sj,m(t) = 2ζj(t)κ
2
j,2αm(t)sm cos[θD(t)− βm]
Cj,r(t) = 2ζj(t)κ
2
j,1αrsr cos(βr)
Sj,r(t) = 2ζj(t)κj,1κj,2αm(t)sr cos[φj,2 + θD(t)− βr].
(2.29)
It can be seen that the terms βm and βr are involved in these expressions. Since
the values of βm and βr are sensitive to the variations of temperature and of wave-
length, the LDV outputs will be influenced as well.
2.2.4 Compensation method
Sometimes it is hard to avoid these spurious reflections, thus compensation meth-
ods are needed. It is found that both I(t) and Q(t) can be simplified to the form
A + B cos[θD(t) + C] even when strong spurious reflections are mixed with the
useful signals. Since these two signals share the same frequency with respect to
the variable θD(t), the Lissajous curve generated from these signals turns out to
be an ellipse. Consequently, I(t) and Q(t) can be expressed as
I(t) = I0 + a cos[θD(t) + ϕ1] cos(ϕ0)− b sin[θD(t) + ϕ1] sin(ϕ0)
Q(t) = Q0 + a cos[θD(t) + ϕ1] sin(ϕ0) + b sin[θD(t) + ϕ1] cos(ϕ0),
where (I0,Q0) is the center position of the ellipse, ϕ0 is the inclination angle, ϕ1
is a constant phase shift, a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the
ellipse, respectively.
When the amplitude of the measured vibration is larger than λ0/2, the Lis-
sajous curve is a complete ellipse. A compensation approach can proceed as fol-
low:
1. The parameters (I0, Q0, a, b, and ϕ0) of the measured IQ trace are obtained
with a numerical method.
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2. The center of the IQ ellipse is shifted to the origin according to the following
algorithm
I1(t) = I(t)− I0
Q1(t) = Q(t)−Q0. (2.30)
3. The ellipse is then transformed to a circle by using the following formula
I ′(t) = b[I1(t) cos(ϕ0) +Q1(t) sin(ϕ0)] (2.31)
Q′(t) = a[−I1(t) sin(ϕ0) +Q1(t) cos(ϕ0)]. (2.32)
The eventually achieved trace of (I ′(t),Q′(t)) is a circle with a radius of a · b. The
aforementioned arc-tangent approach can then be used to calculate the Doppler
phase shift. The retrieved phase in this case is the sum of the desired Doppler
phase shift θD(t) and a constant phase shift ϕ1. Since this ϕ1 is a constant value
and is not important for the outputs, it can be omitted.
However, fluctuations in the light amplitude are hardly avoidable, resulting in
variations of the compensation parameters (I0, Q0, a, b and ϕ0). To solve this
problem, one can use an active compensation approach, in which the five com-
pensation parameters are measured and updated at regular intervals. With this
approach, the changes of these compensation parameters can be tracked. How-
ever, when the vibrating amplitude is less than λ0/2, the IQ trace will become an
incomplete ellipse, thus the five compensation parameters will be unachievable.
An improved active compensation approach can be used in this case, in which
an assumption is made that the only deviation source is the change of E0(t). A
calibration measurement on a large vibration should be done in the beginning to
obtain the initial five parameters. After the initializing calibration, the target vibra-
tion with a small amplitude is measured and the average values of I(t) and Q(t)
are tracked. The measured variations of these average values can be used to cal-
culate the changes of the other compensation parameters. This method should be
done when the temperature of the chip and the wavelength of the laser source is
stabilized. The active compensation approach also requires more calculating time,
and hence it may not be suitable for measuring vibrations with higher frequencies.
2.2.5 Noise issues
The fundamental limiting factor of the homodyne LDV outputs is the noise. Noise
also reduces the compensation quality since it increases the errors in the compen-
sation algorithm, especially the “center-finding” algorithm. In this short section
we will provide the value of phase deviation due to the existence of noise.
In homodyne, there are several noise sources: the relative intensity noise (RIN)
of the laser source, the low frequency noise in the subsequent electronics of the
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Figure 2.4: IQ curve for homodyne output signals with noise.
PDs, and shot noise. In the DSP method, the ADC discretization noise should also
be considered. Here we consider the total root-mean-square fluctuations σ in the
photocurrent as a measure for all these types of noise.
Due to the existence of noise, the derived phase shift could be changed, which
can be understood with the help of the diagram in figure 2.4. It can be found that
the maximal phase deviation ∆θD,m can be calculated from
∆θD,m = arcsin(
σ
ρ
). (2.33)
It can be seen that the signal-no-noise ratio (20 log(ρ/σ)) is directly related to the
maximal phase deviation. Once σ ≥ ρ, the phase shift won’t be resolved anymore.
To ensure that the maximum phase deviation is lower than 0.01pi (corresponding
to a displacement of 3.9 nm), the SNR should be greater than 30 dB.
2.3 Demodulation method for heterodyne LDVs
In a heterodyne LDV, an OFS is used to ensure that the carrier frequency of the
photocurrent signal is not zero, so as to avoid the influence of low frequency noise,
such as low frequency noise in photo-detectors and subsequent electronics. A
typical noise spectrum of a photo-detector is shown in figure 2.5, which shows
that a strong noise exists at the frequency region lower than 20 MHz. The very
strong noise occurring at the frequency region lower than 1 kHz shown in figure 2.5
originates from the measurement setup. This PD noise can also be found in our
measurement setup. Therefore, it is necessary to have a frequency shift larger than
several kilohertz. A frequency shift larger than 20 MHz is usually used in LDV
systems to ensure a better measurement resolution. Note that the region of the
low frequency noise depends on the specific PD design. Since a frequency shift
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Figure 2.5: The typical noise spectrum for photo-detectors (Thorlabs PDB 440A). The red
curve is measured when the inputs of the PD are blocked, while the black curved is for the
case that the PD is switched off, which represents the system’s noise floor. Reproduced
from [20].
is required, the demodulation method for a heterodyne LDV is different from that
for homodyne.
In the first part of this section, several conventional heterodyne demodulation
methods are discussed, including the classic heterodyne method, synthetic hetero-
dyne method and the demodulation algorithm used in this thesis. The influence
of spurious reflections and imperfect optical frequency shift are theoretically ana-
lyzed afterwards.
2.3.1 Conventional demodulation method for heterodyne LDV
The demodulation for heterodyne LDV photocurrents can be realized with a con-
ventional FM detector, which can be implemented in different ways. It can be
a fringe counting technique, a Foster-Seeley discriminator, a radio detector, or a
phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit [21].
In DSP, a digital quadrature demodulation is often used since it is easy to im-
plement. In this method, two numerically generated local oscillators at a frequency
fofs are mixed with two copies of the photocurrent. This procedure shifts the car-
rier of the useful signal to DC level. An “arc-tangent” algorithm is then used for
the recovery of the Doppler shift. This looks similar to the IQ demodulation in ho-
modyne, since both methods utilize the “arc-tangent” method. However, with the
quadrature demodulation for heterodyne the low frequency noise can be filtered
out before demodulation, which is difficult in homodyne. We will focus on this
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quadrature demodulation method in this section.
2.3.2 Ideal digital quadrature demodulation
Firstly, the demodulation method for an ideal output signal is introduced. Accord-
ing to Eq. 2.9, we can obtain a photocurrent signal
I(t) =
η
2
|Em(t) + Eofs(t)|2
=
ηA2
2
{α2mκ2m + α2rκ2r
+2αmαrκmκr cos[2pifofst− θD(t)]}. (2.34)
This signal is converted to digital signals using an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). According to Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, the sampling frequency
of the ADC should be at least twice as large as the carrier frequency fofs.
In the demodulation process of a typical digital quadrature demodulation, two
local oscillating (LO) signals with the same frequency fofs are digitally generated,
expressed as LOi(t) = cos(2pifofst) and LOq(t) = sin(2pifofst), respectively.
These two local oscillators are multiplied with the photocurrent signal I(t), ob-
taining two mixture signals
Si(t) = I(t) · LOi(t)
=
ηA2
2
{αmαrκmκr cos[θD(t)] + [α2mκ2m + α2rκ2r] cos(2pifofst)
+αmαrκmκr cos[4pifofst− θD(t)]}. (2.35)
Sq(t) = I(t) · LOq(t)
=
ηA2
2
{αmαrκmκr sin[θD(t)] + [α2mκ2m + α2rκ2r] sin(2pifofst)
+αmαrκmκr sin[4pifofst− θD(t)]}. (2.36)
It can be found that the useful term (the first terms in Eq. 2.35 and Eq. 2.36) is
shifted to DC region, while the original DC signal including low frequency noise is
moved to a carrier frequency of fofs. Low pass filters can then be used to remove
the noise at high frequencies. The cutoff frequency of the filter fcutoff should
be lower than fofs/2. The bandwidth of the useful signal should be lower than
fcutoff . Therefore, for a sinusoidal vibration with a frequency of fv and a maximal
velocity of vm, the following relation should be fulfilled in the demodulation:
(fv +
2vm
λ0
) < fcutoff < fofs/2 (2.37)
After the filtering, two output signals denoted as I(t) and Q(t) are obtained.
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They can be expressed as
I(t) =
ρ
2
cos[θD(t)] (2.38)
Q(t) =
ρ
2
sin[θD(t)], (2.39)
where ρ = ηA2αmαrκmκr. These IQ signals should form a circular Lissajous
curve under ideal conditions. The Doppler shift θD(t) can be derived with an
“arc-tangent” function, which is similar to what has been used in homodyne de-
modulation.
However, in practice, this curve is influenced by the spurious reflections and
imperfect optical frequency signals. Moreover, the amplitude modulation in the
back reflected measurement signal can also be problematic. The impacts of these
deviations will be discussed one by one in following sections. Meanwhile, some
compensation methods will also be introduced.
2.3.3 Influence of spurious reflections and compensation meth-
ods
Spurious reflections from a heterodyne LDV system and external reflectors have
important impacts on the performance of the demodulation. They can be intro-
duced in many integrated optical components, as is mentioned in the previous
chapter. External reflectors, like dust in the air, can also contribute to the spurious
reflection. These spurious reflections are mixed with the useful signal in the LDV,
resulting in an extra phase shift. Designs should be done to suppress these spurious
reflections to ensure a good performance of the LDV demodulation. More details
about the reflectionless PIC designs will be discussed in the next chapter. In this
chapter, we will analyze the actual influence of the spurious reflection.
If the spurious reflection is stationary, the photocurrent in the detector will be
a mixture of three signals: the measurement signal, the reference signal, and the
spurious reflection. The measurement and the reference signals will be expressed
as
Em = αmB(t)e
i[2pif0+θD(t)]
Er = αrB(t)e
i2pi(f0+fofs)t.
The spurious reflection is
Esp = αspB(t)e
i(2pif0t+θsp). (2.40)
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As a results, the signal is expressed as
i(t) =
η
2
|Em + Er + Esp|2
=
ηB2(t)
2
∣∣∣αmeiθD(t) + αrei2pifofst + αspeiθsp ∣∣∣2
∝ α2m + α2r + α2sp + 2αmαsp cos[θsp − θD(t)]
+2αrαm cos[2pifofst− θD(t)] + 2αspαr cos[2pifofst− θsp].
In the demodulation, this signal is multiplied with two local oscillators cos(2pifofst)
and sin(2pifofst). After being filtered with a low pass filter, two mixture signals
are obtained
I(t) = Idc + Iac(t) (2.41)
Q(t) = Qdc +Qac(t), (2.42)
where
Idc = %ρ cos(θsp) (2.43)
Qdc = %ρ sin(θsp) (2.44)
Iac(t) = ρ cos[θD(t)] (2.45)
Qac(t) = ρ sin[θD(t)], (2.46)
ρ = ηB2(t)αmαr, and % = αsp/αm is a spurious-reflection to measurement-
signal ratio. Therefore the center of the IQ Lissajous circle is moved away from the
origin to the position [%ρ cos(θsp), %ρ sin(θsp)], while the radius of the Lissajous
circle remains ρ. If this shift is not noticed during demodulation, a wrong phase
θ′D(t) can be calculated using the “arc-tangent” method
θ′D(t) = arctan
[
sin θD(t)
cos θD(t) + %−1
]
+ θD(t). (2.47)
According to this equation, the difference between the deviated and the original
phase has a maximum value arcsin(%). To ensure that this maximum phase devia-
tion is lower than 0.01pi (corresponding to a displacement of 3.9 nm), the spurious
reflection should be at least 30 dB lower than the useful measurement signal.
To compensate for this center shift, the “center-finding” algorithm is used to
find the circle center out of the I(t) and Q(t) data. The value of Iac(t) and Qac(t)
can then be obtained with the information of the circle center. The real Doppler
shift will be recovered using θD(t) = arctan[Qac(t)/Iac(t)].
A simulation with % = 30% is done to show the influence of this spurious re-
flection (see figure 2.6). If the center shift is not compensated, a deviation can be
found in the demodulated result (see figure 2.6(b)). The LDV output accuracy δldv,
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: The influence of the spurious reflection on the demodulated results. In this case
the power ratio between the spurious reflection and the useful reflection is around 30%.
The vibrating frequency is 22.6 Hz. (a) the IQ Lissajous curve for signals with spurious
reflection; (b) the solid curve represents for the original displacement signal and the
dashed line is for the demodulated displacement.
or the root-mean-square (RMS) deviations between the original displacement and
the demodulated results are plotted as a function of the relative power in the spuri-
ous reflection (see figure 2.7). The RMS deviation for the case with compensation
is also shown in this figure (the dashed line), and it is found that the compensation
is quite successful by limiting the deviation under 5 nm.
The compensation can be used for stationary spurious reflections while noise
is not strong. Spurious reflections from the on-chip device may vary due to the
temperature fluctuations. Luckily, in our integrated LDVs these fluctuations are
not very strong due to the short interferometry arms. It is found that the Lissajous
circle center (Idc,Qdc) in the same device is quite stable among different measure-
ments. This indicates that the “center-finding” algorithm can be only required in
the calibration measurement, while the measurements at later stages only need to
use the stored value (Idc, Qdc) for compensation. If the center varies strongly with
time, we will have to repeat the compensation frequently during the measurement.
2.3.4 Influence of residue harmonics in the frequency shift
As already mentioned, the reference signal with an imperfect frequency shift can
be expressed as
Eofs(t) = Er(t)
∑
k
µke
i2pikfofst, (2.48)
where k is the order of different harmonics. An imperfect OFS may excite high
order harmonics, which can influence the LDV outputs. In this section we will just
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Figure 2.7: Simulated root-mean-square (RMS) deviations of the demodulated
displacements versus spurious reflections with different power and phase values, for power
ratios (spurious reflection/useful reflection) between 0% and 60%. The 36 solid curves
represent for 36 evenly spaced phases of the spurious reflection from 0 to 2pi. The dashed
line is the RMS deviation when the spurious reflection compensation is applied.
discuss the influence of these residual harmonics regardless the actual causes of
these deviations. More detailed discussions on the optical frequency shifter will
be made in Chapter 4.
According to the quadrature demodulation method mentioned above, three
residue harmonics with k = −1, 0, 1 are not removed after filtering. The -1st
order lies in the same position as the fundamental harmonic and thus can be con-
sidered as a part of the optical frequency shift. Due to the existence of -1st order
harmonic, the frequency shift is not a constant value anymore. The 0th order har-
monic is very close to the measurement light in the frequency domain, and thus
its influence to the demodulation result is similar to that of a spurious reflection.
Therefore the compensation method for the 0th order harmonic is the same as that
for spurious reflections, and thus it won’t be elaborated in this chapter anymore.
In the heterodyne detection, the reflected measurement signal Em(t) will be
mixed with the frequency shifted signal Eofs(t) in an optical combiner. Only
considering the residue harmonics for k = −1, 0, 1, the obtained photocurrent
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signals can be expressed as
i(t) =
η
2
|Eofs(t) + Em(t)|2 (2.49)
∝
∣∣∣µ−1e−i2pifofst + µ0 + µ1ei2pifofst + eiθD(t)∣∣∣2
= |µ−1|2 + |µ0|2 + |µ1|2 + 1
+2|µ0| cos[θD(t)− θ0]
+2|µ1||µ−1| cos[4pifofst+ θ1 − θ−1]
+2|µ0||µ−1| cos[2pifofst− θ−1 + θ0]
+2|µ0||µ1| cos[2pifofst+ θ1 − θ0]
+2|µ−1| cos[2pifofst− θ−1 + θD(t)]
+2|µ1| cos[2pifofst+ θ1 − θD(t)]
where µk = |µk|eiθk . Here an assumption is made thatαmκmE0(t) = αrκrE0(t).
With a quadrature demodulator, the photocurrent is multiplied with two local os-
cillators cos(2pifofst) and sin(2pifofst). After filtering we have
Idc = %rρ|µ0|[|µ−1| cos(θ−1 − θ0) + |µ1| cos(θ0 − θ1)] (2.50)
Qdc = %rρ|µ0|[|µ−1| sin(θ−1 − θ0) + |µ1| sin(θ0 − θ1)] (2.51)
Iac(t) = ρ{|µ−1| cos[θ−1 − θD(t)] + |µ1| cos[θD(t)− θ1]} (2.52)
Qac(t) = ρ{|µ−1| sin[θ−1 − θD(t)] + |µ1| sin[θD(t)− θ1]}, (2.53)
where ρ = αmαrκmκrA2, and %r = αr/αm. The radius of the curve from the
center (Idc,Qdc) changes with time t and can be calculated as
Υ(t) =
√
I2ac(t) +Q
2
ac(t) (2.54)
= ρ
√
|µ−1|2 + |µ1|2 + 2|µ−1||µ1| cos[2θD(t)− θ1 − θ−1]
From this equation, we find that the IQ curve forms an ellipse with the eccentricity
expressed as
e =
2
√|µ1||µ−1|
|µ1|+ |µ−1| . (2.55)
The measured Doppler phase shift θ′D(t) is deviated from the real value θD(t),
and it can be calculated as
θ′D(t) = θD(t)− θ1 − arctan
{
µ−1 sin[2θD(t)− θ1 − θ−1]
µ1 + µ−1 cos[2θD(t)− θ1 − θ−1]
}
. (2.56)
From this equation, the maximum phase deviation is derived as arcsin(µ−1/µ1).
To ensure a maximal phase deviation lower than 0.01pi (corresponding to 3.9 nm),
the -1st order harmonic should be 30 dB lower than the fundamental harmonic.
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Figure 2.8: Photocurrent signals with strong -1st order harmonics generated by using an
imperfect sawtooth driving signal. The solid curves show the original displacement value
and break curves are the demodulated results. In 2.8(a), no phase compensation was done.
In 2.8(b), the phase is compensated using equation 2.57.
In practice, we can obtain the information of θ′D(t) and Υ(t) from the mea-
sured data. The original Doppler shift value θD(t) can be derived from these two
values with the following equation
θD(t) = θ
′
D(t) + sign · arccos
[ |µ−1|2 − |µ1|2 −Υ2(t)
2Υ(t)|µ1|
]
, (2.57)
where sign is positive for θ′D(t) − (θ1 + θ−1)/2 ∈ (0, pi/2) ∪ (pi, 3pi/2) and
negative for the rest. Figure 2.8 shows a comparison between the demodulations
without and with the phase compensation. It is seen that the compensation works
quite well. It is also found that the phase deviation in this case looks similar to the
one introduced by spurious reflection. The biggest difference is the frequency of
the phase deviation, i.e. for the -1st harmonic the frequency of the signal deviation
doubles that of the spurious reflection.
2.3.5 Influence of coupling variations in the reflected measure-
ment light
Due to the displacement of the vibrating surface, the coupling efficiency of the
reflected measurement signal may also change. This coupling efficiency change
in the reflected signal causes a shape deviation in the IQ trace. In this section, the
influence of amplitude change in the measurement light is briefly discussed.
Considering the coupling efficiency change, we can rewrite the measurement
signal as Em = αm(t)κmA exp{i[2pif0t + φ(t)]}, where αm(t) indicates that
the amplitude in the measurement signal changes with time. Because the measur-
ing surface is vibrating, αm(t) turns out to be a periodic signal with a frequency
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Figure 2.9: The IQ Lissajous curve with a coupling modulation
αm(t) = [1 + 0.1 cos(2pifvt) + 0.1 cos(4pifvt)].
equal to fv , which is the vibrating frequency of the target. An example is shown
in figure 2.9. It can be found that, under such an amplitude modulation, the IQ
Lissajous curve is not an ellipse anymore. The trace shape is determined by the
imaging system, and may be different from case to case.
If the Lissajous curve center (Idc, Qdc) can be successfully obtained, the re-
covered phase θ′D(t) from the “arc-tangent” method should equal θD(t). However,
the change of αm(t) leads to a varying Lissajous curve center, which increases the
difficulty in finding the correct center. As is shown in figure 2.9, the center of
the trace found by the previously used “center-finding” algorithm is not at the real
center (red circle). In order to solve this problem, we suggest using a balanced
detection, which helps to cancel the DC variations in the PDs.
2.3.6 Influence of noise
The influence of noise on the demodulated phase shift in the heterodyne case can
also be calculated using Eq. 2.33. However, since the most significant low fre-
quency noise in PDs is removed in the heterodyne case, the SNR is usually much
larger than in the homodyne case. That’s the reason why heterodyne LDV has a
better spatial resolution than homodyne.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have discussed the basic building blocks in LDV systems and
the demodulation methods for two typical detection schemes. We found that except
the noise issues, several important imperfections may also strongly influence the
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LDV outputs. For homodyne, these are the imperfect 90◦ optical hybrid and device
spurious reflections; for heterodyne, these are the imperfect frequency shift and
on-chip spurious reflections.
It is also found that some compensation algorithms can be used to alleviate
the influence of spurious reflections, imperfect 90◦ optical hybrid, and residual
harmonics in the frequency shift. The problems with the spurious reflections exist
in both detection schemes, but they have different impacts to the LDV outputs: in
homodyne it mainly changes the eccentricity of the IQ curve, while in heterodyne
the effect is to shift the whole IQ curve.
Though these compensation algorithms are successful under ideal situations,
in practice noise does deteriorate the compensation. In order to solve this problem,
we should try to reduce these deviations by improving the on-chip designs. The
reflectionless designs on SOI chip are going to be discussed in Chapter 3, and the
sideband-suppressed optical frequency shifter will be addressed in Chapter 4. In
these two chapters, we will present several novel designs that can greatly improve
the performance of on-chip LDVs.
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3
Low-reflection optical components on
SOI
3.1 Introduction
As is mentioned in Chapter 2, spurious reflections have a significant influence on
the LDV outputs. To obtain high quality LDV outputs, the total power of the spu-
rious reflection should be 30-40 dB lower than that of the useful signal, which is
however not fulfilled in many SOI-based photonic devices. These spurious reflec-
tions often occur at the interfaces between two different materials or structures,
e.g. the boundary between a rib waveguide (450 nm wide) and a slab waveguide
(infinitely wide). A PIC-based LDV system may have several such interfaces with
its optical components, especially in grating couplers (GCs) and optical splitters.
In this chapter, we will discuss the origins of these spurious reflections and
demonstrate some methods to suppress them. The following sections are organized
as follows. Firstly, we demonstrate several grating coupler designs with strongly
reduced backreflection. Afterwards, multimode interference (MMI) couplers with
low backreflection and high isolation are introduced. Finally is a short discussion
about other possible spurious reflections on the SOI-based PIC.
This chapter includes works collaborated with other people: Section 3.2.2 and
section 3.2.5 are the work collaborated with L. Li, B. Tian, G. Roelkens, and
R. Baets; section 3.2.4 is the work collaborated with D. Vermeulen, Y. De Kon-
inck, G. Yurtsever, G. Roelkens, and R. Baets; section 3.3 uses the simulation
framework developed by E. Lambert, W. Bogaerts et al; the work of section 3.4 is
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of Fresnel reflections and 2nd order reflections of a grating coupler.
finished with the help of S. Stankovic.
3.2 Low-reflection grating couplers
Surface grating coupler (GC) structures are extensively used in photonic integrated
circuits (PICs) to couple light into and out of chips. Since this coupling method
does not require polished waveguide facets on the edge of a photonic chip, it can
thus be used in wafer-scale testing of PICs. Unlike the coupler design assisted
with a spot size converter [1], these structures can be fabricated along with the
other photonic components and no extra post-processing is needed. Thanks to
these strengths, the GC structure becomes a good candidate for realizing on-chip
light transmitting antennas (TAs) and light receiving antennas (RAs).
The waveguide to free space coupling efficiency is essential for a TA or an
RA in the LDV, since it determines the SNR of the LDV photocurrent. Regarding
the coupling efficiency and transmission bandwidth, the GC structures have been
thoroughly studied in a lot of publications [2–4]. Depending on different methods,
the waveguide-to-fiber coupling efficiency on SOI can be 35% (standard grating
coupler) or 69% (with silicon overlay) [3].
Another concern of the GC design is the on-chip back-reflection. In general,
two types of reflections may be introduced in a GC (see figure 3.1): the second
order Bragg reflection of the grating and the Fresnel reflection due to the mode
mismatch between the grating and the input waveguide regions. The zenith of
the fiber φ (the angle between the normal of the PIC surface and the direction of
the fiber) is often set as 10◦ or more to ensure that the second order reflection is
suppressed in the wavelength range of interest. However, the Fresnel reflection
can still be reflected back to the waveguide.
A technique called the optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) can be
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Figure 3.2: (a) 3D wave vector relations in a tilted 1D grating coupler; (b) Relations of
the projections of the wave vectors on the chip surface.
used to measure the reflection of a grating coupler (see appendix A). Measurement
results show that, for a standard grating coupler (630 nm grating period, 220 nm
waveguide height, and 70 nm trench depth), the power ratio of the spurious reflec-
tion to the input light is around -20 dB. This value is not acceptable in the LDV
system. Previous publications have suggested several different methods to sup-
press this back reflection, i.e. improving the mode matching between the grating
region and input waveguide [5, 6], or using an apodized GC design [7, 8]. How-
ever, their reflection suppressions are still not strong enough. In addition, some of
them require an electron-beam lithography for fabrication.
To ensure a sufficient suppression in the spurious reflection of GCs, we propose
to use a tilted design, in which the trenched gratings are purposely tilted so that
the angle of incidence of the incoming light is not zero. With this design, the
Fresnel reflection will be sent to somewhere else rather than the input waveguide.
Hence less reflection is realized. We will see that the reflection suppression with
this method is much better than those from previously reported methods. This new
method will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
3.2.1 Tilted 1D grating couplers
In normal GC designs, the grating trenches are perpendicular to the light from
the entrance waveguide. If the grating trenches are tilted, the coupling situation
will be changed, which is shown in the 3D schematic in figure 3.2(a). For a tilted
1D GC structure, the relations among the wave vector of the input light ( ~kg), the
reciprocal lattice vector of the grating ( ~K), and the projection of the output light
wave vector onto the chip surface (~kc,p) are shown figure 3.2(b). According to
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these relations, the tilt angle β of the GC and the grating period Λ are defined by
the required direction of the output light, being described by the zenith angle φ0
and the azimuth α0, with the following equations:
β(φ0, α0) = arctan
(
nc,p sinα0
n0g − nc,p cosα0
)
, (3.1)
Λ(φ0, α0) =
λ0 cosβ(φ0, α0)
n0g − nc,p cosα0
, (3.2)
where nc,p = nc sinφ0, λ0 is the vacuum wavelength of the light, n0g is the effec-
tive index of the light propagating in the waveguide corrugated by the grating, and
nc is the refractive index of the superstrate (air in this case), respectively. Note that
the refraction of light on the boundary of the GC and the slab region is not consid-
ered here, because the angle change due to refraction is relatively small (< 1◦) in
our designs.
With this design, both the out-coupled light direction and the reflected light
direction are changed. Since the reflected light is not sent directly to the source of
the incoming light, the on-chip spurious reflection may be reduced.
3.2.2 Enhancement transmission in tilted 1D GCs
Sometimes, it is necessary to improve the transmission of the GC. According to [3,
9], an extra Si overlay (polycrystalline or amorphous) with a thickness of 160 nm
can be locally deposited on top of a 1D GC to increase the fraction of the upward
diffracted power, so as to increase the waveguide-to-fiber coupling efficiency. The
cross section of such a GC is shown in figure 3.3(a).
The 3D finite difference time domain (FDTD) method is used to analyze the
power directionality of a tilted GC with a Si overlay. Considering the speed of the
3D FDTD simulations, there are some simplifications in the simulation.
• The simulation domains (the dashed box in figure 3.3(a)) do not include the
lower boundary of the 2 µm oxide layer. This is an acceptable approximation
according to [9], which demonstrated that the influence of this boundary is
not important for the GCs with Si overlays. This assertion is also confirmed
by a 2D FDTD simulation, showing that the upward power of a GC with
Si overlays is only increased by 0.7 dB (at 1550 nm) after considering this
oxide layer.
• The widths of the input waveguide and the GC are shortened from 10 µm
to 4 µm to further reduce the simulation time. For calculating the fraction
of the upward diffracted power, this is a good approximation. However, this
simplification can not be used for tilted FGCs, since FGCs do not have a
translational invariance in any direction. Therefore, the simulations of tilted
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Figure 3.3: (a) The cross-section of a grating coupler with a silicon overlay; (b) Fractions
of light coupled into the upward direction of different tilted GCs as a function of the
azimuth α0 (λ0 = 1550 nm). The curves called “1D” are for the tilted 1D GCs with a
160 nm thick Si overlay, the curves called “1D (n)” are for the tilted 1D GCs without Si
overlay, and the curve called “FGC” is for a tilted FGC designed for α0 = 15◦, 45◦, 75◦.
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Figure 3.4: The effective indices of 1D grating couplers with silicon overlay as a function
of wavelength and grating period. In this case β = 0◦.
FGCs are more time and memory consuming compared to those of tilted 1D
GCs.
The upwardly coupled power ratio (λ0 = 1550 nm) of four groups of tilted 1D
GC designs (φ0 = 5◦, 10◦, 15◦ and 20◦) with 160 nm Si overlays are simulated as
functions of α0 values, and the results are illustrated in figure 3.3(b). The tilted 1D
GC designs in this simulation follow the expressions of Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2, with
assumptions that n0g = 2.75, nc = 1.0, and the duty cycle of the gratings is 50%
everywhere. From the simulation results, it is seen that the upward power trans-
missions of the tilted 1D GC designs with φ0 = 10◦ are larger than -1.5 dB for
α0 ≤ 60◦, and the variation among these transmissions is also smaller than those
with other φ0 values. Therefore the condition φ0 = 10◦ is used for further dis-
cussions. Another phenomenon is that the upwardly coupled power drops rapidly
when α0 increases from 75◦. This is because the period Λ approaches the value
supporting a strong 2nd order reflection as α0 increases.
3.2.3 Angle deviation in the out coupled light
One problem with this design is that n0g can be wrongly estimated. The effective
indices of 1D GCs (β = 0◦) as functions of Λ and λ0 are calculated by means
of 2D FDTD simulation. In the simulation, we first calculate the phase slope
kphi = ∆Φ/∆L of light along its propagation direction in the grating region,
and this slope value is used for the effective index approximation according to
n0g = kphi · λ0/2pi. The results (see figure 3.4) show that the n0g value changes
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Figure 3.5: Spectra of the upward coupled power of tilted 1D GCs with silicon overlay (α0
= 45◦), for different ng values.
with wavelength and grating period, and can be strongly deviating when Λ supports
strong 2nd order reflections (see the curves for Λ = 550 nm and Λ = 570 nm in
figure 3.4). Even if an accurate effective index value is obtained from simulation,
the variation caused by fabrication uncertainty is hardly controllable.
As a result, the value of n0g used in Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2 is usually different from
the actual effective index of the grating. For clarification, a symbol ng is used to
stand for the refractive index value used in the design, in order to be distinguished
from the actual index of the grating n0g . The difference between ng and n
0
g causes
a direction change in the output light and thus a shift in its transmission spectrum.
To find out the value of n0g in real devices, one can make a scan of ng and
test the corresponding transmissions in measurement. However, scanning ng is
not a proper solution in many cases. The central wavelength shift is caused by the
direction change of the output light with the required wavelength. By adjusting the
direction of the output fiber to accommodate the new direction of the output light,
the central wavelength can be changed back to the required value.
The changed direction of the output light (α′0, φ
′
0) is theoretically calculated as
a function of ∆ng = ng − n0g , which is
α′0 = α0 + arctan
(
∆ng sinα0
nc,p −∆ng cosα0
)
, (3.3)
φ′0 = arcsin

√
n2c,p + ∆n
2
g − 2nc,p∆ng cosα0
nc
 . (3.4)
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The derivations of these two equations are explained in Appendix B.
The wavelength for maximal transmission depends also on the GC period.
Since a wrong estimation of n0g leads to a period change, it will also cause a change
in the peak wavelength. According to a 3D FDTD simulation, the spectra of the
upward coupled light for 1D GCs with α0 = 45◦, φ0 = 10◦, and λ0 = 1550 nm
are shown in figure 3.5 as functions of ng . It can be found that the spectrum has
a blue shift as ng increases. The designs with ng = 2.75 and 2.8 have the optimal
upward coupling efficiencies at 1550 nm. If other ng values are used, the cou-
pling efficiencies at 1500 nm will not be optimized, even with corrections in the
direction of the output fiber.
3.2.4 Tilted Focusing grating couplers
For tilted 1D GC, the incoming light in the slab should have a planar wavefront,
which requires a longer distance between the normal waveguide (450 nm thick-
ness) and the grating coupler. In this situation, the footprint of the PIC device is
limited by these long tapers and cannot be greatly reduced. To solve this problem,
Van Laere et al. [10] have proposed a compact focusing grating coupler (FGC) de-
sign on SOI, which has an eight-fold length reduction compared to a fiber coupler
with a taper. In this section, we will theoretically and experimentally demonstrate
a low-reflection focusing grating coupler design [11, 12] which is similar to the
FGC reported by Van Laere et al. [10].
The trench shapes in the FGC reported in [10] can be expressed in a polar
coordinate system
r(q, α) =
qλ0
n0g − nc sinφ0 cosα
, (3.5)
where r(q, α) represents the length of each grating to the origin, α is the corre-
sponding azimuth, q ∈ N is the index of each line, λ0 is the central wavelength
of light in vacuum, φ0 is the zenith of the coupling direction in free space, and n0g
and nc are the effective indices of the grating region and the top cladding material,
respectively. In this formula, it is assumed that the effective index value of the slab
region ns is the same as n0g , which is however not exact.
Considering the effective index difference between ns and n0g , a more general
equation is derived (see Appendix B):
r(q, α) =
(q − q0) · λ0
n0g − nc sinφ0 cosα
+ p(q0, α), q = q0, q0 + 1, ..., (3.6)
where
p(q0, α) =
κq0λ0
ns − nc sinφ0 cosα, (3.7)
q0 ∈ N is the index of the first line in the grating, and κ is a factor to determine
the distance L between the first line and the entrance waveguide. In this thesis, κ
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of tilted FGCs (exaggerated) on SOI with different azimuths:
(a) α = 0, (b) α 6= 0. The black region is etched 70 nm into a 220 nm silicon layer while
the rest is unetched. The light lines diffracting from the waveguide and the Fresnel
reflections are indicated with the blue and red lines, respectively.
is chosen as (ns − nc sinφ)/(n0g − nc sinφ0) so that r(q0, 0) is the same as that
from the conventional design. A similar formula was also reported in [13].
These curves form an array of ellipses with all of their first focus points f1,q
located at the same position. According to Eq. 3.6, if the end of the entrance
waveguide is located on f1,q , light coming from this waveguide can be coupled out
of the chip to the predesigned direction in free space, regardless the choice of α.
In previously used FGCs [10] (will be mentioned as the standard FGC afterwards),
the input waveguide points to the grating region withα = 0◦ (seen in figure 3.6(a)).
Actually, light can be coupled to almost the same predesigned direction if the input
waveguide is rotated around f1,q and another part of the grating is used (the actual
coupling direction might be slightly different due to the second order reflection).
In the case with α 6= 0◦, the back reflection which is refocused on a location
near the second focus points of the ellipses f2,q will not be coupled back to the
input waveguide (seen in figure 3.6(b)). Therefore the reflection back to the input
waveguide can be suppressed with a different part of the FGC design. The reduced
reflection in this design has been demonstrated by means of simulation [14], and
the results confirm the suppression in the back reflections for the FGCs with α =
45◦ or 90◦.
The redirected backreflection may influence adjacent designs. To avoid this
influence, the back-reflection can be collected to another waveguide and then sent
to a high loss region. Another concern about this design is the asymmetry of
the output mode. This asymmetry exists but is sometimes not significant when
φ = 10◦, thus its influence on the grating-to-fiber coupling efficiency is negligible.
A series of tilted FGCs (with different α) designed to couple 1550 nm light to
the direction with φ = 10◦ has been fabricated using deep UV (193 nm) lithog-
raphy through the ePIXfab multi-project wafer service [15]. The width of the
entrance waveguide aperture (0.9 µm) was chosen to be neither too small to intro-
duce extra reflection nor too large to collect the redirected Fresnel reflection from
the grating. As is mentioned above, the azimuth of the out coupled light equals
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Figure 3.7: A scanning electron microscope image of a tilted FGC designed for α = 45◦.
input light  
output light  
projection of the output light   
Figure 3.8: 3D Schematic of a tilted FGC (exaggerated) on SOI and its corresponding
output fiber.
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Figure 3.9: Maximal coupling efficiency between a single mode fiber and FGCs with
different q0 values and corresponding central wavelengths. The width of the waveguide
aperture is 0.9 µm.
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α0. In many measurement setups, it is not possible to change the azimuths of the
fibers. In order to be used in these setups, the tilted FGCs and the input waveguides
are purposely rotated around the surface normal with an angle of −α0 when they
are designed on the PIC (see figure 3.7 and figure 3.8). The alignment procedure
for these tilted FGCs is similar to that for a standard GC.
The distance L determines the size of the output mode in the grating coupler
and thus influences the maximal grating-to-single-mode-fiber coupling efficiency
η. In order to know the optimal value of L, a number of FGCs (α = 0◦) with
different first grating indices q0 were fabricated and measured. The η values of
different FGCs and the corresponding central wavelengths λ0 are plotted in fig-
ure 3.9. It is found that the best q0 is 26 (L = 16 µm). All the following designs
use this q0 value. The variation of the λ0 is within 5 nm, and it might be caused by
the alignment variations of fibers.
Designs with two identical tilted FGCs connected by a shallowly etched waveg-
uide were measured to retrieve η for different α, and these transmission spectra are
plotted in figure 3.10. The η and λ0 values are plotted in figure 3.11. The solid
horizontal line in figure 3.11 stands for the η of a standard FGC (-4.6 dB). It can be
found that the λ0 values are lower than 1550 nm. Two main reasons are responsible
for this shift:
• ng and φ0 are wrongly estimated in the design, and hence the measured cen-
tral wavelength becomes λ′ = λ0(n′g−nc sinφ′0 cosα)/(ng−nc sinφ0 cosα),
where n′g and φ
′
0 stand for the real values of ng and φ0, respectively. This
expression indicates that λ′ is a function of α, which can also be seen in the
measurement results (see figure 3.10);
• The wavelength supporting the second order reflection has a blueshift as α
increases, and the dip caused by this second order reflection strongly in-
fluences the transmission spectra of the tilted FGCs when α is close to 90◦.
The effect of this reflection dip is shown by both suppression of η and a shift
of λ0. However, this influence is not apparent for α ≥ 150◦ or ≤ 60◦, since
the λ0 of second order reflection stays far away from the transmission band
in these situations. Note that the second order reflection also may cause a
bandwidth increase in the tilted FGCs when α is approaching 90◦.
It is hard to estimate the reflections directly from the fringes of the transmission
spectra, because the reflections on the output fiber end facets are also mixed in the
spectrum. In order to measure the reflection values of our tilted FGCs, we use
another set of samples. In those samples, all the input FGCs use the same design
with α = 0◦, while the output tilted FGCs have a scan of the azimuth from 0◦
to 180◦. The frequency average reflections are measured by a simplified optical
frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) setup (see Appendix A).
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Figure 3.10: The transmission spectra of the tilted FGCs with different azimuths.
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Figure 3.11: The maximal transmission efficiencies of the tilted FGCs and the
corresponding central wavelengths. The horizontal line stands for the η of a standard
FGC.
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Figure 3.13: The maximal frequency averaged reflections of the tilted FGCs for different
azimuths.
The distances between the input and output tilted FGCs are around 500 µm,
but not exactly the same. The reflection autocorrelations R(z) for different az-
imuths with z near 500 µm are plotted in figure 3.16. Two maximal values can be
found for each sample, which means that two different reflections are correlated
with the reflection at the output tilted FGC. They are the reflections from the input
fiber facet and from the input GC, respectively, and the former one corresponds to
a larger z. The reflectance values of the tilted FGCs are obtained by calculating the
integral over the 3 dB bandwidth around λ0. The frequency averaged reflections
for different α are plotted in figure 3.13. Assuming that a 4% reflection occurs at
the input fiber facet, the frequency average reflection for an FGC with α = 0◦ is
around -20 dB. Grating couplers with α between 45◦ and 135◦ have the frequency
average back reflection suppressed to less than -40 dB. The best reflection sup-
pression is for α = 135◦, which is around -55 dB. The optimal α is not 90◦, and
that is because the central wavelength value of the second order reflection is near
the transmission peak in this case.
For tilted FGCs with the azimuth α in the range between 45◦ and 60◦, the
frequency average reflection is highly suppressed (up to -50 dB) with no apparent
transmission penalty.
3.2.5 Tilted Focusing grating couplers with silicon overlay
We also report about the coupling efficiency of different tilted focusing grating
coupler (FGC) designs with Si overlays, by means of simulation and measurement.
The upward power coupling efficiency of tilted FGCs with the same Si over-
lay (designed for α0 = 15◦, 45◦ and 75◦) are also simulated and shown in fig-
ure 3.3(b). It is seen that the upward powers of the tilted FGC with Si overlay
have similar values to those of the tilted 1D GCs with Si overlay designed with the
same α0 and φ0. These results show that the upward power of tilted FGCs with Si
overlay can be simply estimated from the results of tilted 1D GCs with Si overlay.
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Figure 3.14: Measured transmission spectra of four tilted FGCs with Si overlays with
different ng values, α0 = 45◦. The “ref” curve stands for the transmission spectrum of a
standard GC without any Si overlay.
Figure 3.15: The deviation of α0 and φ0 as a function of ∆ng . The solid and curved lines
are calculated values. The ♦ and© symbols are the measured values.
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Figure 3.16: The reflection values for FGCs with α0 = 0◦ (solid line) and tilted FGCs
with α0 = 45◦ (dashed line). Both are with 160 nm thick Si overlay.
A number of tilted focusing grating couplers with amorphous-Si overlays, de-
signed for α0 = 0◦ or 45◦, and φ0 = 10◦, were fabricated through ePIXfab. Since
it is not easy to estimate the n0g value of a grating with silicon overlay, a number
of different values of ng were used in Eq. 3.6 for the design instead of n0g , so as to
have different grating periods and shapes, out of which there may be a good design.
The transmission spectra and the central wavelengths of tilted FGCs designed for
α0 = 45
◦ with different ng values are shown in figure 3.14. It can be seen that,
for the tilted FGCs with silicon overlay, the waveguide-to-single mode fiber cou-
pling losses are reduced by more than 2 dB compared to a standard FGC (“ref” in
figure 3.14, without Si overlay, 70 nm etch depth, 625 nm period), and it is also
2 dB lower than that of the tilted FGCs without Si overlay (α0 = 45◦, 70 nm etch
depth). The lowest transmission is around -2.2 dB when ng = 2.75, and this value
is 0.5 dB lower than that of a normal FGC with silicon overly (α0 = 0◦) which
is designed with the same ng value. The central wavelength decreases linearly as
ng increases, with a slope of -0.4 µm per unit of index. The scanning results show
that the real effective index n0g at 1550 nm is about 2.65.
As is mentioned above, the central wavelength shift for different ng can be
compensated by changing the fiber direction, which was also observed in the mea-
surements. For both the tilted 1D GC and tilted FGC designs, the angle deviations
calculated by Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4 can be used for adjusting the output fiber direc-
tion and getting an optimized coupling efficiency. For α0 = 45◦ and φ0 = 10◦,
the angle deviations ∆α0 = α′0 − α0 and ∆φ0 = φ′0 − φ0 are calculated accord-
ing to these equations and are shown in figure 3.15. The measured deviations of
the output light (∆α0 and ∆φ0) are also shown in the same figure to indicate the
agreement between the theoretical analysis and the measurement results.
The back reflections of tilted FGCs with α0 = 0◦ and 45◦ are obtained using
the OFDR method. This time we use fringes in the transmission for the reflection
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Figure 3.17: The top view of a 2x1 MMI.
calculation. In order to split the reflections from the fiber end and those from the
GCs, the end facets of both the input and output fibers are placed far away from
the GCs. The results are shown in figure 3.16. It is found that, for α0 = 0◦, the
reflections are still considerably large (near -20 dB). For tilted FGCs with α0 =
45◦, the reflection averaged in the frequency range from 1490 nm to 1570 nm can
be reduced to lower than -40 dB. Note that these tilted FGCs with α0 = 45◦ are
the same tilted FGCs that yield the transmission spectra shown in figure 3.14.
3.3 Low-reflection multimode interference couplers
A 1×2 or a 2×2 multimode interference (MMI) coupler design is used in the
on-chip LDV system for optical power splitting and combining. It has a highly
balanced power splitting ratio between the two output ports. A reversed 1×2 MMI
coupler, or a 2×1 MMI, is schematically shown in figure 3.17. It can be seen that
the multi-mode waveguide section (the red box in the middle in figure 3.17) is
surrounded by shallowly etched silicon slabs (the yellow region in figure 3.17) to
avoid MMI phase errors due to high index contrast between the core and cladding
regions [16].
However, spurious reflections may be introduced in these MMI structures as
well. For example, when one left input port of the 2×1 MMI coupler (see fig-
ure 3.17) is excited, only 50% of the light power is transmitted to the right output
port, while the rest power is leaked into the unused slab region of the chip or re-
flected to the two left ports by etching boundaries. We call the power ratio between
the light coupled back to the input port (Port 1 in figure 3.17) and the input light as
the MMI reflection. The power ratio of the input light (Port 1 in figure 3.17) to the
light coupled to the other left port (Port 3 in figure 3.17) in the case that no reflec-
tion occurs in the waveguide connected to the output port (Port 2 in figure 3.17)
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Figure 3.18: (a) Reference simulation (b) Simulation structure of the MMI.
is considered as the MMI isolation. These two parameters, especially the isola-
tion, is important for the LDV performance. According to measurement results,
the reflection is around -20 dB, which is higher than the required limit (-30 dB).
A close examination on this MMI structure indicates that the reflection is
mainly caused by the boundaries of the deeply etched regions. Since these bound-
aries are perpendicular to the propagation direction of the leaked light, they can
easily cause reflection. To reduce such reflections, one possible way is to tilt the
boundaries with a oblique angle θ at each end of the MMI [17]. With this method,
reflections are sent to the other regions away from the MMI, and thus low reflection
and high isolation can be obtained.
3.3.1 Simulation
We have studied the effect of tilted etching boundaries in the MMI coupler by
using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The simulation structure
is directly obtained from the mask design of the MMI with the help of the IPKISS
framework [18, 19]. With the imported simulation structures, a Python-MEEP
software package is used to make the FDTD simulation.
In the simulation, a source is put on the lower left input waveguide (Port 1 in
figure 3.17), with the fundamental TE mode of the waveguide as its field profile. A
light pulse with this field profile and a center frequency at 1550 nm is generated and
sent to the MMI. By monitoring the energy flux in these three ports, transmissions
from Port 1 to Port 2 and Port 3 can be calculated. In order to obtain the values
of reflection and isolation, two simulation steps are done for each structure. The
first simulation step is for a structure without the left-side reflection boundaries
(see figure 3.18(a)), while the second one is for the actual MMI structure (see
figure 3.18(b)). With this two-step method, the reflection and isolation can be
estimated by calculating the flux difference of Port 1 and Port 3 between these two
steps.
The simulated isolation and reflection results for 2×1 MMI couplers with dif-
ferent oblique angles are shown in figure 3.19(a) and figure 3.19(b). It is seen
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.19: Simulation results for low-reflection MMIs: (a) isolation, (b) reflection.
from figure 3.19(a) that the isolation increases by more than 5 dB when the angle
of the deeply etching boundaries is changed from 0◦ to 60◦, and the maximal iso-
lation can reach 35 dB. The reflection value is plotted in figure 3.19(b), which is
calculated by subtracting the power flux in port 1 in the second step from that in
the first step. It can be found that the reflected flux could be less than zero. This
is because another reflection (probably occurs at the boundary between the input
waveguide and the MMI) is neglected in the calculation. The interference between
these two reflections causes a power fluctuation, which may lead to a negative
flux value for some wavelengths. The reduced modulation depth for 60◦ tilt angle
indicates that a reflection suppression is realized in this situation. However, it is
difficult to calculate the exact reflection values with these simulation results. The
optical power distributions in two structures representing the conventional and the
improved MMI designs are show in figure 3.20. It can be clearly seen that the
reflection in the MMI design with oblique boundaries is directed to the substrate
rather than being sent back to the left side.
One can also tilt the etching boundaries of the multimode region, which are the
interfaces between the unetched region and shallowly etched region. But simula-
tion results show that the corresponding improvement in isolation and reflection is
not significant.
3.3.2 Measurement
The reflection reduction is also verified with measurements. The suppression of
the reflection in a 2×1 MMI is measured using the optical frequency domain re-
flectometry (OFDR) method. In figure 3.21, the power spectral density of the
reflection from the input port of two 2×1 MMI structures with different tilt angles
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(a)
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Figure 3.20: The energy flux in 2×1 MMI (a) conventional 2×1 MMI; (b) the improved
2×1 MMI with the deeply etched boundaries on the right side of the device tilted by 60◦.
(θ=0◦ or 60◦) of the deeply etched boundaries are shown. It can be found that the
reflection of an MMI with θ = 60◦ is 15 dB weaker than the conventional MMI
couplers, and its value is around -35 dB lower than that of the input light.
The isolation measurement is a little tricky since the output power is very low
and it can be easily influenced by variations in fiber alignment. Thus they were not
obtained from these fabricated devices.
3.4 Other spurious reflections
Except the aforementioned two designs, other on-chip optical components may
introduce spurious reflections as well.
Reflections can be introduced by the waveguide bends. Despite having a weak
optical loss, a deeply etched waveguide bend with a radius of 5 µm has a strong
spurious reflection. The reflection may originate from the mode mismatch between
a straight waveguide and a circular bend. The estimated power of this reflection is
around -20 dB less than the input light according to OFDR measurement. In order
to reduce these reflections, we suggest using a bend larger than 10 µm.
When the light signal is generated externally and sent to the chip via a fiber,
another reflection peak can be found in the OFDR spectrum. By calculating the
cavity distance of this spurious reflection in OFDR, it is found that this reflection
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Figure 3.21: Reflections for two different 2×1 MMI couplers: the standard one with no
boundary tilting and an improved one with a 60◦ tilt angle.
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Figure 3.22: The roughness of the backside of the chip, with a root-mean-square deviation
in height of 0.33 µm.
is most probably from the backside of the chip. The backside of the chip is not
polished and looks rather rough according to a white light interferometer measure-
ment illuminated from back (see figure 3.22). Since a light beam from the top side
of the chip usually covers several bumps of the back surface, it can be scattered to
the top side of the chip. Some scattered light can be coupled back to the fiber as
a spurious reflection. Since this scattered light signal may be directed to a grating
coupler, it can be coupled back to the on-chip interferometer again and deterio-
rate the LDV outputs. This chip-backside reflection may be reduced by polishing
the backside of the chip, or setting an anti-reflective or absorptive layer on the
backside of the chip.
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3.5 Conclusions
Spurious reflections of SOI-based optical designs are discussed in this chapter. It
can be found that strong spurious reflections exist if on-chip designs are not care-
fully made. The spurious reflection of a grating coupler and the optical isolation
between the two input ports of a 2×1 multimode interference coupler are mainly
discussed, since these devices are used in the on-chip LDV system. In order to
reduce these reflections, we purposely change the directions of some important
mode-mismatching interfaces and direct the reflections to somewhere else rather
than the input waveguide. With this method, the reflection in a grating coupler can
be reduced to over 40 dB less than the input optical power. In 2×1 MMI couplers,
the optical isolation between its two input ports can be larger than 35 dB. There-
fore the requirement that the power of the spurious reflection is 30 dB lower than
that of the incoming light (to ensure that the phase deviation of the LDV output is
smaller than 0.01pi) is realized.
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4
Optical frequency shifters
In this chapter, we focus the discussion on the realization of integrated and minia-
turized optical frequency shifters (OFSs) on the SOI platform. The importance of
the OFS for LDV is already mentioned in Chapter 2. Briefly speaking, the OFS
is used to generate a non-zero carrier frequency in the photo-current signal of the
LDV, and can hence circumvent the influence of low frequency noise. The output
resolution of the LDV outputs can be greatly enhanced by the use of OFSs.
In conventional heterodyne LDVs built with discrete optical components, the
OFS is usually realized with an acousto-optical modulator (AOM), in which the
light beam interacts with an acoustic wave to generate a frequency shift. Two
important effects are required for fabricating an efficient AOM: the elasto-optic
effect and the piezoelectric effect. The former one is responsible for the efficiency
of the acoustic-optic interaction and the latter one is responsible for generating an
acoustic wave on the material. In conventional AOM devices, LiNbO3 is usually
used. Unstrained, single-crystalline silicon has a centrosymmetric lattice structure,
which does not support a piezoelectric effect. Hence it is difficult to directly gen-
erate acoustic waves on SOI. An indirect method of generating acoustic waves on
SOI may be used by attaching or bonding another piezoelectric material ZnO or
LiNbO3 to the silicon layer. However, realizing such devices on SOI chips with
design patterns is still not a trivial problem.
We have made efforts to realize on-chip OFSs by using the serrodyne tech-
nique, which requires only a phase modulator (PM) and a driver that can modulate
the phase of light in the PM to a sawtooth profile. With the help of this serrodyne
technique, an optical frequency shift can be realized on SOI using phase modu-
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lators based on the thermo-optic (TO) effect, or other effects. Details about this
serrodyne frequency shifter will be further explained in this chapter. Furthermore,
we have also theoretically analyzed another alternative method, which takes advan-
tage of a four-arm interferometer and can work with sinusoidal phase modulation
and sinusoidal amplitude modulation. This method will be explained theoretically
after the discussion of serrodyne techniques.
The following part of this chapter is organized as follows. The working prin-
ciples of different types of optical modulators are firstly discussed, including the
electro-optic effect, acousto-optic effect, thermo-optic effect, and plasma-dispersion
effect. The serrodyne technique is then discussed and analyzed. The sideband sup-
pressions as functions of different deviations are theoretically analyzed first, fol-
lowed by a discussion of an on-chip serrodyne OFS based on the TO effect. Since
the TO effect is in principle very slow, the possibility to replace it with a carrier-
depletion-based serrodyne OFS is also analyzed. The four-branch interferometry
frequency shift technique is theoretically discussed afterwards.
This chapter includes works collaborated with other people: the work of sec-
tion 4.2.1 was aided by S. Verstuyft; the modulator in section 4.2.2 is designed by
H. Yu.
4.1 Optical modulation mechanisms in PICs
An OFS is in principle an optical modulator, which only changes the frequency of
the optical signal. Assuming that the electric field of light is denoted by a phasor
Ei(t), the phasor of the optical signal after an OFS should be Ei(t) exp(i2pifofs),
where fofs is the desired optical frequency shift. From another point of view, the
OFS is a special phase modulator, since the intensity of the output signal is not
modulated. An OFS is equivalent to a phase modulator that changes the phase
of light at a constant rate in time. This view is very useful in understanding the
serrodyne modulation technique, which will be explained later in this section.
Waveguide optical modulators can be categorized into phase and absorptive
modulators. In the former type, the light signal is modulated by manipulating
the refractive index of the guided mode, while in the latter type the absorption
coefficient is controlled. Because no amplitude modulation is allowed in an ideal
OFS, the phase modulators are the best choices to implement an OFS. However,
it is also possible to implement an OFS using pure absorptive modulators, which
will be explained later in this chapter. But this absorptive modulator based OFS
introduces a certain amount of optical loss to the modulated light.
In this section, the mechanisms of different optical modulation effects used
in an optical waveguide, especially in the SOI-based waveguide, are briefly dis-
cussed.
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4.1.1 Electro-optic effect
The electro-optic effect describes the relation between the optical properties of
a material and the driving electric field. In the optical waveguide technology,
there are several electro-optic (EO) effects, among which the Pockels effect (lin-
ear electro-optic effect) and the Kerr effect (quadratic electro-optic effect) are most
frequency discussed and used. Both of these effects can be used to modulate the
refractive index of a material [1]. We will briefly discuss the working mechanisms
of these effects and how they can be implemented on SOI substrates.
To describe EO effects, the impermeability tensor of a material bi,j is usually
used. This tensor is used in the constitutive relation of the medium, which is
expressed as
Ei =
1
0
∑
j
bi,jDj , i, j = 1, 2, 3, (4.1)
where 0 is the permittivity of free space, and Ei, Di are the electric field and
the electric displacement in the ith direction, respectively. For a homogeneous,
nonmagnetic, and lossless medium, the impermeability tensor of an material can
be diagonalized [1], and a principle coordinate system can be found in which the
aforementioned constitutive relation (equation 4.1) can be rewritten as
Ei = biDi/0, i = 1, 2, 3, (4.2)
where bi = bi,i. According to the relation between the field energy density U and
the electric displacement Di, it can be derived from Eq 4.2 that:
b1x
2
1 + b2x
2
2 + b3x
2
3 = 1, (4.3)
where xi = Di/
√
20U is the reduced displacement in each principle axis. The
refractive indices ni for each principle axis can be introduced by using bi,i = 1/n2i .
Equation 4.3 is also called the index ellipsoid of the medium, which is usually used
to calculate the phase velocity of a light beam propagating in this medium.
When an electric field E = [E1xˆ1, E2xˆ2, E3xˆ3] is applied across the medium,
the bound charges of each atom are redistributed and the crystal lattice may also be
slightly changed (inverse piezoelectric effect). The direction of the principle axes
can thus be changed, indicating that the impermeability tensor of the medium in
an electric field may not be a diagonal matrix anymore. As a result, the expression
of the index ellipsoid in the current coordinate system has to be rewritten as
(b1+∆1)x
2
1+(b2+∆2)x
2
2+(b3+∆3)x
2
3+2∆4x2x3+2∆5x1x3+2∆6x1x2 = 1.
(4.4)
It can be found that the change in the impermeability tensor ∆i (i = 1, ..., 6) is
directly related to the phase velocity of the light beam and thus is a good measure
for the electro-optic effect.
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The Pockels effect and the Kerr effect are defined by the relation between ∆i
and E. For the Pockels effect, changes in ∆i are linearly related with the applied
field, which is 
∆1
∆2
∆3
∆4
∆5
∆6
 = R
E1E2
E3
 , (4.5)
where R is the linear electro-optic tensor. For the Kerr effect, the constants ∆i are
changed due to the quadratic electro-optic effect:
∆1
∆2
∆3
∆4
∆5
∆6
 = S

E21
E22
E23
E2E3
E1E3
E1E3
 , (4.6)
where and S is the quadratic electro-optic tensor.
The Pockels effect is a most commonly used electro-optic effect because of
its linear relation with the voltage. The commonly used materials used for Pock-
els effect-based EO modulators include LiNbO3, KD2PO4 and LiTaO3, which
are, however, difficult to integrate with SOI devices. Unfortunately, the Pock-
els effect does not exist in crystals that have inversion symmetry, so unstrained
single-crystalline silicon can not be used for applying this effect. Some special
techniques, e.g. introducing strain to silicon [2], can be used to change the lattice
symmetry of silicon and induce a Pockels effect. However, it is still not easy to
introduce a desired strain in SOI-based devices.
Unlike the Pockels effect, the Kerr effect exists in all materials. A typical Kerr
effect coefficient of silicon is χ(3) = −9× 10−16cm2/V2 [3].
4.1.2 Acousto-optic effect
The light propagating in a material can also be modulated by acoustic waves ac-
cording to the acousto-optic effect. The elasto-optic effect is the basic mecha-
nism responsible for the acousto-optic effect. Besides the elasto-optic effect, the
roto-optic effect (due to the antisymmetric rotation part of the deformation gradi-
ent) and the indirect elasto-optic effect (the result of the piezoelectric effect and
electro-optic effect in succession) can also affect the modulation [1]. However,
both the roto-optic effect and indirect elasto-optic effect can be neglected in most
crystals which do not have a strong birefringence. According to the elasto-optical
effect, an acoustic wave produces a periodic modulation of the refraction index
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in the medium where the acoustic wave propagates. Consider an acoustic plane
wave traveling in the x direction in the medium with velocity vs, frequency f , and
wavelength Λ = vs/f . The strain (relative displacement) at position x and time t
is
si,j(x, t) = Si,j cos(Ωt− qx), (4.7)
where Si,j is the amplitude, Ω = 2pif is the angular frequency, q = 2pi/Λ is the
wavenumber. According to the elasto-optic effect, the strain si,j(x, t) creates a
perturbation in the impermeability tensor, which can be described as
bi,j(x, t) =
∑
k,l
pi,j,k,l · sk,l(x, t). (4.8)
where pi,j,k,l is a dimensionless coefficient known as the elastic-optic coefficient.
To simplify the question, we only consider the refractive index in one direction
for a linearly polarized acoustic wave with n1 = 1/
√
b1,1, s1 = s1,1 and p1 =
p1,1,1,1, the corresponding refractive index change can thus be calculated as
∆n1(x, t) = −1
2
n31p1S1 · cos(Ωt− qx), (4.9)
with a maximal phase change of n31p1S1/2.
However, one needs to be able to generate a strain in the medium so as to
create an acoustic wave, which can be calculated according to the piezoelectric
constitutive equation
si,j =
∑
k,l
sEi,j,k,ltk,l +
∑
k
dti,j,kEk,
Di =
∑
j,k
di,j,ktj,k + 
T
i Ei,
where ti,j is the stress tensor, si,j,k,l is the compliance tensor, di,j,k is the piezo-
electric tensor, the superscript E indicates the value is measured for constant elec-
tric field, the superscript T indicates the value is measured for a constant stress,
and the superscript t stands for the transpose of the matrix.
According to this constitutive equation, two methods can be used to induce a
strain in a medium: by applying a stress or an electric field. The former method
relies on Hooke’s law and the latter one depends on the piezoelectricity. Similar to
the Pockels effect, the piezoelectric effect also requires an asymmetry in the crystal
lattice, which is not suitable for silicon. However, by applying a stress on silicon,
one can also generate an acoustic wave in silicon. Simulation has shown this in
which a ZnO layer is attached to the silicon layer. This ZnO layer is responsible for
generating a periodic stress on the silicon layer and thus creating a surface acoustic
wave [4]. However, the fabrication has not been realized due to the difficulty in
realizing a nicely grown ZnO layer. It is reported in [5] that a refractive index
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change of 0.5 × 10−4 can be generated in a blank Si with the help of ZnO layer,
which means that a pi phase shift requires a waveguide length of 1.55 cm.
The frequency of the AO modulation is determined by the bandwidth of the
acoustic wave. Recently, a surface acoustic wave at 35.5 GHz has been generated
on silicon with the help of a ZnO layer [6].
4.1.3 Thermo-optic effect
For an optical material, the refractive index of the material also varies as tem-
perature changes, which is called the thermo-optic (TO) effect. According to the
macroscopic Clausius-Mossotti equation [7], which works well for isotropic di-
electric, the temperature dependence of a dielectric constant (proportional to the
square of the refractive index) can be divided to different factors: (1) the decrease
in the number of polarizable particles per unit volume combined with the increase
in the polarizability of a constant number of polarizable particles, caused by the
thermal expansion as temperature increases; (2) the dependence of polarizability
on temperature, when keeping the volume constant. The first factor is always pos-
itive as temperature increases, while the second can be either positive or negative.
It is found that the absorption due to the TO effect is very weak, thus a TO can be
a very good phase modulator.
Silicon has a relatively large thermo-optic coefficient (dn/dT=1.86×10−4/K
for λ = 1.55 µm [8]). For a SOI waveguide, it can be calculated that the ∆TpiLpi
= 4.16 mm·K. The power consumption of the TO modulator is determined by the
heating efficiency and the thermal-conductivity of the chip. Providing that all heat
is generated in the waveguide core region, to generate a pi phase shift, the heating
energy should be around 0.67 nJ. However, in most cases the heating is not that
efficient.
The TO effect has a disadvantage of slow speed, which is limited by the thermal
properties of the materials. The upper limit of the TO bandwidth is around MHz
range [9].
4.1.4 Plasma-dispersion effect
The plasma dispersion effect is widely used nowadays for silicon modulator. By
changing the free carrier density in silicon, the refractive index as well as the ab-
sorption coefficient of the guided mode can be modulated. The plasma dispersion
effect can be applied to the optical mode with two methods: carrier injection and
carrier depletion. The former one is usually realized with a forward-biased PIN
diode, while the latter one is often implemented as a revise-biased PN junction.
The refractive index and the absorption coefficient modulation introduced by a
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plasma dispersion effect can be denoted as
E1(t) = E0(t)e
−∆α2 L·100[cm/m] · ei 2piλ0 ∆nL, (4.10)
where E0(t) and E1(t) are the electric fields before and after modulation, ∆α
[1/cm] is the change of the absorption coefficient, and ∆n is the change of re-
fractive index. According to Soref and Bennett’s work [10], ∆n and ∆α at the
wavelength of 1.55 µm can be expressed as,
∆n = −[8.8× 10−22∆Ne + 8.5× 10−18(∆Nh)0.8], (4.11)
∆α = 8.5× 10−18∆Ne + 6.0× 10−18∆Nh. (4.12)
where ∆Ne and ∆Nh are the changes in the concentration (1/cm3) of free elec-
trons and free holes. According to these equations, the phase can be controlled by
changing the concentration of the free carriers, which is usually realized with the
help of a PN junction.
However, a spurious amplitude modulation combined with the refractive in-
dex modulation may introduce problems to the OFS, especially in the serrodyne
technology which requires a pure phase modulator. Assuming that the carrier con-
centration (applied to electrons or holes) is changed from zero to 2×1018/cm3
during a modulation, a ∆n−∆α curve can be plot. It is found that the ∆n−∆α
curves are different for electrons and holes, which is shown in figure 4.1. It is
found that, in this concentration range, the loss change due to the modulation of
holes is less significant than that of electrons, while the effective index change for
holes is much stronger than that for electrons. Therefore, modulating the concen-
tration of holes is more efficient than that of electrons, and it also has less spurious
amplitude modulation.
Unlike the ∆n − ∆α curve for electrons, the one for holes is not linear. The
refractive index change becomes slower as the carrier concentration of holes in-
creases. This effect indicates a method to reduce the spurious amplitude modu-
lation in a plasma dispersion based phase modulator, which will be explained as
follows.
In this thesis, the strength of the spurious amplitude modulation caused by the
carrier concentration variation will be characterized by the optical power change
under a 2pi phase modulation, since this value is closely related to the parameters
used in serrodyne. Only considering the dispersion effect of electrons, the absorp-
tion change combined with a 2pi phase shift is around 6.5 dB, which is independent
on the carrier concentration or modulator length. However, if we consider only
the effect of holes, the optical power change with 2pi phase shift can be different
depending on the carrier concentration or the length Lm of the modulator. The
relation between the loss and the modulator length Lm can be written as
Loss[dB] =
0.825
L
1/4
m [cm]
. (4.13)
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Figure 4.1: The relation between the refractive index change and the loss change (dB/cm)
when the electron or hole concentration is changed from 0 to 2×1018/cm3.
This equation indicates that the longer the modulator is, the less the spurious am-
plitude modulation will be. The amplitude modulation is around 8.25 dB when
Lm = 1 µm, and it is reduced to only 1.46 dB when Lm = 1 mm. Therefore if
a phase modulation with less spurious amplitude modulation is needed, one can
use a long phase modulator designed to be mainly controlled by concentration of
holes.
The speed of a plasma dispersion effect can be fast. For a reverse-biased PN
junction phase modulator, the speed is ultimately limited by the diode capacitance
of the reverse-biased PN junction [11]. The speed of the reverse-biased PN junc-
tion has been reported to reach a level of 40 Gbit/s with a low power consumption.
A small LpiVpi value (0.62 V·cm) of this modulator is also reported [11].
4.1.5 Conclusions
As is mentioned above, it is difficult to realize an electro-optic (EO) and an acousto-
optic (AO) modulator on the SOI platform, owing to the inversion symmetry of the
silicon crystal lattice. The thermo-optic (TO) effect and plasma-dispersion effect
can be implemented, but both have disadvantages. The TO effect is in principle
slow (lower than MHz), while the plasma dispersion effect causes a spurious am-
plitude variation in the optical signal. In the following sections, we will analyze
different OFS configurations based on these two effects.
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Chapter3_serrodyne_phase
Δθ(t)=2πfofs∙t
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Figure 4.2: Time domain phase profile of an optical signal modulated with a serrodyne
frequency shifter. In this case θpp = 2pi.
4.2 OFS based on serrodyne technique
The serrodyne modulation is an old technique for generating a pure frequency
shift in radio wave signals. After the invention of laser, this technique has also
been widely used in optical signals for frequency shift [12–15]. In this technique,
the phase of the optical signal is modulated into a sawtooth profile as a function
of time, of which the peak-to-peak phase amplitude is θpp = 2npi, n ∈ N (see
figure 4.2). If the fly-back time of the phase sawtooth, i.e. the duration from point
A to point B in figure 4.2, is small enough, the receiver will not be able to resolve
this time slot and still “believes” that this modulation is a linear phase change
in time. Since a linear phase change θ(t) = kslopt is equivalent to a constant
frequency shift ∆f = kslop/2pi, the sawtooth phase profile in figure 4.2 can be
considered as a frequency shift of fofs.
However, under an imperfect modulation, e.g. a non-negligible fly-back time,
the modulated optical signal has to be expressed as
Eofs(t) = Er(t)
∑
k
µk exp(i2pikfofst), (4.14)
where Er(t) is the signal before the serrodyne modulation, and k is the order of
the harmonic. For a perfect frequency shift, all the harmonics with k 6= 1 should
be strongly suppressed.
As is already mentioned in Chapter 2, the harmonics that can greatly influence
the LDV’s performance are the ones with k = −1 and k = 0, while the other non-
fundamental orders can be filtered out in later stages. According to the analysis in
Chapter 2, to limit the phase deviation of the LDV output within 0.01pi, the power
of the -1st order harmonic should be 30 dB lower than that of the fundamental
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harmonic, and meanwhile the 0th order should also be 30 dB lower in power than
the measurement reflection. Therefore we need to examin the influence of different
serrodyne deviations on these two residual harmonics.
In practice, we can not really retrieve the value of the -1st order harmonic from
the power spectrum of the frequency shifted signal. Usually the power ratio be-
tween the fundamental harmonic and the combined -2nd and 2nd order harmonics
(denoted as ς) is used as the figure of merit for characterizing the optical frequency
shift. Thus it is important to know both the amplitude attenuations and the phase
relations of -2nd and 2nd order harmonics.
For a serrodyne modulator, several problems may occur, and they are described
as follows.
• The peak-to-peak phase shift θpp may not be accurate enough.
• The fly-back time of the sawtooth may not be small enough due to the lim-
ited bandwidth of the phase modulator or the driver.
• The ramp of the sawtooth may not be linear.
• A spurious amplitude modulation of the optical signal may coexist with the
phase modulation.
These deviations will be discussed in the following sections, with several simula-
tion results. In the simulation, the sidebands are calculated according to
an =
1
T
∫ T
0
Eofs(t)e
− 2pinT tdt. (4.15)
1. Peak-to-peak phase shift
It is important to ensure a 2npi phase amplitude in the sawtooth profile.
However, it is not easy to find the exact driving signal for such a phase am-
plitude. When the applied driving signal is slightly smaller or larger than the
desired phase amplitude, some other harmonics can be excited and influence
the LDV output.
The power spectral densities of several important harmonic orders are sim-
ulated and plotted in figure 4.3(a) and figure 4.3(b) as functions of the peak-
to-peak phase amplitude θpp. It is found that, if θpp is set to 2pi, the fun-
damental harmonic has the maximal power density value while the other
harmonic orders are strongly suppressed. The power will be redistributed
from the fundamental harmonic to the second-order harmonic as θpp shifts
from 2pi to 4pi, since the phase slope in the sawtooth ramp is doubled after
this change. According to these simulated results, to ensure that the power
of the -1st order harmonic is at least 30 dB lower than that in the fundamen-
tal harmonic (so that the phase deviation in the LDV output is smaller than
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Different harmonic orders (simulated) as functions of the peak-to-peak phase
change: (a) power (b) phase.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Different harmonic orders (simulated) as functions of the fly-back time: (a)
power, (b) phase.
0.01pi), the relation |θpp − 2pi|/(2pi) < 5% has to be realized. Besides, it is
found that the phases between the -2nd and 2nd order harmonics are always
180◦ out of phase when θpp is around 2pi, which indicates that ς is slightly
larger than the actual power ratio between the fundamental harmonic and
the 2nd order harmonic.
2. Finite fly-back time
The fly-back time of the sawtooth is crucial to the serrodyne modulation
since it can easily influence the optical frequency shift. The influence of a
finite fly-back time on the serrodyne frequency shift has been analyzed by
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Figure 4.5: Several nonlinear ramp signal, with χ = 0.5,...,2.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Different harmonic orders (simulated) as functions of nonlinearity factor χ:
(a) power, (b) phase.
Johnson et al. [13]. The calculation is repeated and shown in figure 4.4(a)
and figure 4.4(b). To ensure that the power ratio of the -1st order harmonic
to the fundamental harmonic is lower than -30 dB, the fly-back time should
not be larger than 3% of the sawtooth repetition rate. From the phase curves
it is seen that the phases between the -2nd and 2nd order harmonics are
approximately in phase. So that ς is slightly smaller than the power ratio
between the fundamental harmonic and the 2nd order harmonic.
3. Nonlinearity
For some phase modulators, the phase change is not linear to the applied
electric field, e.g. the phase of a thermo-optic modulator is proportional to
the square of the applied voltage. Therefore, sidebands can be excited.
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The nonlinearity of the sawtooth ramp is described for the first period as
θ(t) = 2pi(
t
Tp
)χ, 0 < t < Tp, (4.16)
where Tp is the period is the period of the sawtooth signal, and χ is the non-
linearity factor. The signal profiles are shown in figure 4.5. The sideband
suppressions of harmonics are simulated and shown in figure 4.6(a) and fig-
ure 4.6(b). It is found that in order to suppress the -1st order down to -30dB,
the nonlinearity factor χ should fulfill 0.8 < χ < 1.2.
4. Amplitude modulation
For some modulators, e.g. carrier-depletion type phase modulators, the ser-
rodyne modulation suffers from a spurious amplitude modulation. Though
this amplitude modulation can be complex, we only consider a linear spuri-
ous amplitude modulation, being described by
E′r(t) = Er(0)(1 +
α2pit
Tp
) exp[i
2pit
Tp
], 0 < t < Tp, (4.17)
where α2pi indicates the extra amplitude modulation after the phase is mod-
ulated by 2pi. The simulated results are shown in figure 4.7(a) and fig-
ure 4.7(b). To ensure the -1st order harmonic is 30 dB lower than the funda-
mental order, the spurious amplitude modulation (20 log(1 + α2pi)) should
be smaller than 4 dB. Note that these curves are symmetric and centered
on 0 dB amplitude modulation, so only the positive modulation values are
plotted.
The aforementioned four effects may coexist in the output signals, but the total
effect may not be a simple addition of these four results. We suggest fulfilling all
these four requirements simultaneously to ensure a good function of the LDV. Ad-
ditionally, these deviations may be compensated with the mentioned algorithms in
Chapter 2. However, since those compensation methods require a certain calcula-
tion time, therefore they limit the bandwidth of the LDV. Noise also deteriorates
those demodulations.
4.2.1 Serrodyne OFS based on the thermo-optic effect
In this section, we demonstrate a serrodyne modulator integrated SOI using the
thermo-optic (TO) effect. The cross-section of the TO modulator is shown in fig-
ure 4.8. In this modulator, the temperature of the waveguide is controlled by a
metal heater on top.
The heater is a 2.25 µm wide (WTi), 320 nm thick (HTi) titanium (Ti) wire,
which is fabricated on top of the waveguide with a liftoff process. However, since
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Different harmonic orders as functions of spurious amplitude modulation: (a)
power, (b) phase. In these figures, the spurious amplitude modulation is denoted as
20 log(1 + α2pi).
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Figure 4.8: The cross section of the thermo-optic frequency modulator.
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Figure 4.9: Optical loss due to the metal heater for different BCB thicknesses.
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Figure 4.10: The SEM image of a thermo-optic modulator.
light can be absorbed by metals, a Benzocyclobutene (BCB) layer is inserted be-
tween the waveguide and the metal to avoid a significant optical absorption. The
absorption of light due the existence of the heater as a function of the BCB thick-
ness HBCB is simulated using a software package COMSOL-Multiphysics based
on the finite element method (FEM). The results are shown in figure 4.9. Accord-
ing to the simulation results, to keep the absorption loss lower than 4.2 dB/cm, the
thickness of the BCB should be larger than 800 nm. However, in our fabricated
device, the thickness of the BCB HBCB is estimated to be around 620 nm, which
is shown in figure 4.10. The optical loss in this heater is around 3 dB for a length
of 750 µm according to measurement results.
The speed of this modulator is limited by the thermal properties of the materi-
als, especially the BCB and silica with small thermal conductivities. The response
speed of this kind of TO modulator is also simulated with COMSOL. In the sim-
ulation, a sinusoidal thermal signal with an average power of 3.75×1014W/m3 is
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Figure 4.11: 4.11(a): The temperature response ( ∆Tpp(f)
∆Tpp(0)
) for three TO modulators with
different BCB thickness, where ∆Tpp(f) is the peak-to-peak temperature variation at
frequency f . 4.11(b): The phase delay for three TO modulators with different BCB
thickness
applied in the heater. A temperature monitor is set in the center of the waveg-
uide to track the temperature variation for different frequency. It can be found
that the temperature modulation becomes weaker as the frequency increases (see
figure 4.11). From this figure, it can also be seen that the thinner the BCB is, the
faster the heater works. The 3 dB bandwidths of these modulators (BCB thickness:
1300 nm, 800 nm, and 300 nm) are 19 kHz, 35 kHz, and 70 kHz, respectively.
In the real design, the length of the heater is set to be 750 µm. Measurements
show that the resistance of this heater R = 1.0 kΩ. In order to characterize the
function of this TO modulator, the TO modulator is set in one arm of a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Thus the phase modulation can be converted to an
intensity modulation and can thus be monitored. Both the splitter and the combiner
of the MZI are realized with 3 dB MMI couplers to ensure that the optical powers
in these two arms are balanced. During the measurement, light at a wavelength
of 1550 nm is generated from a temperature controlled DFB laser and is sent to
the MZI with the TO modulator. A power meter is used to detect the modulated
optical power at the MZI output. The signal is recorded with the help of a data
acquisition card (NI USB-6218) working at the sampling frequency of 100 ksps.
The TO modulator is controlled by a function generator. A time-varying volt-
age is applied across the heater to change the temperature of the underlying waveg-
uide and hence modulating its effective index. According to the relation between
the driving voltage V (t) and the induced thermal powerP (t), i.e. P (t) = V 2(t)/R,
a voltage with a square-root-of-time profile
V (t) = Vpp
√
tfofs − floor(tfofs) (4.18)
was applied across the heater, where the function floor(x) returns the largest inte-
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Figure 4.12: An example of the square-root-of-time (SQOT) and sawtooth signals with a
frequency at 1 Hz. When the voltage signal applied across the heater has a SQOT profile,
the phase profile of the optical signal should be a sawtooth.
ger not greater than x. The driving voltage and the corresponding phase change of
the TO modulator are shown in figure 4.12. Here, the repetitive sawtooth signal
has a frequency of 1 kHz.
The peak-to-peak voltage of the driving signal corresponding to a 2pi phase
change in the underlying optical mode is denoted as V2pi . This value has to be
determined by the optical power of the MZI output. Since for each period the
phase of the optical mode is linearly changed, a sinusoidal optical power can be
obtained from the power meter. If the Vpp 6= nV2pi , a clear jump can be found in
the optical power. By adjusting Vpp, an optimal situation can be reached in which
the MZI output power has no apparent jump. The corresponding voltage should
be just around V2pi . According to measurement results, our best device has a V2pi
= 3.75 V. Considering the resistance of the heater, the average input power of this
design is around 7 mW. This may not be the optimum power since the heater and
the underlying waveguide are not well aligned. The photocurrent signals corre-
sponding to the optical power of the MZI output is shown in figure 4.13. Its power
spectral density is shown in figure 4.14.
From figure 4.14, it is seen that the second-order harmonic (combined with
the -2nd harmonic) is 39 dB weaker than the fundamental harmonic frequency.
Assuming that the fly-back time (limited by thermal time constants) is the main
cause of the higher order harmonics, this result reveals that the fly-back time is
less than 20 µs according to calculation.
The serrodyne bandwidth is measured with another TO phase modulator. The
power spectral densities of the fundamental harmonic and the 2nd order harmonic
are measured as functions of the sawtooth repetition rate. For each measurement,
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Figure 4.13: Optical power measured from the analog output of the powermeter as a
function of time. An optimized thermo-optic serrodyne modulation (at 1 kHz) is applied to
the reference arm. The measurement arm is connected with a fiber, but without any
intended frequency shifted.
Figure 4.14: Power spectral density of the signal from the analog output. An optimized
thermo-optic serrodyne modulation (at 1 kHz) is applied to the reference arm. The
measurement arm is connected with a fiber, but without any intended frequency shifted.
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Figure 4.15: The amplitude of the fundamental harmonic and 2nd order harmonic as
functions of the sawtooth repetition frequency.
we make sure that Vpp = V2pi is realized. The measurement results are shown
in the figure 4.15. From this figure it is found that the 3-dB bandwidth of the
TO-based serrodyne OFS is around 10 kHz.
With this TO modulator, a serrodyne optical frequency shift of several kilohertz
can be generated. This is good for some applications measuring small vibrations,
with the maximal velocity of around several millimeters per second. This serro-
dyne modulator has a power of several milliwatts, this is not very small but can be
acceptable for some applications.
4.2.2 Serrodyne OFS based on reverse biased PN junction
As is aforementioned, a plasma dispersion effect can be used to modulate the phase
of light. The practical method is to inject carriers into the optical waveguide, or
to deplete the carriers out of the waveguide. This is possible by implementing a
PN junction in an optical waveguide, and changing the size of the depletion region
with a changing voltage. The carrier injection can be realized by applying forward
bias the PN junction, while the carrier depletion is implemented with a reversed
bias. The forward biased PN junction is more efficient, but is not very fast and
is combined with a strong thermo-optic effect, which counteracts with the plasma
dispersion effect in the direction of phase shift. Therefore, the reverse biased PN
junction is more suitable for the serrodyne modulation.
The cross-section of the PN junction is shown in figure 4.16. By doping in the
waveguide region, a depletion area can be formed in the center of the waveguide,
where most of the light power is concentrated. When a reverse biased electrical
field is applied to this PN junction, the size of the depletion region can be changed,
indicating that the total carriers in the waveguide region is modulated.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Schematic cross section of an ideal abrupt p-n junction-based optical
phase shifter. (b) A practical dopant distribution achieved by the implantation condition.
Reproduced from [16]
PN junction modulatorLight outputs Optical hybrid
h l lLig t input Optica  sp itter
Figure 4.17: The test structure of a PN diode based phase modulator. The actual
modulator is split into three parts with each has a length of 1.5 mm.
In order to generate a 2pi phase shift with our function generator, we use a long
(Lm = 4.5 mm) modulator with PN junction to modulate the phase of the guided
light. To avoid a very long structure, the phase modulator is folded into three parts.
The schematic of the design is shown in figure 4.17. In this figure it is seen that
the phase modulator is set in one arm of an MZI, in which a 2×4 MMI coupler is
used as the optical combiner. A Lissajous trace of two outputs signals, which are
90◦ out of phase, can be generated. With the help of this 2×4 MMI, we can easily
tell the direction of the phase change and the corresponding change in amplitude.
The IV-curve of the reverse biased PN junction is shown in figure 4.18. It can
be found that the break-down voltage is at around 15 V, which is large. A 2pi phase
shift can be realized before the voltage reaches breakdown.
Measurement results show that V2pi of this modulator is around 13.6 V, which
corresponds an VpiLpi value of 3.06 V·cm. This PN modulator is driven by a saw-
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Figure 4.18: The current-voltage curve of the reverse biased PN junction.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.19: (a) The optical power of two outputs ports of the optical hybrid for a reverse
biased PN junction, when a 2pi peak-to-peak phase shift is generated in the PN phase
modulator by a sawtooth voltage driving signal. (b) The Lissajous curve of the two outputs.
tooth voltage with the desired peak-to-peak value V2pi . The optical signals at the
two output ports (in quadrature) are shown in figure 4.19(a), and the Lissajous
curve formed by these two signals is shown in figure 4.19(b). From figure 4.19(b)
we can find that a 2pi phase shift can be realized, but the intensity has a variation
of about 2-3 dB, which corresponds to a 4-6 dB absorption modulation in the ref-
erence optical signal. The average loss of the modulator can also be estimated to
be around 6 dB by calculating the modulation depths of the outputs. The power
spectral densities of these two signals (see figure 4.20) show that the second order
is suppressed by around 23 dB relative to the fundamental harmonic.
The bandwidth of this modulator is high enough for generating a high fre-
quency OFS [11], which will improve the velocity limit of a heterodyne LDV.
However, the influence of the high-order harmonics brought by the spurious am-
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Figure 4.20: The power spectral densities of the two quadratic signals for a reverse biased
PN junction.
Figure 4.21: The schematic of a four-branch interferometry used for frequency shifting.
plitude modulation may deteriorate the LDV outputs. The distortions may be
compensated with certain demodulation algorithms in DSP. However, influence
of noise and requirement of high data acquisition speed limit the use of the DSP
compensation.
Therefore it is important to reduce the spurious amplitude modulation in the
PN phase modulator. From the view of the design, the PN modulators can be de-
signed in such a way that n-type carriers dominate the modulation effect, so that
the spurious amplitude modulation can be decreased by increasing the modulator
length (see previous sections in this chapter). However, the required length nor-
mally is very long, which limits the miniaturization of LDV and may also introduce
a significant loss in the reference arm.
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4.3 Four-branch interferometry frequency shifter
The problems of serrodyne optical frequency shift hinder the realization of a high
speed optical frequency shifter. To conquer this problem, a method based on sinu-
soidal phase modulations is introduced. This method is similar to the four-branch
waveguide interferometer based single-side band (SSB) optical modulator with the
help of a surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) [4]. In the analysis of a SAW-based SSB
optical modulator, the spurious amplitude modulation is not considered. However,
the spurious amplitude modulation is not avoidable in the fast reversed PN-junction
phase modulation, their influence to this four-branch interferometry will be ana-
lyzed in this section.
4.3.1 Four-branch method with pure phase modulation
A sinusoidal phase modulation in the phase of the reference signal is described as
E1(t) = E0(t)e
iδ sin(2pifofst), (4.19)
where δ is the modulation depth of the phase. The right side of this equation can
be expanded as
eiδ sin(2pifofst) =
∞∑
k=−∞
Jn(δ)e
i2kpifofst, (4.20)
where Jn(δ) is the Bessel function of the first kind. This expansion indicates that
the sidebands can not be neglected. However, many of these influential sidebands
can be removed with the help of a four-branch interferometer is studied.
The schematic of a four-branch interferometer is shown in figure 4.21. In each
arm, the phase of the signal E0,n(t) = E0/2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 is sinusoidally modu-
lated to δ sin(2pifofst+ npi/2), followed by a phase delay of −npi/2. Therefore,
the modulated signals become
E1,n(t) =
E0(t)
2
ei[δ sin(2pifofst+npi/2)−npi/2] (4.21)
=
E0(t)
2
∞∑
k=−∞
Jk(δ)e
i[2kpifofst+(k−1)npi/2] (4.22)
=
E0(t)
2
∞∑
k=−∞
Jk(δ)i
(k−1)nei[2kpifofst] (4.23)
Only considering a certain k value, the combination of the four signals are
Ek1 (t) = ξk
∑
n
i(k−1)n, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, (4.24)
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Figure 4.22: The power spectral densities of different harmonics using the four-branch
interference OFS with different phase amplitude δ.
where ξk = E0(t)Jk(δ)ei2kpifofst/4. We can find that the value of
∑
n i
(k−1)n(n =
0, 1, 2, 3) equals zero when k = −2,−1, 0, 2, 3, and equals 4 when k = 1 and−3.
Therefore, the most influential harmonics, i.e. k = −1 and 0, are strongly sup-
pressed. The calculated power spectral densities of these sidebands are simulated
and shown in figure 4.22. From this figure, it can be seen that the sideband sup-
pression is very strong. Besides, the optical loss of the fundamental harmonic is
minimum when δ = 1.84.
4.3.2 Four-branch method with pure amplitude modulation
Now consider a pure amplitude modulation, which reforms the combined signal of
the four-branch interferometry
E1,n(t) =
E0(t)
4
[1 + δa sin(2pifofst+ npi/2)]e
−inpi/2 (4.25)
=
E0(t)
8
{2e−inpi/2 + δa[ei2pifofst − e−i(2pifofst+npi)]}, (4.26)
where δa is the amplitude modulation depth. This signal can be considered as a
combination of the original signal and two frequency shifts, i.e. fofs and −fofs.
However, it can be found that the−fofs part and the unshifted part are canceled out
by combining the four signals (n = 0, 1, 2, 3), while the fofs part is enhanced after
the combination. This indicates that a high quality frequency shift is generated.
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Figure 4.23: Power spectral densities of different harmonics as functions of modulator
length when the carrier concentration of holes is modulated by a sinusoidal signal with an
amplitude of 2×1017/cm
4.3.3 Four-branch method for reversed PN modulators
In a phase modulator based on reversed PN junctions, spurious amplitude mod-
ulation can also be found in the output signal. It is interesting to know whether
the four-branch technique can be applied to this type of modulator for generating
OFS. In this section, we will theoretically analyse this problem by using Eq. 4.11
and Eq. 4.12. In the simulation, we consider only the plasma dispersion effect of
holes, since holes are more efficient than electrons in the sense of phase modula-
tion according to figure 4.1. It is assumed that the background hole concentration
is 1×1018/cm. A sinusoidal signal modulates the carrier concentration with an
amplitude of 2×1017/cm. The power of each harmonic is shown in figure 4.23.
It is found that the maximal power of the fundamental harmonic is -7.9 dB lower
than that of the input signal when Lm ' 1100 µm. This situation corresponds to
a phase modulation of with the half phase amplitude δ = 1.53, which is smaller
than the value for four-branch method with pure phase modulation. When Lm is
decreased to 500 µm (corresponding a total modulator length of 2 mm), the total
modulator loss becomes 11 dB. Despite of this optical loss, the four-branch in-
terferometry frequency shifter has shown several advantages over the serrodyne
approach. Firstly, according to simulation, the sideband suppression ratio is very
high (over 70 dB). Secondly, the modulator bandwidth is strongly reduced com-
pared to the sawtooth signal.
According to the above analysis, the four-branch interferometry frequency
shifter shows promising results with significantly reduced the sideband harmon-
ics and modulator bandwidth. However, there are still some problems with this
OFS. For example, the phase relations and power balance among these four arms
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Figure 4.24: The power spectral densities of different harmonics using the four-branch
interference OFS (a) as functions of the amplitude deviation ζ in one arm, indicating that
the light amplitude in one arm is increased by 1 + ζ times, when the half phase amplitude
δ = 1.53. (b) as functions of the phase deviations ξ in arm arm, indicating that in one arm
the phase is increased by ξ degree.
are quite important to the performance of this OFS. Several simulations have been
done with an assumption that the signal in one arm is deviated (see figure 4.24(a)
and figure 4.24(b)). These results conclude that the balance deviation should be
less than 20% and phase deviation should not go beyond 10◦, so that the power of
the -1st order harmonic is 30 dB lower than that of the fundamental order. In prac-
tice, all arms may be deviated, which makes the situation more complex. To solve
this problem, the signal at each arm may be controlled by implementing phase and
amplitude compensation modulators.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have mainly focused on the realization of an optical frequency
shifter on the SOI platform. It turned out that both the thermo-optic (TO) effect
and the plasma dispersion effect can be good candidates for the serrodyne-based
optical frequency shift. However, both effects have their drawbacks. The TO effect
is slow, while the plasma dispersion effect has a significant spurious amplitude
modulation in the optical signal.
To conquer the aforementioned problems in the serrodyne technique, we have
analyzed an alternative method, the four-branch interferometry frequency shifter.
With this method, we can implement a very fast OFS with strongly suppressed
problematic sidebands. Simulations show that this method can be influenced by
unbalanced power ratio and phase deviations in the four-branch interferometer,
but these influences can be well compensated with auxiliary phase and amplitude
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controllers.
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5
Heterodyne and homodyne LDVs on
SOI: measurement results
This chapter focuses on the realization of the PIC-based LDV designs in a CMOS-
compatible SOI platform. The device fabrication is realized with the 193 nm deep
ultra-violet lithography through ePIXfab [1], a multi-project wafer shuttle for SOI-
based PIC designs. Two major types of LDVs are fabricated and examined: het-
erodyne and homodyne. As is already mentioned above, both the heterodyne and
homodyne LDVs have their advantages and disadvantages. In this chapter, we will
compare the theoretical predictions of these designs with the measurement results
of the corresponding fabricated devices, and then give some suggestions to further
improve the designs.
This chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, the general measurement setup
used to characterize the on-chip LDV is described. Then the focus will be moved
to the heterodyne LDV using the serrodyne optical frequency shift technique. For
heterodyne LDVs, the proof-of-principle measurement is firstly demonstrated in
an optical fiber system, and then an integrated version assisted with a thermo-optic
(TO) based Serrodyne OFS is characterized and analyzed. After the discussion of
heterodyne LDVs, we will report the realization of a homodyne type on-chip LDV
using the quadrature demodulation technique. Conclusions will be drawn in the
last part of this chapter.
This chapter includes works collaborated with other people: the work of sec-
tion 5.1 is aided by J. Schrauwen, G. Yurtsever, G. Peter, and H. Shen; the work of
section 5.2.1 was mainly done by S. Meersman, and was also received help from
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Figure 5.1: The picture of a fiber array from OZ-optics. Reproduced from [4].
J. Allaert and S. Verstuyft; the work of section 5.2.2 is aided by S. Verstuyft.
5.1 Measurement setups
Lasers and photo-detectors (PDs) are the necessary parts of an LDV system. Nowa-
days, new technologies have been developed to integrate lasers and PDs on the SOI
substrate [2, 3]. However, the corresponding fabrication processes include several
complex steps, which reduce the yield of working devices. Besides, the existence
of the integrated lasers and PDs may also conceal the impacts of other influential
factors, e.g. on-chip spurious reflections. To simplify the LDV system, we will
solely test the on-chip designs without integrating lasers and PDs in this thesis, by
using external laser sources and PDs. The influence of integrated lasers and PDs
will be studied in future research.
In order to connect external devices with the PIC designs, a fiber array (FA) is
used as a connector in our setup. An FA normally consists of a V-grooved silicon
substrate, multiple single-mode fibers and a cover (see figure 5.1), and it supports
the transmission of multiple optical signals. The pitch between two adjacent fibers
in an FA is normally chosen as 127 µm or 250 µm. In order to optically connect
the FA with the PIC, the grating couplers in the PIC are also evenly spaced in a
line. The value of their pitch is set the same as that of the FA. the same pitch as
the FA. The polish angle of the FA is another important parameter, and it has to
be accustomed to the direction of the out-coupled light from the grating couplers,
which is normally set to be φ = 8◦ or 10◦ to avoid strong second order on-chip
reflections.
The alignment process of the FA to the GC array in the PIC is not as simple as
that of a single-mode fiber. On the contrary, it requires the use of a six-dimension
positioning stage. A schematic of the setup and the corresponding photo are shown
in figure 5.2(a) and figure 5.2(b), respectively. The alignment normally takes sev-
eral steps:
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Figure 5.2: (a) The schematic of a fiber array setup. (b) The photo of the fiber array setup.
1. Make the end facet of the FA parallel to the chip surface;
2. Make the direction of the FA parallel to that of the GC array, by adjusting
the azimuth of the chip;
3. Adjust the position of the FA with the help of a visable light (cannot be
coupled to the waveguide) when the FA is kept a distance from the chip
surface. So that the red spot from the FA is seen by the camera.
4. Send infrared light to the alignment waveguide (see in figure 5.3) and adjust
the position of the FA and the polarization state of the input light, so that a
strong output from the designed output port can be detected.
5. Gradually reduce the distance between of the FA and the PIC while keeping
the best alignment till this distance is smaller than 100 µm. After this step,
the gap between the FA and the chip surface is so small that the best coupling
between the GCs and the FA is realized.
We also noticed that, after alignment, the gap between the FA and the chip sur-
face can be varying due to environmental mechanical vibrations. These variations
can change the coupling efficiency of the fibers and thus strongly influence the
output signals of the LDV. To avoid this impact, we usually glue the FA to the chip
using an index matching gel after the alignment. After a 5-minute ultraviolet-light
curing process, the FA and the chip can be strongly stuck together. The strong
spurious variations disappear once the gluing process is finished.
During the measurement, the chip is pressed on a vacuum chuck by the atmo-
spheric pressure. A lens designed for the infrared light signal is set in front of the
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Figure 5.3: A PIC design with grating coupler array, which is customized to a fiber array
with a pitch of 250 µm. A reference waveguide is also put in the design for the sake of
alignment.
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Figure 5.4: The measurement setup of the LDV.
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chip and is used to focus the light signal from the chip to the target. For the target,
we use a piezo stack to generate a desired vibration since the vibration frequency
of the piezo stack can be precisely controlled. The setup used for a heterodyne
LDV is shown in figure 5.4. If needed, a pair of electrical probes can also be used
to apply a driving signal to the on-chip modulator. This setup can also be easily
accustomed to a homodyne setup.
5.2 Heterodyne LDV
As is already mentioned in Chapter 4, the most important component in a hetero-
dyne LDV is the optical frequency shifter (OFS), which is used to ensure that the
carrier of the photocurrent signal (before demodulation) does not lie in the low
frequency region, where the influence of 1/f noise is significant.
5.2.1 Proof-of-principle fiber-based setup for serrodyne based
LDVs
Before the test of on-chip heterodyne LDVs, a proof-of-principle setup was im-
plemented with the help of a fiber-based LDV system (see figure 5.5) to evaluate
the performance of the serrodyne technique and the corresponding demodulation
method. This setup was designed and measured by Stijn Meersman in his master
thesis project [5]. These results are also reported in [6]. The optical frequency
shifter (OFS) was realized with a LiNbO3 phase modulator using the serrodyne
technique.
The laser source was a distributed feedback (DFB) laser at 1550 nm, with a
3 dB linewidth of around 2 MHz. An isolator (not shown in figure 5.5) was in-
serted behind the laser to avoid optical reflections to the laser. In this setup, the
relative intensity noise originated from the laser driver (43 dB/
√
Hz lower than
input laser power) dominated over other noise sources when the optical power
incident on the detector was higher than 100 nW. If this power was lower than
100 nW, the discretization noise (-85 dBm/Hz) from the 16-bit ADC became dom-
inant. The demodulated signal can be strongly distorted due to the large relative
noise. To avoid this noise influence, the reflection of the measurement signal from
the moving target needed to be enhanced. Therefore, a focuser with an NA of 0.1
was used to focus the laser beam onto one small spot of the vibrating surface. A
retroreflective film was also attached on top of the moving target to improve the
reflected power by more than 10 dB.
In the measurement arm, light went to the vibrating target (a moving membrane
of a loudspeaker) through a circulator and the aforementioned focuser. However,
a small fraction of spurious light signal (around -50 dB) went directly from Port 1
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Figure 5.5: Schematic configuration of the experimental setup. In the figure, L stands for
the laser, C stands for the circulator, F stands for the focuser, VS stands for the vibrating
surface, PM stands for the phase modulator, PC stands for the polarization controller, PD
stands for photo-detector, TIA stands for transimpedance amplifier, ADC stands for
analog-to-digital converter. Reproduced from [6].
to Port 3 of the circulator. Moreover, the surface of focusers also introduced re-
flections. These signals to some degree deteriorate the results of demodulation.
Several polarization controllers were inserted to align the polarisation of mea-
surement and reference arms. The optical path length difference of the measure-
ment and reference arms were set to be smaller than the coherence length of the
laser so that the signals are still in coherence before recombining.
In the optical combiner, the beams from both arms were recombined and sent
to an InGaAs photodiode. The photocurrent was converted to a voltage signal by a
homemade transimpedance amplifier (TIA). In the TIA, the lower frequency sig-
nals were filtered out to reduce the influence of low frequency noise. Then the
signal was digitized with a data acquisition card (NI USB-6218). The demodula-
tion was realized in MATLAB.
The optical power of the reflected signal from the target into the fiber was
measured to be 20 dB less than the power sent to the moving surface. However,
it was still 30 dB above the spurious reflection from the circulator and focuser. In
order to have a good SNR, a 99:1 optical coupler to split the light asymmetrically
(99% of light was sent to the measurement arm) was used to compensate the 20 dB
optical loss in the measurement arm. In our experiment, the power of the laser
was reduced to 50 µW and the corresponding optical power on the detector was
200 nW. An SNR of 40 dB was obtained from the measurement.
A function generator was used to create the sawtooth phase profile in the light
going through the PM. Because of the linear relation between the phase and volt-
age in the electro-optic effect, a sawtooth voltage was directly provided to the
phase modulator. When the peak-to-peak amplitude of the sawtooth voltage was
7.08 V, a good suppression of the 2nd order sidebands (combined with -2nd order)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the demodulated results between Polytec LDV and fiber-based
serrodyne LDV.
was obtained. The ratio of this sideband to the fundamental harmonic was around
−35 dB, and hence the corresponding phase error was smaller than 1%. The lim-
ited suppression ratio was mainly caused by the imperfect polarization of the input
field to the phase modulator.
Sound vibrations at several different frequencies (between 300 Hz and 6 kHz)
produced by the membrane of a loudspeaker were then measured. The frequency
shift fofs in the reference arm was set at 24 kHz. A digital bandpass filter with a
center frequency of 24 kHz and a bandwidth of 12 kHz was used to filter out the
low frequency noise and high order harmonics.
Our measurement results were compared with those obtained from a commer-
cial LDV instrument (Polytec OFV-5000). Both our fiber based and Polytec LDVs
were pointed to the same vibrating membrane, and the measurements were done
for the same duration. Two measurement results are shown in figure 5.6. It turned
out that the vibration frequencies measured by both devices matched well, while
the vibration amplitudes were somewhat different (ratio χ is 0.76). This difference
may be caused by the mismatch of the measuring positions for the two devices.
A figure of resemblance (FOR) was defined as
FOR = 1− RMS(vP − χvf )
RMS(vP)
, (5.1)
with vP and vf the vibration speed measured with the Polytec LDV and our fibre
LDV respectively. The calculated FOR for different vibration frequencies fvib and
peak velocities of the membrane of the loudspeaker are shown in figure 5.7(a).
It can be seen that the trends for all vibration frequencies were the same. At
low peak velocities (around 100 µm/s), the FOR was rather low. This is because
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: Figure of resemblance for different vibration frequencies and speeds with
difference bandwidths of bandpass filters. (a): bandwidth of 12 kHz. (b): bandwidth of
24 kHz.
the phase variations in these situations were so small that they were strongly dis-
torted by the phase noise. When the peak velocity surpass 300 µm/s, the FOR was
higher than 60%. For peak velocity higher than 800 µm/s, the FOR exceeded 80%.
However, at even higher speeds the FOR saturated and even dropped slightly. This
is because the bandwidth of our signal became larger than the bandwidth (12 kHz)
around fofs. Information would then be lost after filtering, resulting in distortions.
The bandwidth of the bandpass filter was increased to around fofs, and the corre-
sponding FOR figure is shown in figure 5.7(b). The dropping part in figure 5.7(a)
disappeared. But noise introduced by the larger filter bandwidth deteriorated the
demodulation and decreased the FOR for low speeds vibrations.
Our measured vibrations with sound frequencies starting from around 1000 µm/s
were relatively accurate, with an FOR larger than 80%. This corresponded with a
peak displacement in the order of 100 nm.
5.2.2 On-chip heterodyne LDV with TO-based serrodyne OFS
An LDV PIC with an TO serrodyne LDV [7] is demonstrated in this section. This
device is fabricated via ePIXfab and post-processed in the cleanroom of Ghent
University. A repetitive square-root-of-time voltage with a peak-to-peak amplitude
Vpp of 3.75 V was applied across the heater in order to generate a phase modulation
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 2pi in the TO modulator. Since the resistance
of the heater was around 1 kΩ, the average power consumption of the heater was
around 7 mW. The frequency shift fofs of this serrodyne OFS is kept at 2 kHz. The
light transmission antenna used in this device is a tilted focusing grating coupler
(see Chapter 3) with an oblique angle α = 20◦, and it also works as a light receiving
antenna for collecting reflected signal from the vibrating surface. The 2×2 optical
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Figure 5.8: The PIC design of a Michelson type heterodyne LDV PIC.
splitter is realized with a multimode interference (MMI) coupler (3.96 µm long,
2.95 µm wide).
The measurement setup has already been shown in figure 5.4. The PIC design
of the Michelson type LDV is schematically shown in figure 5.8. In this setup,
coherent light with a wavelength of 1550 nm and a 3 dB linewidth of about 2 MHz
is sent into the on-chip interferometer via a standard on-chip grating coupler. The
signal is split into two paths by a 2×2 3dB MMI coupler. The measurement light
was sent out of the chip via a tilted grating coupler. Microscope images of both
the MMI and the tilted focusing grating coupler are shown in figure 5.9. With the
help of two aspherical lenses, the measurement light is focused perpendicularly
onto a vibrating mirror attached to a piezo-stack. The reflected light from the
mirror is recaptured by the same tilted grating coupler on the chip. The round
trip distance of light in free space is about 40 cm, which is much less than the
coherence length of the light. Since the grating coupler is polarization sensitive,
only the reflected light with the correct polarization can be coupled back to the
chip. A TO-based serrodyne OFS and an on-chip reflector are put in the reference
arm (see figure 5.9). The signals from both the measurement and the reference
arms are recombined in the same 2×2 MMI as mentioned before, and sent to an
external photo-detector via another grating coupler.
An IQ demodulation is implemented in software. With this method, two sig-
nals I(t) ∝ α(t) cos[θ(t)] and Q(t) ∝ α(t) sin[θ(t)] are derived from the pho-
tocurrent signal i(t) in the demodulator (see Chapter 2). The angle of the vector
I(t) + iQ(t) equals θ(t). In the measurement results, it is usually found that the
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Figure 5.9: Microscope images of the PIC. Images of the titled grating coupler [8], 2×2
multimode interference coupler, and reflector are also shown.
trace of the vector is a circle, but the center of the circle is not in the origin, indi-
cating that I(t) ∝ α cos[θ(t)] + I0 and Q(t) ∝ α sin[θ(t)] +Q0. As is mentioned
in Chapter 2, two main causes are responsible for this deviation: the 0th order
harmonic and spurious reflections. By measuring the ratio between the shift of
the IQ circle center and the radius of the circle, the relative power strength of the
spurious reflection (and the 0th order harmonic) with respect to the useful signal
can be estimated.
Results of the recovered displacement measured from the on-chip LDV are
compared with those from a commercial LDV from Polytec. The time dependent
displacements for both measurements are shown in figure 5.10. Note that the two
measurements were done separately, and we did not try to match the phases of
the results. The curves in figure 5.10(a) and figure 5.10(b) are the measurement
results of a vibrating piezo-stack driven by a sinusoidal voltage signal at 22.6 Hz.
The peak-to-peak values of the drive voltages are 50 V and 100 V, respectively.
The frequency response of this piezo stack was measured by both the on-chip
and Polytec LDV systems, and they are shown in figure 5.11. It can be seen that
both measured responses are quite similar. However, most of the results from the
on-chip LDV were smaller than those from Polytec, and the corresponding ratios
were mostly within the region of 90% and 95%. The cause for this deviation is
under further investigation. However, it is possible to correct the on-chip outputs
by multiplying the demodulated values with a calibration factor.
The IQ traces for most of the measurement results are nice circles, which
means that a proper serrodyne signal was generated. According to the measure-
ment results, the power ratios between the recaptured useful reflection and the
reference light are between -8 dB and -14 dB. The loss of the reflected light is
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Figure 5.10: Demodulated displacements for on-chip LDV: the solid red curve stands for
results measured with on-chip LDV, and the blue dashed lines are for results from Polytec
LDV. Results in 5.10(a) are for the piezo vibration driven by a 50 Vpp signal, while those
in 5.10(b) are for the vibration driven by 100 Vpp.
Figure 5.11: Response of the piezo-electric stack measured both by on-chip LDV (solid
lines) and Polytec LDV (dashed lines). The peak-to-peak voltages of the piezo driver are
chosen as: 1 V, 3 V, 5 V, 10 V, 30 V, 50 V, and 100 V.
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Figure 5.12: The power spectral density of the demodulated signal, when the piezo stack is
driven by a 50 Vpp signal at 22.6 Hz.
Figure 5.13: The power spectral density of environmental vibrations measured using LDV
PIC with TO serrodyne frequency shift.
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mainly caused by the coupling loss in the grating coupler and imperfect alignment
of the optical system. By estimating the modulation depth of the photo-current
while the vibrating surface is moved away and no useful reflection is sent back to
the LDV, the ratio between the spurious reflection and the reference light can be
obtained. This ratio turns out to be a stable value in time, which is about -23 dB.
The major part of the spurious reflection probably comes from the 2×2 MMI.
Because the stability of this ratio, the compensation method, which shifts the IQ
trace center back to the origin, can thus work well. This compensation method
will face problems if the useful reflection is too weak, in which case a small fluc-
tuation in the spurious reflection can have a strong influence on the LDV output.
According to the measured results, the compensation method can work well even
when the power ratio between the recaptured useful light and the reference light
reaches −30 dB, which means that the mirror can be replaced by a white paper.
The grating coupler is good enough to be used for such a coupling efficiency.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the shot noise can be calculated using
SNR =
RPmPr
q0B(Pr + Pm)
, (5.2)
where Pm and Pr are the power values of the measurement and reference signals
respectively, R ≈ 1A/W is the responsivity of the detector, q0 = 1.6 × 10−19C
is the elementary charge, and B is the bandwidth. According to this equation,
the shot noise limited SNR value of the experiment results is larger than 130 dB.
However, the quantization noise in the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is around
-85 dB less than the signal, which is larger than the shot noise. The power spectral
density of the demodulated signal corresponding to figure 5.10(a) is plotted in
figure 5.12. It can be found that the SNR is only 50 dB in this measurement, and
this is because the environmental vibrations also have an influence on the mirror.
The power spectral density of the background vibration is measured and shown in
figure 5.13. It can be found that the environmental vibration is mainly near 50 Hz.
In order to obtain the shot noise limit, the quantization noise in the ADC has to be
suppressed by increasing the ADC resolution, and a better compensation method
should also be implemented.
Due to the bandwidth limitation of the optical frequency shifter, the frequency
and amplitude of the vibrations is limited according to Carson’s bandwidth rule [9]:
fofs > 2(fv + fD), where fv is the vibration frequency of the target, and fD is
the Doppler frequency shift corresponding to the maximal velocity of the vibra-
tion. The measured maximal and minimal vibration velocities of this device are
around 400 µm/s and 0.8 µm/s, respectively. The maximal fD is thus around
500 Hz, which means that it still fulfills Carson’s rule if the vibration frequency
is increased to 500 Hz. This on-chip LDV system can be useful in applications
that only measure small vibrations at low frequencies. In order to measure vibra-
tions with higher frequency or larger amplitudes, a faster optical frequency shifter
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Figure 5.14: The PIC design and microscope images of the 90◦ optical hybrid and of the
2gc light receiving components.
Figure 5.15: Schematic show of a 90◦ optical hybrid. Reproduced from [10].
is needed. This might be realized by using a carrier injection/depletion based op-
tical phase modulator, whose bandwidth could be larger than several gigahertz.
However, as is mentioned, these phase modulators suffer from parasitic amplitude
modulation and appropriate measures are needed to mitigate the impact of ampli-
tude modulation.
Figure 5.16: The configuration of the 1gc type and the 2gc type light receiver.
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5.3 On-chip homodyne LDV
A number of homodyne LDVs with compact 90◦ optical hybrids were also fabri-
cated via ePIXfab and characterized in our lab [11]. The PIC design and micro-
scope images of several key components are shown in figure 5.14. The schematic
show of the 90◦ optical hybrid is shown in figure 5.15 [10]. In our design, the
width and the length of the multimode region are chosen as WMMI = 7.7 µm and
LMMI = 115.5 µm. Measurement results from [10] shown that, in the wavelength
band between 1510 nm and 1555 nm, the phase error of this device was within±5◦
and the common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) in this band was below -20 dB.
In these designs, two different light coupling configurations used for sending
and receiving measurement signals are shown in figure 5.16. A grating coupler
and a 1×2 optical splitter are deployed in the first configuration (1gc), while two
adjacent grating couplers are used in the second configuration (2gc). Both con-
figurations can be used for receiving the reflected measurement light, though they
still have several problems. The 1gc design suffers from a strong spurious reflec-
tion (the cross talk between the two left ports of the splitter, see figure 5.16 ) and
a significant power loss (at least 6 dB) in the optical splitter. The cross talk prob-
lem is alleviated in the 2gc design since the two optical ports are not connected on
chip. However, since the two grating couplers are spatially separated, the imaging
system used for picking up the reflected light can not ensure a sufficient coupling
efficiency in the back-reflection. Note that the two grating couplers in the 2gc de-
sign are different because their common coupling direction is not perpendicular to
the chip surface.
To estimate the receiving efficiency of the measurement signal, the phase in
the measurement reflection is modulated during the measurement, by creating a
mechanical vibration in the surface where the measurement light is focused. The
amplitude of the vibration should be larger than λ0/2 so that the maximum ampli-
tude modulation depth is obtained. In practice, a piezo stack was used, driven by a
60 Vpp voltage signal oscillating at 31 Hz. According to the measured modulation
depths, the power ratio of the reflected measurement signal to the reference signal
was -28 dB for the 2gc LDV, and -34 dB for the 1gc LDV. This result indicates that
the 2gc LDV is better than the 1gc LDV in terms of power efficiency.
To retrieve the values of the spurious reflections, the wavelength dependence
of the photocurrent signals was measured. This was done by measuring the aver-
age values of the photocurrents for different wavelengths while the measurement
signal is still under modulation. Since the reference signal and the spurious reflec-
tion have different optical lengths in the interferometer, an amplitude modulation
is obtained in the average photocurrents and the corresponding modulation depth
reveals the strength of the spurious reflection. The average optical power of each
port (DCj) is derived from the average photocurrent and plotted as a function of
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: (a) The average light power values at each output port (DCj) for the
homodyne 1gc LDV. (b) DCj for the homodyne 2gc LDV.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: (a) The average light power values at each output port (DCj) as a function of
device temperature (2gc LDV). (b) DCj as a function of the input power (2gc LDV).
wavelength in figure 5.17(a) and figure 5.17(b). It is shown that the 2gc LDV has
weaker DC signals than the 1gc LDV, but its modulation depths are also weaker
than those of the 1gc LDV. The modulation depths indicate that the spurious re-
flection in 1gc LDV is about -25 dB lower than the reference signal, while that
value in the 2gc LDV is lower than -30 dB.
Since the 2gc LDV picks up more back-reflection and has less spurious reflec-
tion than the 1gc LDV, we will focus on the 2gc LDV in the following paragraphs.
The differences between 1gc and 2gc LDVs are summarized in Table 5.1.
The temperature stability of the PIC based homodyne LDV with a 2gc light
receiving component is also experimentally examined. The measured DCj signals
are shown in figure 5.18(a). The main cause for the deviations of these DCj sig-
nals is the temperature-induced phase changes in the on-chip spurious reflections.
These deviations are significant (up to 17%) as the temperature increases from
10◦C to 13◦C. In order to improve the performance of the PIC based LDVs, we
suggest stabilizing the chip temperature within 0.5◦C by attaching a temperature
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Figure 5.19: (a) Demodulated signals for two vibrations in time domain. (b) IQ Lissajous
curve.
stabilizer to the chip.
The relations between the input optical power and the average light power
values at the four outputs (DCj) are shown in figure 5.18(b). By comparing the
total power of the four outputs with the input light power, it is found that the total
loss of the optical power in the PIC-based LDV is around 18 dB. If the input light
power is lower than -6 dBm, noise from the laser and the detectors would dominate
and deteriorate the demodulation results.
Homodyne LDVs are capable of measuring vibrations with large amplitudes
and frequencies. The largest detectable amplitude and frequency are limited by
the sampling rate of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and the speed of the
DSP. With our present ADC which works with a sampling rate of 20 ksps, the
maximal detectable velocity is around 7 mm/s. This value can be further increased
once a higher sampling rate is used. This device can also be used to measure
small mechanical vibrations (with an amplitude smaller than λ0/2) if a temper-
ature stabilizer is introduced and the active compensation approach for sub-half-
wavelength vibrations is applied. In figure 5.19(a), the measured displacements of
a piezo stack driven by two different oscillating voltage signals are shown. These
two voltage signals have different peak-to-peak amplitudes, i.e. 60 Vpp and 5 Vpp,
Type
measurement reflection
(dB)
spurious reflection
(dB)
1gc -34 -25
2gc -28 <-30
Table 5.1: Performance of 1gc and 2gc LDVs, all values are compared with the power
power of the reference light.
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Figure 5.20: Power spectral densities of the LDV outputs for the two vibration signals.
but the same oscillating frequency (31 Hz). These displacement values are calcu-
lated using the aforementioned “arc-tangent” algorithm. The vibration generated
by the 5 Vpp voltage signal has an amplitude smaller than λ0/2, but can still be
measured with our active compensation approach for sub-half-wavelength vibra-
tions. Their corresponding Lissajous curves and power spectral densities are also
shown in figure 5.19(b) and in figure 5.20, respectively. It can be found that the
measured power ratio between the two vibrations is around 20 dB. For the vibra-
tion driven by the 60 Vpp voltage signal, a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of around
50 dB is achieved. Derived from this SNR value, the minimal detectable vibration
amplitude is around 6 nm, which corresponds to a peak velocity of 1.2 µm/s for
this frequency.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we report several on-chip LDV devices, and these devices include
both serrodyne-based heterodyne and optical-hybrid-based homodyne LDVs.
For the serrodyne-based heterodyne LDV, a proof-of-concept measurement is
firstly realized with an optical fiber system and a LiNbO3 phase modulator, which
is used to generate the serrodyne frequency shift. This fiber-based serrodyne LDV
works well in the expected frequency and velocity range. Results show that this
proof-of-concept system is able to measure audio frequency vibrations with sub-
micron displacements (larger than 100 nm).
An on-chip laser Doppler vibrometer with a serrodyne OFS based on thermo-
optic modulation is then reported. Vibrations of a piezo stack within the frequency
range [1.1 Hz, 123 Hz] and the velocity range [0.8 µm/s, 400 µm/s] were measured
with the on-chip LDV. Compared with a commercial LDV, the on-chip LDV is
proved to be able to retrieve the instantaneous displacements in this range with a
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Type
min d
(nm)
min v
(µm/s)
max v
(µm/s)
fiber heterodyne 100 1000 >3500
on-chip heterodyne 1 0.8 400
on-chip homodyne 6 1.2 depends on ADC
Table 5.2: The performance summary.
good accuracy. Theoretically, the measurable frequency range of this TO-based
serrodyne on-chip LDV can be extended to 500 Hz if the vibration is not larger
than 400 µm/s.
Finally, an on-chip homodyne LDV is demonstrated. This homodyne LDV
operates with a minimal input light power of around -6 dBm. Besides the noise
in lasers and detectors, on-chip spurious reflection is the major source of devia-
tion in these on-chip homodyne LDVs. With the help of an active compensation
approach, the homodyne LDV is capable of measuring vibrations with amplitudes
larger than one half of the light wavelength (775 nm). When measuring a sub-half-
wavelength vibration, an extra temperature stabilizer and a specific active compen-
sation approach for sub-half-wavelength vibrations are required. According to the
measurement results, the minimal detectable amplitude of a 31 Hz vibration is
around 6 nm, which corresponds to a velocity of 1.2 µm/s.
The key parameters of each device are summarized in table 5.2. These data
are based on our measurement results, and all of these setups can be improved.
For the fiber-based heterodyne LDV with fofs = 24 kHz, the measured vibrations
have large deviations at low frequency region since a large bandwidth in the pass
band of the filter is used and thus more noise is introduced to the signal. For on-
chip TO-based heterodyne LDV, fofs = 2 kHz. Therefore a bandpass filter with a
small bandwidth is required in this case, which ensures a signal with weak noise.
But this small filter bandwidth confines the measurement range of the LDV. Com-
pared to heterodyne LDVs, homodyne LDVs have relatively worse measurement
resolutions due to low frequency noise, but they may have a larger measurement
range.
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Multi-point LDVs for arterial pulse
wave velocity (PWV) measurements
In Chapter 5, the discussion was focused on single-point LDVs, which measure
the instantaneous velocity (or displacement) of only one vibrating point at each
time step. However, for many applications, such as complex flow measurements
and pulse wave velocity (PWV) measurements, the vibration information of only
one point is not enough. Some techniques, such as particle image velocimetry
(PIV) [1] and scanning LDV [2], have been developed to obtain the vibration in-
formation of multiple positions. However, both of these techniques face problems
for applications requiring high time-resolution output: the PIV technique is limited
by the frame rate of the image recording devices, and the scanning LDV suffers
from a reduced time resolution due to scanning.
To solve these problems, some techniques have been developed to realize high
time-resolution multi-point LDVs. For example, a design taking advantage of the
multiple diffraction orders of an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) allows a simulta-
neous measurement of ten vibrating positions [3, 4]. However, this device is based
on an optical fiber system and is not compact enough. The discussions in previous
chapters have shown that very compact LDVs can be realized on the SOI platform,
and this high degree of miniaturization indicates the capability of supporting mul-
tiple LDVs. In this chapter, we report an SOI-based double-point LDV used for
the arterial pulse wave velocity (PWV) measurement, to emphasize the advantage
of the SOI technology in the field of multi-point LDVs.
According to publications [5–7], the arterial PWV is an important and inde-
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pendent marker for cardiovascular risk. The Laser Doppler vibrometry has al-
ready been suggested as a potential technique to measure the local carotid PWV
by measuring the transit time of the pulse wave between two locations along the
common carotid artery (CCA) from the skin surface vibrations. However, present
LDV-based PWV measurement setups require two stand-alone vibrometers, and
hence are bulky and difficult to handle. In our solution, the two stand-alone LDVs
are integrated on the same SOI chip, so as to reduce the device volume and the
fabrication cost, and improve the operation conveniency.
This chapter is organized as follows: In the first section, the background of
PWV is reviewed. Then the on-chip dual-LDV systems design is presented. Cal-
ibration and in-vivo PWV measurements are reported and discussed afterwards.
Finally, a concept design to mitigate the difficulty in optical alignment during op-
eration is proposed.
6.1 Pulse wave velocity (PWV)
Pulse wave velocity (PWV) is an important measure for arterial stiffness, which
is highly related with many cardiovascular diseases [8]. A larger value of PWV
indicates a greater arterial stiffness and thus a higher risk of cardiovascular events,
so in clinical practice PWV is used as an important and independent predictor
of cardiovascular mortality [5–7]. In practice, the carotid-femoral PWV, which
describes the average velocity of the arterial pulse propagating from the carotid to
the femoral artery (see figure 6.1), is usually used. The carotid-femoral PWV value
normally lies between 4 m/s and 12 m/s for a healthy people [9]. The European
Society of Hypertension suggested that a carotid-femoral PWV of 12 m/s can be
considered as the threshold of an estimate of subclinical organ damage [10], and
individuals with carotid-femoral PWV higher than this threshold should seek for
clinical treatments to prevent cardiovascular events.
Several devices have been introduced to measure the PWV, the most well
known being the Complior and Sphygmocor system [7]. For the assessment of
local arterial PWV, however, there are no widespread commercial devices. It is
only since recent that efforts have been undertaken to measure the propagation of
the pulse using fast ultrasound-based techniques [12, 13]. Additionally, the mea-
surement setup of the carotid-femoral PWV is usually bulky and sometimes causes
discomfort to subjects because they are palpated in the groin. A new noninvasive
method to measure the local PWV of the common carotid arteries (CCAs) using
laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) technique has been proposed [6, 14]. This method
simplifies the measurement procedures and also overcomes the uneasiness in the
conventionally used carotid-femoral PWV measurement. However, the proposed
measurement setup for the CCA PWV measurement is still bulky, which prevent
this technique from being widely used.
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Figure 6.1: The artery system. Adapted from [11]
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Figure 6.2: (a) The schematic of the PWV measurement device using a dual-LDV PIC
chip. In the figure os stands for optical splitter, hybrid for 90◦ optical hybrid, PC for
polarization controller, BPD for balanced photo-detectors, Mon for monitor, TA for
transmitting antenna, RA for receiving antenna , GC for grating coupler. (b) The photo of
a real dual-LDV chip with a bonded fiber array, compared with a two euro coin.
6.2 On-chip Dual-LDV device
In chapter 5, the detailed principle of a single homodyne LDV integrated on SOI
has been described. The proposed PIC-based PWV measurement device consists
of two interferometers, and each works as a stand-alone homodyne LDV. The
schematic of the on-chip system and the measurement setup are shown in fig-
ure 6.2(a). Although techniques of integrating lasers and photo-detectors (PDs) on
SOI chips have already been developed [15, 16], we still use external laser and PDs
in this proof-of-concept setup to solely test the performance of the passive optical
system. The light source and the PDs are connected with the chip via a fiber array
(FA).
In the operation, coherent light generated in the external laser is sent to the
chip via the FA. A polarization controller (PC in figure 6.2(a)) is used to ensure an
optimized coupling efficiency from the fiber to the on-chip grating coupler (GC).
In the 1×4 optical splitter (os1 in figure 6.2(a)) light is split into four parts: two
parts are the measurement signals of the two stand-alone LDVs, the third part is
split again into two reference signals with another optical splitter (os2), and the
fourth part is directly sent out to a detector (Mon in figure 6.2(a)) to track the
variations of the light intensity. Two light transmitting antennas (TAs) and two
light receiving antennas (RAs), realized by means of grating couplers, are set in
the measurement arms to send light out of the chip and receive back reflections,
respectively. A lens is set in front of the chip to focus the two light beams from
the TAs onto two locations on the neck region of the CCA. The two TAs (or RAs)
have a separation So = 0.98 mm to ensure an adequate large distance between the
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two measurement positions Si, which can be calculated as follows
Si = |M |So =
∣∣∣∣−dodi
∣∣∣∣So, (6.1)
where M is the magnification of the optical system, do and di are the object and
image distances, respectively. The back-scattered signals are collected by the same
lens and focused back to the chip, where they are picked up by the RAs. To ensure
that enough reflection is coupled to their corresponding RAs, the locations of the
RAs are set very close the TAs. According to the Doppler effect, the recaptured
reflection signals carry the information of the vibrations in their time-dependent
frequency shifts. They are mixed with the reference signals in the two 90◦ optical
hybrids (see figure 6.2(a)). From each optical hybrid, four optical signals are ob-
tained and sent to two external balanced PDs. The footprint of this PIC is smaller
than 5 mm2, and most of the space is taken by the FA. A photo of the chip is
shown in figure 6.2(b), in which the actual area of the dual-LDV PIC is shown in
the green box.
With the help of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), the generated photo-
currents of the balanced PDs are transformed into digital signals which can be
used to recover the instantaneous velocity information of each vibration using a
digital “arc-tangent” demodulation method mentioned in Chapter 2. After the de-
modulation, two curves representing the instantaneous velocities of the vibrations
can be obtained. The sampling time of the ADC ts determines the maximal de-
tectable displacement speed of the neck surface vm = λ0/2ts, where λ0 is the
wavelength of the light. In our measurement, the sampling frequency fs = 1/ts is
chosen to be 40 kHz, which corresponds to a vm of 31 mm/s. Note that the value
vm is not related to PWV.
Considering the resolution of a measured PWV, it is better to use a large Si
value, which is, however, limited by the size of the neck. In practice, the distance
Si is normally chosen to be larger than 1 cm, indicating that the value of |M | is
normally larger than 10. In this case, however, the numerical aperture of the lens
on the image side is very small, which results in a strong reduction in the collected
power of the backscattered light. In order to obtain a stronger reflection, two pieces
of reflective tapes are attached on the sites where the vibrations are measured.
Considering the source side of the lens, the aperture of the lens D should be large
enough to collect both light beams from the chip to avoid additional loss, indicating
that D > Dc = So + 2do tan(θ/2), where θ ' 11◦ is the divergence angle of the
output light (see figure 6.2(a)). In this setup, a lens with a focus distance f =
18.4 mm and aperture D = 5.5 mm is used. The separation Si is around 1.5 cm,
which leads to Dc = 4.8 mm (being smaller than D).
In this device, the implemented LDVs are homodyne type rather than hetero-
dyne type. This is because the homodyne LDV does not require the use of optical
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frequency shifters (see [17]) and thus has a relatively low production cost com-
pared to heterodyne. However, homodyne LDVs also have disadvantages, e.g.
they may not work well for vibrations smaller than half a wavelength. But this
problem is not critical in the PWV measurement and can be alleviated by stabiliz-
ing the laser source and using a temperature controller. In addition, the wave pulse
is usually very strong and thus weaker vibrations can usually be ignored.
6.3 Algorithms for retrieving PWV
The PWV is usually retrieved by measuring the transit time of the pulse wave
between the two measurement locations, denoted as ∆t. The value of PWV can
be obtained from ∆t and Si using the following formula
PWV = Si/∆t. (6.2)
The accuracy of the PWV measurement thus depends on the accuracy of the re-
trieved transit time ∆t. The maximal detectable PWV value PWVm is ultimately
limited by the sampling frequency ts of ADC, and their relation can be written as
PWVm = Si/ts. Providing fs = 40 kHz and Si = 1.5 cm, a PWVm of 600 m/s
can be obtained. The resolution of the PWV is
dPWV = PWV 2 · ts/Si. (6.3)
However, due to the inaccuracy in the algorithm for retrieving ∆t and deviations
in the measurements, the PWVm is normally determined by the error in measured
transit time, denoted as td, rather than the sampling time ts. This transit time
error depends on many factors, including physical changes between the two pulses,
errors in the LDV outputs, and limitations in the algorithms used for retrieving
∆t. In [6], a cross-correlation algorithm is used to retrieve the PWV, in which
the transit time between the two measurement locations (∆t) is obtained from
the cross-correlation of the two measured velocity curves. The accuracy of this
method depends on the shape changes between the measured velocity curves of the
two vibrations. These shape changes are partly caused by propagation dispersion
of the pulse wave and reflection at sites with impedance mismatch [12], and partly
caused by errors of homodyne LDVs when light reflection is not strong enough.
Hermeling et al. proposed to use the transit time of the systolic foot of the pressure
waveform [12], in which the deviation also depends on the shape variation and the
accuracy of the LDV system. However, this algorithm is more complex than the
cross-correlation method in many situations.
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Figure 6.3: Calibration measurement results on two pulses generated on two separate loud
speakers. The two pulses have the same shape but are generated at different times. (a) The
measured two pulses with a delay of 0.8 ms. (b) The cross correlation of the two velocity
curves, which shows a time delay of 0.85 ms. (c) The recovered delay time for different
method, where x-corr means cross-correlation method.
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Figure 6.4: (a) The velocity curves of the two pulses. (b) The cross-correlation of the two
measured pulses. A time delay ∆t = 3.3 ms is obtained using the correlation method.
6.4 Calibration and in vivo measurement
The LDV PICs are fabricated via ePIXfab [18]. A calibration measurement was
firstly done on two separate loudspeakers, on which two pulses were generated by
two voltage signals with the same shape but a relative preset time delay ∆t. The
input light with a wavelength of 1550 nm has a power of 6 dBm and linewidth of
150 kHz. These challenging test conditions correspond to a pulse wave velocity
of up to 150 m/s, which is well beyond the values that can be expected in vivo. In
figure 6.3(a), the velocity curves of the two pulses with a preset delay ∆t = 0.8 ms
is shown. It can be seen that a time delay of 0.8 ms is retrieved from the lead-
ing edge delay of two pulses, while the delay derived from the cross-correlation
method is around 0.85 ms (see figure 6.3(b)). The retrieved results of these two
methods have been compared using a series of measurements (see figure 6.3(c)). It
can be found that the deviations in time delay with both methods have no apparent
difference, and both deviations are less than 0.2 ms. The measured root-mean-
square deviations of the leading-edge and cross-correlation algorithms are 0.13 ms
and 0.08 ms, respectively. The estimated deviation is mainly caused by the shape
difference between the two pulses.
Then the device was used to measure the CCA PWV in vivo. The person under
test was a healthy male volunteer aged 26 years. During the test, the volunteer
was sitting in an upright position in front of the device, with two reflective tapes
attached to two locations along the CCA. The separation of the two locations was
between 1.5 cm and 1.7 cm. The two light beams were adjusted to be focused on
the two reflective tapes, respectively. The demodulated velocity results for a repre-
sentative measurement are shown in figure 6.4(a), and the cross-correlation of the
velocities is obtained and shown in figure 6.4(b). It is seen that the transit time of
the pulse is around 3.3 ms, and this corresponds to a PWV between 4.5 m/s and
5.2 m/s. The displacement and acceleration signals are also shown in figure 6.5(a)
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Figure 6.5: (a) The displacements of the two pulses. (b) The accelerations of the two
pulses.
and figure 6.5(b). It is found that, the noise of the acceleration signal is stronger
than that of the velocity signal mainly in the high frequency region. If a proper
filter is applied, the cross-correlation method can also work well with the accelera-
tion signal, but not with the displacement signal, which has a strong low-frequency
variation. Another byproduct of the LDV system is the heart rate of the subject. In
this measurement, the average heart rate of the subject is around 78 bpm, which is
calculated according to the time delay between two adjacent pulses.
6.5 Scanning-beam configuration
During the measurement, we found that it is not easy to point the laser beam from
the LDV to the right position on the neck. This optical alignment procedure re-
quires professional knowledge of the cardiovascular system and sometimes takes
a long time. This inconvenience in the optical alignment procedure hampers the
popularization of this device. To solve this problem, an on-chip scanning-beam
design is proposed.
In the proposed scanning-beam design, the alignment procedure is automati-
cally done by scanning the light beam among a number of positions on the skin
to find the location with the strongest vibration amplitude. The interval between
every two adjacent spots is around 5 mm, being a little bit smaller than the average
carotid diameter (6.10 mm for women and 6.52 mm for men [19]) to ensure a suf-
ficient space resolution of the scan. The number of positions is chosen to be 6 for
each measurement beam as a result of balancing between scan range and design
complexity. The scan is realized with 6 light transmitting antennas (TAs) for each
measurement beam, and each TA corresponds to one light focus position on the
skin. During the scan, the measurement light is routed to each of the 6 grating cou-
plers in spatial sequence. The routing function can be realized on chip by means
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Figure 6.6: Designs for different light paths using on-chip grating couplers and free space
optical systems (mockup). Reproduced from [21].
of optical micro-ring switches [20], which is controlled by a micro-controller next
to the photonic chip.
The schematic of the output light beams from the 6 TAs and an optical sys-
tem used to focus those light beams on the measurement positions are shown in
figure 6.6. The TAs are designed in such a way that the projection of each output
beam on the chip surface occupies an angle range of 15◦. As a result, the 6 GCs
take only one quadrant in the chip surface. In order to avoid an overlap between
two adjacent light beams, the azimuthal beam divergence (the divergence of the
beam projection on the chip surface) should be around 10◦, which is plausible
with current GC techniques. The zenith angles of the light beams (the angles be-
tween the light beams and the surface normal) can be chosen depending on the
configuration of external optics, and these values are set to be 20◦ in figure 6.6.
Two such TA groups are designed in two opposite quadrants, so that each one is
responsible for one measurement position on the skin.
The two groups of light beams are separated using two groups of external mir-
rors, which are designed to focus the light beams onto 12 spots in two separate
lines (see figure 6.6). To ensure that all light beams can be focused on the skin
during the measurement, two spacers are used to keep the distance between the
chip and the skin at a predefined value (see figure 6.7). It has been tested that the
influence of the spacers on the vibrations of the measurement positions is not sig-
nificant. However, whether the use of spacers changes the measured PWV value
is still unclear and needs further study.
Compared to the light-beam scanning techniques using scan engines, the on-
chip scanning approach is advantageous since it does not introduce any moving
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Figure 6.7: The spacers of OVC, which are used to keep a distance between the optical
components and the skin. Reproduced from [21].
Figure 6.8: The view of the PWV measurement device. Reproduced from [21].
part in the device, which may lead to a device vibration that will be added to the
LDV output signals.
6.6 Concept product design
The concept product design of a hand-held PWV measurement device has been
made by Dries Willems as a master project for a degree in produce design at Arte-
sis hogeschool Antwerpen [21], and his design is shown in figure 6.8. The device
is 10 cm long along the longest side, 4.5 cm wide, and 2 cm thick. There are
four buttons in the device: the switch button is used to turn the state of the device
between “on” and “off”, the two small 8 mm blue buttons are used for navigat-
ing among different functions, and the 12 mm black button is used to confirm a
function.
The on-chip scanning beam method is used in this hand-held device to ensure
that general practitioners can easily make the PWV measurement. The measured
values of PWV and heart rate can be displaced on the device immediately after
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one successful measurement. More details about this concept design can be found
in [21].
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the proof-of-concept of a miniaturized PWV measurement device
utilizing two-point LDV photonic integrated circuit is demonstrated with experi-
mental results. The cross-correlation method is used to derive the PWV, and the
time delay error was found to be around 0.1 ms. In addition, the device is able to
measure the full range of CCA PWV when the separation between the two mea-
surement spots is only 1.5 cm apart from each other. A scanning beam design
used to alleviate the alignment requirement of the measurement is also proposed
in this chapter. A concept product design based on this scanning beam approach is
proposed and described.
In future work, efforts should be made to integrate lasers and photo-detectors
on the same photonic integrated circuits. A PIC with more than two LDVs is also
interesting for future study since it can be used to obtain more information of the
pulses at different locations.
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7
Conclusion
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have discussed the feasibility of realizing a miniaturized laser
Doppler vibrometer (LDV) on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform. Several prob-
lems brought to the miniaturized LDV by this SOI platform were analyzed, and
corresponding solutions were proposed and realized. Several on-chip LDVs with
expected performance are finally demonstrated.
The SOI platform nowadays can provide all necessary components, especially
the optical frequency shifter (OFS) and a 90◦ optical hybrid, for implementing
an LDV system. On the SOI platform, LDVs with very small footprint can be
realized. The minimal size of our proposed on-chip LDV devices is less than
0.4 mm2. With a better design, this value can be even smaller. Production cost of
these on-chip LDVs can be strongly reduced in case of a high-volume production.
Except the strengths brought by the SOI platform, some problems have to be
considered as well. According to theoretical analysis, several important devia-
tion sources can strongly influence the performance of an on-chip LDV. They are
the spurious reflection in on-chip devices, imperfect 90◦ optical hybrids (for ho-
modyne), and imperfect optical frequency shifter (for heterodyne). According to
simulation, to ensure that the phase deformation in the LDV output is lower than
0.01pi, the following requirements should be fulfilled:
1. The power of the spurious reflection is 30 dB lower than that of the mea-
surement signal.
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2. The power of the -1st order harmonic in the frequency shifted reference
signal is 30 dB lower than that of the fundamental harmonic of the reference
signal.
3. The power of the 0th order harmonics in the frequency shifted reference
signal is 30 dB lower than that of the measurement signal.
Demodulation methods corresponding to these deviations have been proposed and
analyzed in simulation, which has shown that the demodulation is quite successful.
However, these demodulation methods may desire a significant calculation time
and thus may not work well for high frequency vibration measurements. Noise
also strongly limits the performance of these demodulation methods.
To avoid the unnecessary compensation procedure, several on-chip designs
have been redesigned to suppress the reflection. These devices include the grating
couplers and 2×1 multi-mode interference (MMI) couplers. According to anal-
ysis, the strong spurious reflections existing in these devices are mainly caused
by the mode-mismatching boundaries. In our reflectionless designs, the reflect-
ing boundaries are deliberately tilted so that the reflections are sent to somewhere
else rather than the input waveguide. Therefore the backreflection is reduced. It
turned out that with these improved designs, the reflection of grating couplers are
reduced to -40 dB (compared to the power of the input light). For the 2×1 MMI,
the reflection is reduced to around -35 dB.
The optical frequency shifter (OFS) can also be realized on the SOI platform.
On one hand, the serrodyne method can be used for generating a low frequency
shift using a thermo-optic (TO) phase modulator, which has shown a second order
suppression of 39 dB. On the other hand, a four-branch interferometry frequency
shift method can strongly suppress the -1st order and 0th order harmonics regard-
less of the spurious reflections. Thus the four-branch interferometry method can
be used for generating a high frequency shift with the help of carrier-depletion
type modulators.
Based on the TO-based low-frequency serrodyne OFS, an on-chip heterodyne
LDV is realized and measured. Measurement results show that the displacement
sensitivity of this device is around 1 nm. Homodyne LDVs are also implemented
with the help of an integrated 90◦ optical hybrid, and it demonstrates a minimal
displacement sensitivity of 6 nm. In these designs, however, laser sources and
photo-detectors are not integrated on the chip to avoid additional influences to the
on-chip interferometers.
A device consisting of two stand-alone homodyne LDVs is also reported. This
device can be used for measuring the arterial pulse wave velocity (PWV), which
is an important marker for cardiovascular risks. The measurement is realized by
calculating the transit time of the pulse between two spots on a common-carotid
artery. Measurements shown that the output time accuracy of this double LDV
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system is around 0.1 ms, which is good enough for the PWV measurement.
According to the above mentioned discussions, the SOI platform shows a
promising capability of integrating miniaturized LDV devices. However, there
is still a lot of space to improve the on-chip LDV designs, which will be discussed
in the following section.
7.2 Prospectives
Up to now we have demonstrated several working LDV devices on the SOI plat-
form. However, there are still several problems with these devices to be solved.
One problem is the realization of fast serrodyne optical frequency shifters. As is
already discussed, the four-branch interferometry frequency shifter may be used
for realizing this function. However, it has not been fabricated and thus needs to
be implemented and demonstrated by measurement in the future.
Another important issue is the integration of laser sources and photo detec-
tors. Though these integrations have been realized and reported, they may greatly
increase the fabrication complexity and influence the performance of the interfer-
ometer. Thus we have not tested the designs with integrated laser sources and
photo detectors. But they should be implemented on chip in the future to even-
tually realize a fully integrated on-chip LDV system. The photo-detectors can be
germanium-based and they can be directly provided by ePIXfab. Integrated lasers,
however, may need to be realized in our own cleanroom with bonding technique.
At the same time, integrated optical isolators are also needed to prevent the influ-
ence of back-reflections on the laser.
The capability of realizing multi-point LDVs is an important advantage of
miniaturized LDVs. A Dual-LDV device has been reported in this thesis with
successfully demonstrated PWV measurements. From the PWV measurement, we
found that with three or more light beams we can obtain more information of the
pulse waves. Therefore it would be very interesting to realize multi-point LDV
devices using the SOI platform. There may be other applications that can benefit
from the realization of multi-beam LDVs.

A
Optical frequency domain
reflectometry
The optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) is a technique for measuring
reflections. Like optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR), this technique can
resolve the positions of different reflection sources. OTDR is usually used for
measuring reflections within a long distance, while OFDR is used for resolving
small reflecting structures. In this section, the OFDR method used for on-chip
reflection measurements is described.
In our OFDR measurement setup, the simplified OFDR method proposed by
Morichetti [1] is used, which is shown in figure A.1. In this setup, the light source
can be a broad band source or a tunable laser. Two important parameters should
be defined before choosing the type of the source: the distance range Lofdr and
the distance resolution ∆Lofdr. The Lofdr of the OFDR is determined by the fre-
quency resolution df of the optical spectrum analyzer (when a broad band source
is used) or of the tunable laser, with the following relation
Lofdr =
c
4ngdf
≈ λ0
4ngdλ
(A.1)
where ng is the group index of the light in the medium, and dλ is the wavelength
resolution. The distance resolution ∆Lofdr is determined by the full-width half-
maximum of the source spectrum ∆f1/2, with the following relation
∆Lofdr =
c
2ng∆f1/2
. (A.2)
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Figure A.1: The optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) setup used for measuring
reflections from a chip.
When input light is coupled into the on-chip device using a grating coupler, the
value of ∆f1/2 is limited by the transmission spectrum of the grating coupler. We
use a tunable laser in our measurement since the resolution of our optical spectrum
analyzer is not sufficient.
In order to measure the reflection of an on-chip grating coupler we use the
following procedure. First we align the input fiber with the help of an output fiber.
After alignment, the output fiber is moved away so that the influence caused by
the reflection of the output fiber facet is removed. With the help of a circulator, the
reflected light signal including reflections from the input fiber facet and from the
target reflective component in the waveguide is retrieved. In practice, a wavelength
range from 1490 nm to 1570 nm with a 20 pm resolution was usually used.
The postprocessing on the reflection spectrum is realized in a computer, and a
spatial distribution of the reflection is calculated from the autocorrelation R(z) of
the reflection spectrum. Three steps are done before calculating R(z):
• interpolating the reflection spectra from the wavelength domain to the fre-
quency domain.
• multiplying a Gaussian window to the spectrum in the frequency domain, so
as to suppress numerical leakages [2]
• zero padding, in order to get a denser frequency mesh in the autocorrelation
function, which is good for estimating the 3 dB bandwidth of peaks.
After these steps, a power spectral density P (f) for an array of frequencies f is
obtained. R(z) is then derived by calculating the inverse Fourier transform of
P (f). Peaks in the power spectral density P (f) show the position and power of
different reflections.
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B
Tilted grating coupler design
B.1 Introduction
In this section, two derivations for the tilted grating coupler design are explained.
The first one is about the angle deviation in a tilted grating coupler if the effective
refractive index of the guided mode in the grating region is wrongly estimated.
The second one is about the formula for tilted focusing grating coupler design.
B.2 Deviation of the direction in the out coupled light
When a tilted 1D grating coupler is designed, an approximation of the effective
index of the guided mode in the grating region n0g has to be made. However,
sometimes this effective index estimation is not correct, and an approximated value
ng is used in the formula instead of n0g . This the effective index deviation ∆ng =
ng − n0g can change the direction of the out-coupled light.
To obtain this deviation, one can refer to figure B.1. A wrong estimation of
the effective index of n0g leads to a wrong ~kg value. In figure B.1 the dashed
vectors are used for the design. However, the real ~kg value is smaller than the
estimated one, and the difference is ∆kg . Considering this deviation, we can use
the relation represented by the solid vectors to obtain the real value of ~kc,p, which
is the projection of the output light wave vector ~kc on the chip surface.
Since the length of ~kc tends to keep the same value, the new direction of this
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Figure B.1: The vector relation of a 1D tilted grating coupler with an effective index error
∆n.
vector can be calculated as
α′0 = α0 + arctan
(
∆ng sinα0
nc,p −∆ng cosα0
)
, (B.1)
φ′0 = arcsin

√
n2c,p + ∆n
2
g − 2nc,p∆ng cosα0
nc
 . (B.2)
These expressions agree well with the measurement results, which has been
discussed in Chapter 3.
B.3 Tilted focusing grating coupler
The focusing grating coupler design is simplified to a grating structure that couples
light originating from a single spot on a chip to free space in a certain direction,
described by the azimuth α0 and zenith angle φ0. The azimuth α0 is the angle
between the projection of the output direction and the direction of incoming light,
while the zenith angle φ0 is the direction between the output light and the normal
of the chip surface. In this section, an assumption is made that the effective index
of guided light in the slab region ns is the same as that in the grating region n0g .
The output light can be considered as a plane wave, and the plane wave front
is perpendicular to the output direction. So the design should fulfill this phase
relation for each possible light path. To clarify this wavefront relation, a schematic
plot of the grating coupler is shown in figure B.2.
Firstly only the first trenched line is considered. The phase condition of the
out-scattered light is shown in figure B.2. For each azimuth direction from the
light source, the light path includes two parts. The part in the slab region has a
phase change of n2gk0r(α), while the phase shift in free space is nck0D(α) sinφ.
Considering that D(α) = r(0)− r(α) cosα, we have
n0gk0r(0) = n
0
gk0r(α) + nck0[r(0)− r(α) cosα] sinφ. (B.3)
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Figure B.2: Schematic of tilted FGCs.
This leads to
r(α) = r(0)
n0g − nc sinφ
n0g − nc cosα sinφ
. (B.4)
For different lines, r(0) is denoted as r(0, q), where q is the index of the each
grating. Since r(0, q) follows the form of a standard 1D grating coupler, and thus
we have
r(0, q) =
qλ0
n0g − nc sinφ
, (B.5)
where q = q0, q0 + 1... is the index of each trench. By replacing the r(0) value in
Eq. B.4 with the r(0, q) in Eq. B.5, we have
r(α) =
qλ0
n0g − nc cosα sinφ
. (B.6)
These curves turn out to be an array of elliptical curves.
B.4 Tilted focusing grating coupler with amendment
When considering that n0g 6= ns, the formula has to be amended. To simplify the
problem, we assume that there is no refraction on the boundary between these two
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regions. This is a good approximation when the incident angle of the light at the
interface is not very large.
Under this approximation, Eq. B.4 for the first line has to be written as
r(α, 0) = r(0, q0)
ns − nc sinφ
ns − nc cosα sinφ. (B.7)
For the other lines, the effective index of light in the grating region has to be
considered. So that the Eq. B.3 has to be changed to
R(0, q)k0 = R(α, q)k0 + nc[r(0, q)− r(α, q) cosα] sinφk0. (B.8)
where
R(α, q) = nsr(α, q0) + n
0
g[r(α, q)− r(α, q0)] (B.9)
is the on-chip optical length of the light in both the slab and the grating regions.
Removing the k0 in Eq. B.8, the left side of Eq. B.8 is
nsr(0, q0) + n
0
g[r(0, q)− r(0, q0)], (B.10)
and the right side is
(ns − n0g)r(α, q0) + nc sinφr(0, q) + (n0g − nc sinφ cosα)r(α, q).
This will lead to
r(α, q) =
(ns − n0g)[r(0, q0)− r(α, q0)] + (n0g − nc sinφ)r(0, q)
n0g − nc sinφ cosα
. (B.11)
Considering Eq. B.7 and Eq. B.5, the numerator of Eq. B.11 thus becomes
(ns − n0g)[r(0, q0)− r(α, q0)] + (n0g − nc sinφ)r(0, q)
= (ns − n0g)[r(0, q0)− r(0, q0)
ns − nc sinφ
ns − nc cosα sinφ ] + (n
0
g − nc sinφ)
qλ0
n0g − nc sinφ
=
q0λ0
n0g − nc sinφ
[
ζ
ns − nc cosα sinφ ] + (q − q0)λ0,
where
ζ = (ns − n0g)nc sinφ− (ns − n0g)nc cosα sinφ
+(n0g − nc sinφ)(ns − nc cosα sinφ)
= (n0g − nc cosα sinφ)(ns − nc sinφ)
Finally the numerator becomes
q0λ0
n0g − nc sinφ
[
(n0g − nc cosα sinφ)(ns − nc sinφ)
ns − nc cosα sinφ ] + (q − q0)λ0. (B.12)
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Put Eq. B.12 in Eq. B.11, the radius of each line will thus be obtained
r(α) =
(q − q0)λ0
n0g − nc cosα sinφ
+
ns − nc sinφ
n0g − nc sinφ
q0λ0
ns − nc cosα sinφ
=
(q − q0)λ0
n0g − nc cosα sinφ
+
kq0λ0
ns − nc cosα sinφ (B.13)
where
k =
ns − nc sinφ
n0g − nc sinφ
. (B.14)

